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Fenton honored by ‘ISU
as outstanding teacher

Free agency resurfaces
to binder baseball talks

See story on page 2

Calloway County offers
summer school courses

See story on page 10

See story on page 2
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News In Brief
California team delivers six
babies to high school teacher
ORANGE, Calif. (AP) — A 30-year-old woman pregnant with
septuplets was delivered today of six live babies, but the seventh
was born dead, hospital officials said.
The obstetrician for Patricia Frustaci, 30, decided to deliver
the septuplets in the 28th week of pregnancy — two months before
full term — after the woman's condition slipped around noon
Monday, said Valerie Orleans, a spokeswoman at St. Joseph's
hospital.
"They (physicians) felt her condition had gone from good to
fair, so now was the time," Ms. Orleans said.
Mrs. Frustaci, who took the fertility drug Pergonal, entered the
hospital March 25 with doctors hoping to stave off the mass birth
at least until the 28th week.
The seven fetuses weigh about 1% to 2 pounds apiece.
"No matter what happens, how many can say they've carried
seven babies at once?" Mrs. Frustaci said earlier in her
pregnancy.
"We're praying and hoping they all make it," she said. "But
we're going in with our eyes open. We're not expecting the
world."
The family's attorney, Andrew Wallet, said the Frustacis intend to sell their story, and already have received several offers
from publications.
"Quite honestly, they're going to need it (the money)," he said.
Depending on the outcome of the pregnancy, Mrs. Frugtjaci
said she and her husband may have to expand their four-bedroom
home in Orange, about 30 miles southeast of Los Angeles. When
both are working, their income is $40,000 a year, she said.
Mrs. Frustaci, a high school English teacher, and her husband,
Samuel, 31, a salesman for an industrial firm, also have a 1-yearold son, Joseph.
According to the Guinness Book of World Records, the largest
recorded multiple birth was nine babies in Sydney, Australia, in
1971. None survived more than six days.
Guinness lists three cases in which sextuplets (six babies) survived: In Cape Town, South Africa, in 1974; in Florence, Italy. in
1980: and in Liverpool, Engiand, in 1983.

Elsewhere...
By The liasociaSed Press

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Outnumbered Palestinian guerrillas in
three Beirut refugee camps hold off attacks by Shiie Moslem
gunmen, and Moslem and Christian militiamen fight across the
Green Line. Police report at least 62 people killed and 270
wounded.
TEL AVIV', Israel — Three Israeli soldiers held captive for
nearly three years by Palestinian guerrillas return home after
they are exchanged for more than 1,100 Lebanese and Palestinian
prisoners held by Israel. The swap, in which many convicted
murderers were released, touches off protests by Jewish settlers.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — President Daniel Ortega returns
from his European tour saying the Soviet Union has promised to
provide most of the oil Nicaragua needs this year.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan meets today with Honduran President Roberto Suazo Cordova to discuss the recent
Honduran crackdown on anti-communist Nicaraguan rebels
operating in Honduran territory.
WASHINGTON — Falling food prices, offsetting seasonal rises
in the cost of gasoline, are contributing to expectations of a
moderate inflation rate for the rest of this year.
WASHINGTON — The U.S. economy is showing a variety of
signs that it is pulling out of a sharp slowdown in growth, but
economists are divided about how long the rally will last.
NEW YORK — Baseball employees facing random urine tests
for drugs join other groups already subject to such tests, including some students, teachers, police officers, soldiers, people
looking for jobs and people who want to keep their jobs. Like drug
use itself, drug testing is pervasive in our society.
WASHINGTON — Rejecting arguments that copyright law
must yield to news reporting, the Supreme Court has made it
easier for public officials to profit from publishing their
memoirs.
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio — Only the foundation and scatterd
debris remained after a "tremendous fireball" ripped through an
Illegal fireworks factory, killing at least nine people and hurling
body parts hundreds of feet.
ORANGE, Calif. — A team of three dozen physicians and
nurses mobilized to prepare for the delivery of septuplets by
Caesarean section from a woman who took fertility drugs.
PEKING — It was like the old days for Muhammad All. He
drew big crowds, sparred playfully with all takers, and did the
Ali shuffle in the ring. But he says the most moving experience of
his 10-day tour of China was praying with 1,000 fellow Moslems in
an ancient mosque.
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Bell offers
customers
new service
But customers should
tell them if they don't
want the new service
South Central Bell telephone
customers now have the option
of participating in a new program which is designed to make
repair work by the telephone
company more convenient and
less costly to the customer.
The newly formed
maintenance plan includes a
monthly $1.20 service fee, which
covers the cost of a repairman
diagnosing a problem in phone
service. The plan became
available April 29 and
customers were presented the
option of paying for the service
on their May bill.
The plan works like this —
South Central Bell customers
were presented with the optional
plan on their May bill, the billing
includes a repairman making a
house call to determine if and
where a problem is located — in
the telephone or the telephone
line. If the problem is in the
wires, jacks or plugs, the repairman will effect repairs, at no
charge to the customer. If the
problem is elsewhere, the
repairman will tell the
customer.
Prior to the new plan,
customers were being billed
about $40 for the diagnostic
work.
The new plan is being introduced by having the service
included in the regular monthly
billing. For customers who don't
want the service, complete instructions and a reply card are
included in the telephone bill
and should be returned to have
the service discontinued, according to a South Central Bell
representative.
The method of billing and introducing the maintenance plan
by including it with the regular
service, prior to the customer's
approval rather than having
customers order it, was only
recently approved by the state
Public Service Commission.
For customers who chose to
subscribe to the new service, it
will mean more convenience
when a problem in phone service
arises, while the telephone company will be able to cover its
maintenance costs more easily,
according to a South Central
Bell representative.

PAGEANT WINNERS — Four winners in the Kentucky Pageants held Sunday at Lovett Auditorium.
Murray State University were; from left, Ashley Banner Lane, Wee Miss Division. Gilbertsville; Lad
Ann Campbell, Little Miss Division, Cloverport; Amy Howard Major, Miss Preteen Division. Hickman;
Tonya Raquel Campbell, Junior Teen Division, Clinton. The pageant was sponsored by the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority, Unit 827, Woodmen of the World. Additional photos on page 2.

Murray files injunctive relief
petition against city resident
A petition for injunctive relief
was filed by the City of Murray
against Howard Anderson, of 322
Irvan, earlier this month charging Anderson with making use of
his property in the form of storing junk and abandoned
automobiles, building
materials, bicycle parts,
assorted junk, debris and
collectibles.
The suit claims that as a result
of the storage of junk materials,
that the property is harboring
rodents, snakes and other rep-

tiles and the accumulation of the
junk is also causing noxious
odors impairing the reasonable
comfort and convenience of the
property owners adjacent to
Anderson's property and to the
public at large.
Claiming that the junk is causing a public and private
nuisance, the city has demanded
a permanent injunction directing Anderson to remove all junk
from his yard. The civil suit was
filed by the city following
several complaints to the city

Foreign culture series slated
for children at public library
The Calloway County Public
Library will sponsor the
Children's Cultural Adventures
in French and Spanish again this
summer. The Spanish program
will extend through the month of
June beginning Monday, June 3.
The French program will be
held during the month of July,
the first session scheduled for
July 8.

The purpose of the children's
cultural and language programs
is to give young children in the
community an opportunity to
study and experience other
languages and cultures. The
Children's Adventures in
French was inititated in 1979 by
Libby Hart, coordinator of the
programs, and Margaret
Trevathan, library director.
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Tonight: Variable
cloudiness with a 20 percent
chance of showers. Low in the
mid 50s. North wind 5 to 10
mph.
Wednesday: Partly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls
with a chance of showers
Thursday, becoming mostly
fair Friday and Saturday,
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Kentucky Lake
359 0
Barkley Lake
359 0

W.A.T.C.H. GETS DONATION — Dr. Ken Wolf, author of "Thoughts in Season," presents Peggy
Williams, executive director of the Murray Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped with a
check for $500. The money came from proceeds of the sale of his book, still available through the
WATCH office at 759-1965. Looking on are Raylene Gagel. supevising instructor of the WATCH program, and David Roos, campaign cooridinator for the fund-raising project.

(Cont'd on page 2)

TVA manager James Daniels
expects road paving work to the
Thoroughbred Recreation Area,
from the access road through
the campgroup area, to be completed by today. Plans are also
being made to institute other
changes to the recreation area
located about 10 miles east of
Murray off Highway 9.4 East.
Daniels explained that crews
have been working for the past
several days to get the paving
work completed. The paving
work is just one of the many
changes that visitors will see as
they enter the now reorganized
recreation area.
The recreation area is now
under a -new management
policy, according to Daniels,
1444o has _been th. r.ar.naarrsma
area's resident manager since
March
In the past, Thoroughbred
Recreation Area ( which has
become known as Wildcat Beach
by local residents) has boasted
(liont'd on page 2)
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Children's Cultural Adventures
in Spanish was introduced in
1983, under the leadership of
Claire Resig. Mrs. Hart believes
that children learn other
languages easier if they are exposed to them at a young age.
Registration for the Spanish
program will be held the week of

Thoroughbred
area receivi,5g
road paving
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council about the problem.
Anderson has 20 days from the
time the suit was filed - May 9, to
give a response, according to the
.circuit clerk's office. Should
Anderson not respond to the
mandatory injunction by May
29, the city has requested that
the court grant the city the right
to enter Anderson's property to
remove the items which consitute a nuisance at Anderson's
cost and in the future will enjoin
him from permitting such conditions to be created.
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Calloway County will offer
summer school for students
The Calloway County Board of
Education is offering summer
school courses for area high
school students, it was announced this past week.
Courses available this summer will include English I, II, III
and IV and U.S. History.
One full credit is the maximum which may be earned in
summer school. Students
needing one credit will remain
in class four hours each day,
while students needing one-half
credit will attend class for two
hours each day.

The dates of operation will be
June 17 to August 5, with classes
set to begin at 8 a.m. daily and
continuing until noon. A variety
of teaching methods will be
utilized including small group
discussion and individualized instruction. The cost per half
credit for Calloway students is
$25, while the cost for out-ofdistrict students will be $50.
Enrollment forms are currently available in the guidance
office at Calloway County High
School anti should be returned
with tuition no later than June

Pageant winners
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10.
Enrolled students should
report to the gymnasium at
Calloway County High School on
June 17 at 8 a.m. to begin
classes.
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Interested persons needing
more information are urged to
contact the guidance office at
Calloway County High School at
753-5479 or 753-8141.
The Murray city school
system does not offer a summer
school program.

NARFE officers from Murray
to attend annual convention
More that 300 former federal
employees will meet at
Drawbridge Inn in Fort Mitchell
on May 22 for a two-day work
session. The event is the 21st Annual convention of the Kentucky
Federation of Chapters, National Association of Retired
Federal Employees (NARFE).
"Budget proposals, taxes, and
proposed changes in the retirement program are among the

issues to be addressed by the
delegates," state president
Robert 1.1. Douglas of Murray
said.
Joseph E Oglesby, a
Washington-based NARFE official, will give the keynote address following the opening session Wednesday. Oglesby
directs NARFE's public relations work nationwide and will
highlight the latest

Applications being accepted
for MSU Super Summerdays

•iierA, •

Applications are now being accepted at Murray State University for the Super Summerdays
program July 8-11 for gifted and
talented elementary students in
the area.
Dr. Richard Hazier, assistant
professor in the Department of
Educational Leadership and
Counseling and program director, said students in grades one
through seven will have access
to 22 separate course offerings.
Students in each course will
meet from 1 to 3:30 for the four
days. The cost of Super Summerdays is $45 for each stutieiii..
Courses designed for parents
of participants to increase their
understanding and skills in
working with their children will
also be offered.
Super Summerdays, an
outgrowth of the popular Super
Saturdays program in March,
was developed to provide quality instruction for small groups
(maximum of 15 students per
teacher) of highly motivated
and talented youngsters on interesting subjects, Hazier
explained.
Instructors will be selected
from the faculties of Murray
State and surrounding schools

Culture...
(Cont'd from page 1)
May 20-25. Twenty children will
be accepted into each program
and will meet three days a week
for an hour and a half through
the month, 3-4:30 p.m. for the
Spanish program. Those eligible
are children who have just completed the third and fourth
grades and will be taken on a
first-come, first-serve basis.
Parents may register their
children either by calling the
library (753-2288) or by stopping
by the circulation desk. There is
no charge as the programs are
funded by the Friends of the
Library Organization.
The Spanish program, which
is coordinated by Claire Resig,
includes many Spanishspeaking countries, beginning
the first week with Spain and
showing the spread of the
language and culture to the Carribean and Central America
regions the second week. South
America and Mexico are explored the third and fourth
weeks. The children learn about
the social customs, geography,
and history of the various coun-

Thoroughbred...
(Cont'd from page 1)
free facilities for campers,
swimmers and boaters. The
recreation area has been
reorganized and the camping
area is currently separated with
a 26 nightly charge for up to four
overnight campers.
"I think there's been anoverall imp—
Ittendance," said Daniels "It's still
In the planning Oocess but were
going to put between five and 12
new concrete picnic tables on
concrete pads, by the beach."
Plans are also being finalized
to install hot water heaters into
the existing facilities between

and from other area organizations such as the Tennessee
Valley Authority and The Center
for Environmental Education.
Hazler said the Super Saturdays program attracted more
than 400 applicants for 165 openings from as far away in Kentucky as Henderson and also
areas of Lllinois and Tennessee.

developments on the national
scene of interest to retirees.
Joseph W. Prather, member
of the Kentucky Senate from
Vine Grove and Senate President Pro Tempore, will speak at
the banquet on Wednesday at
6:30 p.m. His comments are expected to touch issues now on the
horizon for the next legislative
session.

tries, as well as important art
and literature. They learn
Spanish songs and games to
?nhance and retain the
vocabulary and the program is
highlighted with a Fiesta.
Refreshments are served each
day relating to the country being
studies.
Native speakers Meme Garrastazu of Cuba, Nadia Andrade
of Chile, and Marie Laura
Quiros of Costa Rica, will assist
with the Spanish program.
Teachers include Christine
Thompson, Janet Williams,
Susan Parrish and Millie Gimmel. Several interested persons,
as well as students from the
Spanish classesOof Calloway
County and Murray High
Schools, will contribute their
talents and experience by
assisting with the various
activities.
Beth Belote, coordinator of the
French program, which will be
held in the month of July, beginning July 8 and ending August 2,
announced that registration for
the French program will be held
beginning the week of June 10.
Exact times and dates for the
French program will be
announced.

the camping and beach area.
The existing restrooms currently have showers, sinks and toilet
facilities
Beach and boat dock users
will not be charged anything for
use of the facilities, said
Daniels, who added that a
separate access road has been
completed to the beach and boat
dock to direct touring motorists
away from the camping area.
"We're guurg to-tnstall a fent,,e
to separate the day people from
the campers ..we're starting to
enforce the camping area (keeping touring motorists out of the
area)," said Daniels.
A stricter enforcement of traffic and people flow is also planned at the recreation area
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Douglas will be completing a
two-year term as president of
the Kentucky Federation and
will be succeeded by Harvey D.
Bradley of Lexington. Joan
Whayne of Murray has also
3erved as secretary of the
Federation for two years.
Both Murray officers are
members of the local Kentucky
Lake Chapter of NARFE.
Other members of the chapter
who will attend the convention
are C.O. and Lucille Bondurant,
Eugene and Roberta Tarry, Dr.
Harry Whayne, Virginia
Douglas, Frances Churchill and
Evelyn Bailey. C.O. Bondurant
will accept two achievement
awards for the local chapter.

Martha Fenton honored by
university for her teaching
excellence in city schools
Martha Fenton, a Chapter I
reading teacher with the Murray City Schools, is the 1985 recipient of the Award for Professional Excellence in the
Teaching of Reading by the
Department of Speical Education at Murray State University.
An educator for more than 20
years and actively involved in
professional organizations, she
earned the bachelor's, master's
and specialist in educational

MISS JUNIOR TEEN DIVISION — Miss Tony a Raquel Campbell, Clinton, center, was crowned as
Miss Junior Teen Di% ision in the pageant, sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, WOW,on Sunday at
Lovett Auditorium, MSI . Kunnersup were, from left, Lea Anne Major, Hickman, fourth, Allison Faye
Carr, Murray, third, Gina Sue Herndon, Paducah, first, and Jennifer Ann Peyton, Dawson Springs,
second.

degree in reading at Murray
State.
Colleagues have described her
as an educator who uses
strategies not only to help
children improve their reading
but also their desire to read.
The annual award is given by
the Department of Special
Education at Murray State in
recognition of outstanding professionalism in the field of
reading.

lool

MISS PRETEEN qiyisioN - Winners in Miss Preteen Division of Kentucky Pageant, sponsored by
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority. Unit 827. WOW,on Sunday at Lovett Auditorium, MM., were, from left, Jennifer Deann Ballard, Benton. second runnerup, Amy Howard Major, Hickman, winner, and Stacy
Elizabeth Rash. Hickman, first runnerup.
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William Bailey
to preside over
KRC meeting
The Kentucky Railroad Commission has scheduled a factfinding meeting concerning the
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad
Company's notice of intent to
abandon a line of railroad.
The line extends from
milepost 215.0 near Grayville,
Ill., to milepost 246.64 In
Evansville, Ind., including the
McClain's Branch in
Evansville; Operations over
Seabord System from milepost 0
In Evansville to milepost 12.26 in
Henderson: and from milepost
10.0 in Henderson to milepost
19.0 at Wilson, a total distance of
52.9 miles.
The meeting will be held in the
Community Room on the first
floor of the Henderson County
Courthouse, 1st and Main
Streets, Henderson, Thursday at
1 p.m. CDT
Railroad commissioners
William Bailey of Murray, Jimmy P. Turner and Henry
Spalding will be presiding at the
meeting. The public is urged to
attend.
Any additional questions may
be directed to Commissioner
Bailey at 753-2880.

LITTLE MISS DIVISION — Winners in Little Miss Division of Kentucky Pageant on Sunday at Lovett
Auditorium, MS(, were from left. Keisha Renee Lusk, Hickman, third runnerup, Crystal Michele
Travis. Benton, second runnerup. Lad Ann Campbell. Clov erport. winner, and Shalena Rachelle
Miniard, Baxter, first runnerup. Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Unit 827, Woodmen of the World,sponsored
the event.
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Airport Board
to hold regular
meeting here
The Murray-Calloway County
Airport Board will meet in
regular session Thursday, May
/8 at p.m. In the (rule* of the
county judge-executive.
•
The primary purpose of the
meeting will be to select a consulting engineering firm fof a
proposed construction project at
the county airport.
The meeting is open to the
public
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WEE MISS DI‘'ISION — %inners in Wee Miss Division of the Kentucky Pageant held Sunday at
Lovett Auditorium. liirras state I niv ersitv %%ere, from left, Kristin Anne Barnett. Hazel, second runnerup, Ashley Banner Lane, Gilberts.yillel, winner, and Kalista Niccole Cunningham, Dexter, first runnerup. The pageant w as sponsored Iry Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Unit 827, Woodmen of the World.
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PERSPECTIVE
Kentucky's tourism
On May 19-25, National
Tourism Week will be
celebrated, giving the entire nation the opportunity to learn
more about the economic impact of this important industry.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has
signed a proclamation declaring
Kentucky's observance of the
week. The state Tourism
Cabinet, and local and private
tourism organizations plan a
wide variety of activities to
mark the occasion, from press
conferences to a statewide
poster contest to an appreciation
luncheon honoring tourism
leaders.
As the week approaches, it is
an appropriate time to recognize
what tourism means to Kentucky. The state's fourth-largest
Industry, tourism contributed
more than $2.8 billion to Kentucky's economy in 1983 and provided more than 102,000 jobs.
Tourism expenditures
generated more than $157
million in state and local tax
revenues, as well.

Tourism is a stable industry.
State figures show tourism is
maintaining a growth of five
percent annually, at a time
when other major industries offer "boom-and-bust" cycles.
The state's central location,
limitless range of travel
possibilities, and our famous
Southern hospitality make it
likely Kentucky will continue to
reap the benefits of an expanding tourism industry.
Tourism is made up mostly of
small businesses. Hotels,
restaurants, attractions, even
gas stations are all components
of the industry. The combined
efforts of these small businesses
have a major impact on our
state economy.
These businesses richly
deserve a week to focus attention on their significant, collective contribution to Kentucky's
economic well-being. In the
words of the state Tourism Week
slogan: "Be Tourism Aware. It
Makes Dollars and Sense for
Kentucky."

the property — whether real
estate or a work of art — at
the time the donor acquired it,
with an additional amount to
compensate for inflation. Tax

by m.c. garrott

Jim Armbruster sees his World War II
bomber crew for the first time in 40 yea

rs

Jim and Margie Armbruster,
405 South 16th Street, have just
returned from a memorable,
six-day trip to Pennsylvania.
They were at West Newton,
which is just south of Pittsburgh, to observe the 40th anniversary of the ending of World
War II in Europe by attending
the first reunion of the B-17
bomber crew with which Jim
flew 26 missions.
They were in the 398th Bomb
Group, which was a part of the
8th Air Force under Lt. Gen.
Jimmy Doolittle and based at
Nuthamsted, England.
There were nine members in
the crew, which flew its first
mission — that of bombing the
railway marshalling yards at
Merseburge, Germany — on
Nov. 21, 1944. It was the first of
four times they were to bomb
Merseburge, and Jim's log
shows they were in the air on
that initial flight for 7 hours and
30 minutes.
Five members of the crew
were on hand there since it is the
home of their wartime radio
operator, Dallas E. Kite, For 20
years, he has suffered from a
heart condition and is unable to
travel. Thoughtfully, the reunion was held in his hometown.

business. This coming week, he
will be starting his busy season,
beginning combining in Texas
and following the wheat nor-

House. Betty Vinson, past president, installed the officers.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Farris, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Travis, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Burnett Farley, a boy to Mr. ad
Mrs. Terry Wallace, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mac McCuiston
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Holland.
A coronation service for Girls
Auxiliary of Poplar Spring Baptist Church will be on May 22.
Donna McDougal will be crowned queen for her work in GAs.
James Frank Wilson, Eddie
Grogan, Woody Herndon, Jim
Adams, Richard Hurt and
Walter Blackburn, all of Murray, are new officers of the Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity at Murray State College.
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thward as it ripens all the way to
Pennsylvania.
the Canadian border before his
Then through the sheriff's ofharvesting season 113 over. He
fice at Holidaysville, Pa., and
told Jim that some of the midfrom some of his relatives at Alwestern fields he combines take
toona, Pa., they came up with
up an entire, one-mile-square
Cox's Fort Wayne address and
section, or 640 acres.
contacted him.
The fourth of the crew
• • •
members on hand was Paul E.
They still haven't located their
Cox of Fort Wayne, Lnd., one of
pilot, John E. Smith, a captain.
the waist gunners. A railroad
His wartime hometown address
engineer, he plans to retire at
was Muskegon, Mich. Nor, have
the end of this year.
they been able to locate their coJim rounded out the returning
pilot, Lt. Royce 0. Branyon, or
five. With the rank of tech
the other waist gunner, Dennis
sergeant — "three up and two
E. Barry.
down" — he was the plane's
Branyon's last addresses were
engineer and also served as a
in Hollywood and Huntington
gunner in flight.
Park, Calif., while Barry was
•.•
believed to have been from
It was Jim who took the inSpokane, Wash.
itiative in pulling the reunion
They did learn, however,
together. The secretary of the
through the Office of Veteran's
398th Bomb Group's "alumni"
Affairs in Wisconsin that their
organization is a fellow by the
tail gunner, Stanley E. Sachs of
name of Jack Davis. He works in
Madison, had been deceased for
the Post Office at Elkton in Todd
something like 20 years.
County.
So, of the nine men in the
Also living in Elkton is C.W.
crew, eight are believed still
Stigall, a retired carpenter and
alive, and five were present for
a father of Mildred Hodge of
their first get-together in 40
Murray. When Jim, now a
years. By the time they have
security officer at Murrayanother, Jim is confident they
Calloway County Hospital, was
will have located Smith, Brasuperintendent of buildings and
nyon and Barry as well.
grounds at Murray State not
• • •
many years ago, Mildred, as his
There were 16 bombers in
secretary, was like his right
Jim's squadron, each with a
arm.
crew of nine or 10 men. It and
One day, Mr. Stigall happednthree other squadrons of the
ed to mention Jim's name in
same number of planes made up
Davis' presence, and a contact
the Group's 64.
between the two resulted. Not
Although they 'Watched
long after that Davis had Jim
helplessly many times as planes
contact in with Burkart. The tiro
carrying buddies were hit by
met last September at the
German anti-aircraft fire and
group's big reunion in Rapid Cieither crashed to their deaths,
ty, S.D., and from that meeting
crash-landed or parachuted
stemmed the crew's first reudown to become prisoners of
nion in Pennsylavania..
war, not a member of Jim's
With Margie's help, Jim and
crew got so much as a scratch
Burkart began trying to track
all the time it flew together.
down their fellow crew
"Mapel did get hit on the hand
members. Mapel was found
once by a piece of flak," Jim
through the sheriff's office at
said, "but he had his heavy
Newkirk, and from him they
gloves on and the hand was only
learned Kite's address .in
bruised."

The crew flew the same plane
on its first eight missions. On the
ninth, however, another crew
took it out, and it never came
back. With a couple of engines
shot out, it limped almost home
before it had to be ditched in the
English Channel and sank.
After that, the crew flew
whichever plane was assigned to
them. After 30 missions, a fellow
automatically returned to the
states, and Kite and Mapel
reached this level. They were on
the way home when the war
ended.
Jim shared his handwritten
log with me. Now yellowed with
age despite a protective plastic
envelope, it shows they bombed
20 different German cities on
their 26 missions. Included were
such targets as Stuttgart,
Frankfurt, Cologne, Berlin,
Munich and Leipzig.
Their longest mission was to
Chemnitz on March 3, 1945. They
were in the air 10 hours and 15
minutes on that flight. Their
first run to Munich took 10 hours
and 10 minutes and the second
nine hours and 40 minutes. The
shortest one logged was for four
hours.
With the war ending early
May of 1945, Jim flew back to the
states three weeks later on June
1 along with Burkart and Smith,
who was the pilot. Also aboard
were about 20 of the squadron's
ground crew members. Cox and
Barry came home on another
plane, as did Brarlyon who
earlier had been given his own
plane and crew.
• • •
For two memorable days,
Jim, Burkart, Mapel, Kite and
Cox relived some of the most
vivid of their experiences at
their recent reunion, enjoying
the priveleges of seeing one
another again after all these
years.
Don't you know they had a lot
to talk about!

letters to the editor

House Resolution may clarify legislation
To the editor:
Soon the U.S House of
Representatives will consider
H.R. 700, the Civil Rights
Restoration Act of 1985. This bill
is designed to overturn the
Supreme Court's decision in the
case of Grove City College v.
Bell, which involved anti-sex
discrimination laws as applied
to higher education.
However, extensive testimony
at a series of hearings this year
indicated H.R. 700 goes far
beyond current Federal law.
Current Title IX regulations
state that both pregnancy and
its termination are disabilities
against which no recipient of
Federal funds can discriminate.
The effect of H.R. 700 combined
with these Title IX is that any
college or unlverstly which accepts students receiving

Thirty years ago
Bob Street, Dale Spencer,
Clyde Tidwell and Brenda
Wilson, all of Calloway County,
won honors in events at the
Junior Conservation Camp at
Camp Currie.
Dr. C.S. Lowry was speaker at
a meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club at the Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced
To the Editor.
by Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.
I surely hope all the citizens
Miss Anita Claire Templeton
and Will D. Thornton were mar- who were concerned about keeping Murray and Calloway Counried May 7 at Corinth, Miss.
Bill Nall, manager of the ty dry. remember this when they
Kenlake Boat Dock, says larger vote May 28.
Bill Bailey was the only canbass can be found in heads of
coves and indicate nesting at a didate, that I know of, who was
near date, as reported in the opposed to Murray going wet
before the wet-dry vote. In fact,
Fishing Report.
Hugh Delaney of Atlanta, Ga., he ran an ad in your paper stating
Is the guest of his father, W.P. he was opposed to Murray going
wet and he did not even mention
Dulaney, North 12th and Olive
the Primary.
Streets.
I believe everyone who was
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experts have estimated that
such a rule would cost universities and museums, which de• • •
pend heavily upon large donaTheir navigator, former Lt.
tions, billions of dollars. Moreover, Treasury would hay( Robert .T. Burkart, was there. A
design engineer with a
limited deductions of cast retired
heavy equipment manufacturcontributions to gifts that ing company, he lives in Green
amounted to more than 2 per Bay, Wisc.
cent of the donor's income
Don Mapel, the crew's ball
That would have proved a se- gunner — the man who rode in
rious disincentive to donors of the retractable and revolving
machine gun turret below the
average means. A taxpayer belly of the
big plane, came
with an income of $20,000 from Newkirk, Okla., to see
his
would have to contribute at WWII buddies for the first time
least $400 before he could in 40 years.
He is in the wheat havesting
begin taking deductions.

looking back
Ten years ago
Over 200 Murray businessmen
and salespeople were in attendance last night as the Murray
Ledger & Times sponsored "Red
Carpet — Shop In Murray" promotional campaign got underway with a banquet and sales
lecture for participating merchants and their sales
personnel.
Dale Mathis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hale Mathis, and Patsy
Burkeen, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J.B. Burkeen, both seniors
at Calloway County High School,
were named as Outstanding
Beta Boy and Girl respectively
at the Beta Club Awards Banquet held at the school.
Lynn Erwin and Danny Chadwick of Murray are among eight
varsity cheerleaders chosen at
Murray State University for the
football season next fall.
Miss Cynthia Gay Colson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
Colson, and Stephen James
Payne, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Payne, were married
April 27 at the First Christian
Church.
T.R.Jones of Mentone, Ind.,
will be the speaker at the
homecoming on May 25 at the
Coldwater Church of Christ.
Twenty years ago
Named as new officers of the
Board of Directors of the
Murray-Calloway County Mental Health Center are Mrs C.C.
Lowry, James C. Williams and
Mrs. Susie McDevitt.
Jessie Shoemaker, Doris
Rowland, Jane Eichkhoff, Annie
Nance and Fay Nell Flora were
installed as new officers of the
Business and Professional
Women's Club at a meeting at
the Murray Woman's Club
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garroft's galley

A tax break for charity
As President Reagan puts
the finishing touches on his
tax overhaul plan, he appears
to be prepared to reject
Treasury Department proposals that would have greatly
reduced charitable contributions. In particular, Mr.
Reagan is said to favor permitting taxpayers to continue
taking full deductions of the
market value of real estate
and other properties that they
donate to non-profit institutions and also of their cash
contributions to charity.
Those elements should be included in any new tax reform
law.
In its draft of the tax plan.
Treasury had recommended
limiting deductions for property donations to the value of
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Federal Guaranteed Student
Loans (GSLs) or other student
loans must permit abortions in
its student health program and
include insurance coverage for
abortions for its employees.
Any hospital receiving Title
IX funds for any of its teaching
programs could be required to
perform abortions in its facility.
The college or hospital would be
required to use its own funds to
pay for the abortion-related activities since the Hyde 4mendment forbids the use of Federal
funds to pay for abortions.
This fear was echoed recently
by the National Right to Life
Committee which said, "H.R.
700 would dramatically expand
the reach of the pro-abortion
(Title IX) regulations."
During consideration of H.R.
700, 1 and other members will
sponsor amendments to make

the civil rights law "abortionneutral," thus preventing the
situation described above from
occuring.
An amendment will also be offered to clearly state that any
educational institution or
hospital which is controlled, affiliated or supported by a
religious organization cannot be
forced to act contrary to the
tenets of that religious
denomination. Currently, the
religious tenets exemption in Title IX only applies to churchcontrolled institutions. With an
increasing number of religious
colleges and religiously affiliated institutions such as
hospitals being controlled by lay
boards or otherwise outside
church corporations, this
amendment is essential to prevent some bureaucrat or federal

judge from forcing churchsupported colleges from taking
actions they feel morally repugnant. This concern was recently
expressed by the Rev. J. Bryan
Hehir, a spokesman for the
Catholic Conference of Bishops.
The absence of a broader
religious tenet exception, according to Rev. Tehir, constituted a
"fundamental flaw in the
legislation."
Passage of these two amendments will preserve the rights of
the unborn and of people to practice their religion as they see fit.
Sincerely,
F. James Sensenbrenner
Ranking Republican
Member,
Subcommittee on
Civil and
Constitutional Rights
Committee on the Judiciary

Voter likes candidate
sincere about Murray remaining
dry should vote for Bill Bailey to
insure that it stays dry.
I am happy to have a candidate
who had the courage to take a
stand regardless of what the outcome was. Also I am happy to
have a candidate to vote for instead of having to vote against
the other candidates.
Very truly yours,
T.D. McMillen
102N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

•
Questions arise in
race
To the Editor,
Candidates seeking political office can sometimes be very
amusing. They apparently forget
what they have done or said in the
past with reference to what they
are doing or saying in the
present.
I have listened to the radio
spots of Vicki Jones, a candidate
for County Attorney — which
,kind of interested ..rne — she was
going to give back money to the
County. she was going tnh 44,1.411.
trite County Attorney — she was going to enforce the local option
laws.
I then discovered, to my
dismay.lhat she signed the "Wet
Petition". Then I thought — How
could a person enforce the local
option laws effectively who does

not apparently believe in them.
And then I thought — if she is
pulling our leg about enforcing
the local option laws, is she pulling our leg about giving back
money to the County and working
full time?
Where is the money coming
from= She doesn't tell us"
I figured out the full time County
Attorney part — she will not practice private law — she will send
all of the private business to her
Its intereeting, amusing, and
confusing to follow this candidate's campaign for County
Attorney.
Very truly yours.
Shelby Underhill
Box 230 R1113
Murray, KY 42071

business mirror

by john cunniff

Theft hurts U.S. businesses
And it is no secret that many
NEW YORK (AP) — When
you examine the ways in which
companies are badly
mismanaged by their executive
the production apparatus of the
American economy is attacked
leaders, failing to seize opporand otherwise abused you may
tunities, earning low returns on
wonder how it ever continues to
investment, and ignoring the
need to keep companies modern
function.
and competitive.
Theft is one of the more obvious methods of attack
Rapidly rising as a direct
threat to the system is the proEvery 60 seconds, says the
duct liability epidemic, not
Chamber of Commerce, $7,125 is
simply because it transfers
stolen from employers by their
staffs. And "softlifting," the
billions of dollars into less prounlawful copying of computer
ductive areas but because
programs, costs that industry $4
nobody seems to know how to
billion a year, says a research
deal with it.
firm.
While insurance companies
Though many would disagree, estimate product liability suits
cost more than $400 million a
some executives think corporate
raiding by well-to-do investors is
year, the total damage may be
another form of attack, especialmany times that amount. Proly when the company acquired is
ducers, for example, are dropping product lines because of the
then dismembered, sold off and
risk involved.
effectively put out of business.
Mi?tdr uptrnis, seikroF poticy
Alleinseives have
been accuseclikt raiding cor- analyst at the Heritage Foundaporate treasuries for big tion, cites the example of Consalaries, bonuses and other per- naught Laboratories,' which
quisites ranging from the basics discontinued production of a
of food, clothing and shelter to vaccine because it could not obthe luxuries of travel, entertain- tain liability insurance. Result:
A nationwide shortage.
ment and retirement.
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MURRAY TODAY
Couple plans wedding, Saturday

-

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Dawson of Murray announce the approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Rita Kay, to
Dennis Ray McDaniel,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
McDaniel, also of
Murray.

•

;.•

The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Ruth Foster and the late
Leslie Foster of Murray
and of Mrs. Eupha
Dawson and the late
Roy Dawson of Greenfield, Ind.
Miss Dawson is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School. She
is employed at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom-to-be is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Odie Cathcart
of Hopkinsville and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
William McDaniel of
Calloway County.
Mr. McDaniel, a
graduate of Calloway
County High School, is

Rita Kay Dawson and
Dennis Ray AlcDaniel sviI1 marry
employed at Trucks, the First Assembly of
Trailers & Buses
God, Murray.
The wedding will be
A reception will follow
solemnized on Satur- the ceremony.
day, May 25, at 6 p.m._at
All friends and

Miirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception. Only outof-town invitations will
be sent.

Martin and Story wedding planned

The approaching marriage of
Miss Tammy Anita Martin to
Gary Dale Story, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Dan Story, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., has been announced by her parents, Mrs.
Rose Gorman and Lilburn Martin of Paris,-Tenn.
Miss Martin attended Murray
State University and is
employed at Liberty Federal
Savings and Loan, Paris.
The groom-elect is a graduate
of Henry County High School. He
is self-employed at Puryear.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 26, at 2
p.m. at the Hazel Baptist Church
in Hazel.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedtling
and the reception.

Tammy Anita Martin and
Gary Dale Story will marry

Indian Railways is India's largest employer. It
has 1.6 million workers.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

JPGNE
Dixieland Center

ONLY $ 1 49

Kenya Bags

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

(with Animals
attached)

Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

ITTS
7594588

Peruvian
Bags
(Shigras)

New Shipment!
Bright, Assorted Colors

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-1O PM
Poo ca

t eat this well at home for this price.

1A
Hurry!!

Off
On Sale!

Middle School
Band performs
BAND WINS — The Murray Middle
School Band is pictured in top photo as
members competed in the 48th Annual
West Tennessee Strawberry Festival
Parade in Humboldt, Tenn., on May 9. The
band finished fourth in a field of 23 bands in
the Sweepstakes Competition. Charles
Bradley, Jr., is band director. Drum Major
Ashley Thurman,side photo,son of Mr.and
Mrs. Charles R. Thurman, Jr., won first
place in the Drum Major competition.

Photos b)
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rtrr Studio

Hospital
report
released

central emilow 713-3314

CHERI 3
Assorted Colors
100% Cotton Bikini

$3.00
100% Cotton Tank Top

C6-18

NIX IS

DE

FIRST BLOOD PART II

SILENCE

$5.00

I:& 730 ONLY

AMADEUS
—WINNER!
0Academy
0 Awards

gm

I

We have the gifts for the
Graduates on your list!

R

Central Center

STARTS
TOMORROW

*Ien't lune le be wee,le
bier 30 milben dean.,in 30dein.
S...is helps

NOW OPEN

viDe0 TAPS
& VCR RINTALS
elossemst M.763.3314

STARTS
TOMORROW

A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
May 20, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Baby Boy Stone,
mother, Barbara, Rt. 1,
Dexter.
Dismissals
Mrs. Laura Hawkins
and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Ora
Collins, 508 Vine St.;
Mrs. Mary Foy, 512
Broad St.;
Clifton Hubert Pittman, New Concord;
Mrs. Barbara Boyd, Rt.
5, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Tammy -Myers, Rt. vo
Almo;
Miss Whitney
Puckett, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Miss Kelly Jameson,827
South Fourth St.;
Harold Palmer, 2322
Bridge St., Paducah;

•
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Lewis-Jackson wedding on June 22

Karen Anne Lewis and
Michael Lynn Jackson will marry

DATEBOOK
Tennis play Thursday
The Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis of the
Murray Country Club will play Thursday. May
23, at 9:30 a.m. at the club. The pairings are as
follows: Court One — Sharon Wells, Andrea
Hogancamp, Emmy Edwards and Shirley
Homra; Court Two — Joni Billington, Georgianna Moffitt, Peggy Billington and Nancy
Whitmer.

Family reunion Saturday
A reunion of the Turner and Pittman families
will be Saturday. May 25, at the pavilion at North
Eighth and Payne Streets in the old Murray City
Park. A potluck lunch will be served at noon. All
members of the families are urged to attend and
for information call 436-5847.

Magazine Club will meet
The Magazine Club will meet Thursday, May
23, at 2 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Fred Gingles.
She will also give the devotion based on her own
compositions which she calls "Magic Lines."
The theme for this year's program is "Patchwork" and Thursday's delineation of the
theme will be "Passage" which refers to the
elevation of Mikhail Gorbachev to the leadership
of USSR. This will be discussed by Mrs. Clinton
Rowlett. Hostess for the April meeting at the
Sirloin Stockade was Mrs. R.F. Dixon. The devotion was given by Miss Frances Brown and the
program on "Spring Cleaning" was by Mrs. A.C.
La Follette.

Parent Group will meet
The Compassionate Parent Group of Murray
will have the Mayfield Group as guests at a
meeting on Thursday, May 23, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets. Leon Ridgeway, a licensed
funeral director from Paris, Tenn., will speak on
"Dealing with the Death of Loved Ones." He also
is a Master Mason, past pesident of Shrine Club,
Rotary Club and the father of two sons. Lillian
Robertson, GLYN, coordinator of the Parent
group, said "Ridgeway has shown his uniqu4e
kindness and understanding to several families
in our group and he is quick to urge families to do
'third thing' at this emotional time and to tell
them of all their family rights which has helped
at this time so there are no 'I wish I had' said
later." Any parent who has lost a child or young
adult through illness, accident or sudden death is
urged to attend.

Derrick A. Houston born
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Ray Houston of Kirksey
are the parents of a son, Derrick Anthony,
weighing seven pounds 214 ounces, measuring
191t inches, born on Thursday. May 16, at 7:49
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have a daughter, Jessica Ann, 2. The
mother is the former Sonia Ann Wooton. The
father is employed with Hutson's Ag Service.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Donald Woeton
of Collierville, Tenn., and Mrs. Marie Houston of
Murray: A great-grandmother is Mrs. Mary
Love Morgan of Madisonville.

"Load of gravel on every driveway —

Vote For

Randy
Walker
for

Magistrate Dist, 2
May 28 Primary
Thanks for your vote
end support
Paid for tri, the candidate

•

Zetas plan supper
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club has scheduled a patio supper with husbands
as guests on Thursday, May 23, at 6:30 p.m.
at
the club house. Dr. Truman Whifield, chairma
n,
Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education, Murray State University, will present the program on "Body Language." Listed
as hostesses are Delma Trotter, Joanne Cohoon,
Helen Hodges, Hallie Kopmerud, Ella Mae
Quertermous and Murrelle
.1s

Hardin winners named
Winners in events as part of Hardin Day activities have been announced. They were Mary
Bennett for prettiest house; Gerald Myers, best
animal drawn vehicle; Starquest Satellite
Systems for most unusual participant; J.D.
Usrey, nicest old car; Jimmy Lovett and Kalista
Cunningham. Tiny Mr. and Miss Hardin Days;
Eli Linn and Crystal Travis, Little Mr. and Miss
Hardin Days. Proceeds from the events will go
for the Hardin Volunteer Fire Department:-
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Coming community events

Tuesday, May 21
Lyndia Cochran
Dance 8z Gymnastics
Studio will present
"Hooray for
Hollywood" at 7 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. No admission will be
charged.
—— — —
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
——— —
Retirees of Local 1068
UAW -AFL-CIO will
have a dinner at 5:30
p.m. at Marquita's
Restaurant, Highway
68, near Jonathan Creek
Bridge.
— —— —
Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8
p.m. For information
call 762-2504.
————
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
——— —

Mrs. Jean F. Lewis of
Murray announces the
approaching marriage
of her daughter, Karen
Anne, to Michael Lynn
Jackson, son of Mrs.
Ethel Jackson of Dexter
and Jerry Jackson of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs.
Brigham Futrell of
Murray.
Miss Lewis is a 1983
graduate of Murray
High School and is completing her sophomore
year at Stephen F.
Austin State University,
Nacogdoches, Texas.
She plans to complete
her degree at the
University of Colorado,
Colorado Springs.
Mr. Jackson is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Henry of
Dexter and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Jackson of Almo.
He is a 1981 graduate
of Calloway County
High School and will
graduate on May 22
from the United States
Military Academy at
West Point, N.Y. He will
later be stationed in
Colorado.
The wedding will take
place on Saturday, June
22, at 8 p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray.
A reception and dance
will follow the ceremony
at the University
Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.
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Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Wednesday, May 22
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
senior citizens.
————
Free government
commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at County
Road Department, East
Sycamore St.
————
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
will be golf and bridge
at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at noon.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
— ———
Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include golf with Peggy
Noel as hostess and
bridge with Barbara
Blalock as hostess at

Wednesday, May 22
9:30 a.m.
Special program,
"Celebrate Our
Children," will be
presented at 6 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church. Reservations
for the meal at 5:30 p.m
should be made by Tuesday at the church office.
————
The Music Makers
Choir (grades 2 - 3) of
First Baptist Church
will present "Come.
Follow Me" at 6:30 p.m.
at church.
——— —
Diet and Diabetes
weekly meeting will be
at 2 p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Thursday, May 23
Magazine Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at home
of Mrs. Fred Gingles.
——— —
Free government
commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at County
Road Department, East
Sycamore St.
————
The Compassionate
Parent Group will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
— — -Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a patio supper
with husbands as guests
at 6:30 p.m. at club
house.

Thursday, May 23
Murray Shrine Club
will meet at 7 p.m. and
Rizpah Clowns at 8 p.m.
at Emerine's Barn,
Highway 121 North, at
road to right just past
John's Saving Center.
————
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at
Legion Hall.
——— —
Musical productions
by Murray Elementary
School Children, Grades
and One and three, will
be at 7 p.m. in
auditorium of Murray
Middle School.
— — — —
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Second Quilting
Mini-Workshop from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm.

Thursday, May 23
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom.
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church. For information call Jill at 753-1701
or Dick at 436-2174.
——— —
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7683
—— ——
Marjorie Hatton will
conduct a pen and ink
drawing session from
3:30 to 6:30 p.m. atMurray Art Guild.
————
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Good Shepherd United
(Cont'd on page 9)

<?aniness Place
1104 Story

a
p.

753-4567

We are happy to announce that Carla
Guess, bride-elect of
Del Purcell, has
selected
her
decorating
accessories from our
bridal registry. Carla
and Del will be married June 8.

This Is Your Personal Invitation To Hear

The Gospel of Christ
Preached at

Coldwater Church of Christ

GOSPEL MEETING & HOMECOMING
Friday, May 24th Saturday, May 25th Sunday, May
26th

HOMECOMING

Sunday, May 26th
Dinner 12:30 p.m.
Singing 2:00 p.m.
SUNDAY SERVICES
Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Singing 2:00 p.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
SERVICES NIGHTLY
Fri. & Sat. at 7:30 p.m.
Song Director
Larry Wisehart

Regular Minister
Bob Haley

Will T. Winchester
Speaker

A WARM WELCOME AWAITS YOU

BEL-AIR DECOR
South 12th Street Bel-Air Center
753-3642

PRE-INVENTORY SPECIAL
All Framed
Pictures
All Stock
Frames
All Drapery
Rods
All Bird
Crystal

10% Off

WEEKEND SPECIALS
Ladies

10% Off

Dresses

20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
1/2

Misses, Jrs. & Half Sizes

All Ladies Summer

Sportswear

10% Off

All Ladies Short Sleeve

Blouses & Shorts
All Ladies Dress & Casual

10% Off

Shoes
All Ladies Canvas

Shoes

Stock Wallpaper On Sale
Plus Extra 10% Off
New Selection of
Unfinished Furniture

10% Off
THIS SALE LAST

'S UNTIL JUNE 1, 1985

by Grasshopper & Keds
All Girls Summer Dresses &

Swimsuits
All Boy's Short Sleeve

Shirts, Shorts &
Swimwear
Sizes 2T thru 20 Years 20%

Off

Off

Off

Off

Off

Off

All Girls

Shorts & Tops

20%
20%

Off

Sizes Small thru 4X20%

Off

21 thru 14 Years

All Boys & Girls

Shoes
All Men's Knit & Poly Cotton Short Sleeve

Shirts
SHOP

Buy Now And Save!
"We Don't Have To Count It."

Off

Off

Settle-v'liorkmaii
Downtown Murray
Across from Bank of Murray
Where You'll Always Find Quality
Merchandise At A Reasonable Price
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Fair Queen will be crowned here Saturday
Twenty:three girls
will vie for the title of
Miss, Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair
Queen in the contest on
Saturday, May 25, at 7
p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University.
J. William Phillips

will be the master of
ceremonies for the
pageant, sponsored by
the Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with
the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees.
Jill Childress, 1984
Fair Queen will crown
her successor. Joe

Vote For A
Man who can
Get the Job
Started and
Finished!

Vote for

Will Ed Stokes
Magistrate. District # 2.
Thank you for
your support and vote.
Pohl for by Om owodblet•

Jackson will be the
pianist.
The contestants, all
juniors and seniors at
local high schools include the following:
Amy Asbridge, junior,
daughter of Edd and
Janice Asbridge, Rt. 4;
Elizabeth Ann Bailey,
senior, daughter of
Gene and Dorotha
Bailey, Rt. 4;
Tammy Barlow,
junior, Rt. 8, daughter
of Bill Barlow and Judy
Shaffner;
Shannon Christopher,
junior, 802 Olive St.,
daughter of Lochie
Overbey and Ronald
Christopher.
Cam me Covey,
senior, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert
Covey, 604 Vine St.;
Deidre Daugherty,
junior, daughter of
William and Jackie
Daugherty, Rt. 8;
Huong Dinh, junior,
daughter of Giao and

Just moved in? I can help you out.
Don't worry and wonder about learning your way around town. Or what to. see and do.
-Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, I'll simplify the business of getting settled. Help
you begin to enjoy your new town.. good shopping, local attractions, community opportunities. Any my basket is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call me.

Kathryn Outland 733-3079
Hostess

ingeborg King 492-6348
Assistant

Hoa Dinh, 203 North 10th
St.;
Leslie Foster, junior,
daughter of Ron and
Lashlee Foster, 2215
Edinborough Dr.;
Ginger G. Graham,
junior, daughter of Jimmy and Sharron
Graham, 505 Richardson St.;
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Hopkins'family visits here from Cincinnati
By MRS.R.D.KEY
The Rev. Jerry Lee
was in a revival with the
Rev. Bill Smith in
Tullahoma, Tenn., April
21 to 26. Mrs. Lee and
daughter, Tabitha,
visited the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and
son, Adam, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Jenkins,
Malone Jenkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Miller,
Terry Lee Orr and Mary
Ann Malys were dinner
guests of Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins on April 21.
Afternoon visitors were
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
and Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Journey and Mrs.
Deight Cannon of
Detroit, Mich., recently
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Orr and Mrs.
Seattle Hemphill.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris were dinner
guests of Mrs. Jessie
Paschall on Sunday.
•

Chris Faughn 272 yr old
son of Don & LeisaFaughn

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
/5
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North Fork News...

Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

GLENDAIA AT WIIITNi LI

daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Knight,
2102 Edinborough Dr.;
Gaye Latimer, junior,
daughter of Tommy and
Judy Latimer, 1621
Keenland;
Angie Reeder, senior,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Coleman Reeder,
Rt. 3;

June Roberts, 1804A Wilferd, Rt. 8.
Monroe;
The escorts for the
Sabrina Gay Smith, contest will be Hamp
senior, daughter of Mrs. Brooks, son of Harnp
Juanita Smith, 1669 and Ann Brooks;
Ryan Ave.;
Mickey Garrison, son of
Jeanne Thorn, junior, Paul Wayne and Sivilia
daughter of Arvis and Garrison; Chris
Martha Thorn: Rt. 1, Padgett, son of Earl and
Martha Padgett; Mark
Almo;
West, son of Tonda
Jill Thornton, senior, Thomas and Steve West.
Kimberly Kaye
Diana Ridley, senior, daughter of Joe and
The public is invited
Greene, senior,
Yvonne Jones, senior, daughter of Dr. and Marilyn Thornton, 2112 to attend
the pageant,
daughter of Mr. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Ridley, Coldwater Rd.;
said Gayle McGregor,
Mrs. Ron Greene, 1508 Mrs. C.W. Jones, 810 1551 Oxford Dr.;
Kimberly Twigg, general chairman for
Chaucer;
South 16th St.;
Lynn Roberts, senior, junior, daughter of Ber- the event for the Murray
Angie Haley, junior,
Lindy Knight, senior, daughter Ronnie and nice and Paulette Woman's
Club.

SAVE EVERYDAY ON
EVERY PRESCRIPTION
Our Most important Service
*New Computer-New Prices!
*Compere our generic prices and
brand name prices before filling
your prescription
*Generics can save you SO%-75%
on your prescription.
*$ave MOM defiers with more service.

daughter of Bob and
Loretta Haley, Rt. 1,
Farmington;
Vorune Hays, senior,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Keith hays, 1701
Melrose Dr.;
Jill Humphreys,
senior, daughter of
Jerry and JoAnn Humphreys, 1552 Canterbury
Dr.;

Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Lusk and children,
Derick and Laurin, of
Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson, Derrel Wilson,
Mrs. Jimmie Key and
Kevin Key were recent
dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Mabern Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch
Sykes, Carlie B.

Paschall, Tina Glover
and Carolyn Paschall
were recent dinner
guests of Mrs. Joetta
Paschall and son, Steve.

Mrs. Jessie Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall recently
visited Mrs. Charlene
Whitford.
Recent guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Ed- and Mrs. Ruben Fletwards of Lynnville cher were Mr. and Mrs.
recently visited Mr. and Gary Fletcher and sons.
Mrs. Cooper Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Mrs. Bettie Jenkins Key and Clerris Wilson
recently visited with recently visited Mrs.

Ovie Wilson in Paris
Manor Nursing Home,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle
Hopkins of Cincinnati,
Ohio, were the recent
visitors of Mrs. Ovie
Wilson and Ruby Owen
in Paris Manor and of
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins of
Paris.

Family vacation can be a 'disaster'
By REDBOOK
A Hearst Magazine
The family vacation
can be a great getaway
— or a disaster —
depending on how it is
planned.
"The family vacation
is a delicate social
event," said Paul
Rosenblatt, Ph.D.,
University of Minnesota
professor of family
social science, in the
June issue of Redbook.
"The rest of the year
family members have
built-in breaks from
each other — they go to
work, to school, they
Visit with friends.
"But on vacation, people have to spend every
minute of every day
having fun together —
or they think they do. It
can be very stressful."
Another aspect of the
problem was pointed out
by Robert Felner,
Ph.D., director of

Vote No 1
In Experience
Vote No. 2
On The Ballot
FleTlect

David Salentine
Sheriff

clinical training at
Alabama's Auburn
University.
"What's bad in a
family can get worse on
vacation," he said.
"You see your mate in a
new light, and it's not
always a flattering
one."
Felner's point is backed up by the Family and
Children's Service
Agency in Minneapolis,
which gets a record
number of requests for
counseling the day after
Labor Day.
Vacation tension can
be eased by following
some simple "Don'ts":
.0 Don't expect too
mach. Feiner calls it
"the Christmas Morning Syndrome," ,when
people are disappointed
in vacations because
their expectations were
unreaionably high.
"Get the family
together and do a little

anticipatory coping,"
Feiner advised. "Talk
through what each person expects out of the
vacation, and then
assess the chances of
actually realizing those
expectations. If you all
want different things,
you are all going to have
to work out a
compromise."
rDon't
overschedule. "People
try to do too much,"
Feiner said. "They turn
the vacation into an endurance contest." This
applies particularly
where children are concerned. "Parents simply don't give their kids a
chance to rest," Kim R.
Devos, public relations
representative of Sea
World of Florida, said.
"The kids get cranky;
everyone's yelling."
r Don't turn it into a
guilt trip. "If you
haven't gotten along

with your own mom for
30 years, chances are
you're not going to have
a great visit home just
because you've brought
your husband and kids
along," Feiner said. He
advised that if you're
only visiting your
parents because you
have to — then don't.
Don't ignore differences. "Discuss differences and build them
into the vacation,"
Feiner said. "Let the
one who likes to sit, Si'!',
and let the one who likes
to race around take the
kids on a whirlwind
adventure."
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Don't think money
fr
buys fun."If you've saved all year for one big
splash, that in itself can
cause vacation stress,"
said Hy Day, Ph.D.,
psychology professor at
Toronto's York
University.
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American hostages still being held
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
Rev. Jesse Jackson reports no
progress in winning the release
of American hostages held in
Lebanon, but says he's ready to
"negotiate with the devil in hell"
if necessary to win their
freedom.
The Chicago civil rights activist, who sought the 1984
Democratic presidential
nomination, met privately Monday with relatives of three of the
hostages, plus Sen. Paul Simon,
D-Ill:, and Rep. Norman Y.
Mineta, D-Calif.
Later, Jackson told a news

conference he is trying to arrange talks with officials in
several Middle East nations, including Iran. He also has offered
to meet with representatives of
any organization that might
have some influence over terrorists holding the five
American captives, probably in
Syrian-controlled Lebanon, he
said.
Jackson refused to give full
details of his initiatives, saying
such disclosure "would not be
helpful for the protection of the
hostages."
If necessary, Jackson said,

"We would appeal to and
negotiate with the devil in hell if
hell were burning and the devil
was the only one who had a fire
hose. If he would put the fire out,
we would shake his hand and
leave hell as quickly as
possible."
Among the relatives meeting
with Jackson was Peggy Say,
sister of Terry Anderson, chief
Middle East correspondent for
The Associated Press, who was
kidnapped March 16. Also present were relatives of the Rev.
Lawrence Jenco, a Roman
('githolic priest who was taken

captive last Jan. 8, and the Rev.
Benjamin Weir, a Presbyterian
minister kidnapped May 8, 1984.
Because of the publicity focused on the hostages by Jackson
and others, Ms. Say said, "I am
more optimistic that at any time
since (the kidnapping) that
something will happen."
The other known American
captive is William Buckley, a
U.S. diplomat held since March
16, 1984. A fifth American, Peter
Kilburn, a university librarian
in Beirut, has been missing
since last Nov. 30.

Nine killed in Ohio fireworks blast
YOUNGSTOWN,Ohio(AP) —
Only two craters and the foundations of a farm shed remained
today at the site of an explosion
that killed nine people at what
police say was an illegal
fireworks operation.
The blast Monday scattered
body parts, corrugated metal
and pink tufts of insulation over
hundreds of yards. Power lines
were downed and windows shattered as far as a mile away.
Angelo Kissos, chief investigator for the Mahoning
County coroner's office, said the
remains of one body were found
471 feet from the point of the

Hog market
Federal State Market Sews Service May 21,
1315
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 8 Buying Stations Receipts, Act. 872 Est.
750 Barrows& Gilts I. 1.25 higher Sows under 500
lb.. .50-1.01 higher o5er 500 lb*. 2.00 higher
US 1-2 211.140 lb..
145.00-43.50
US 1-2 21118-210 lb..
242.0043.00
US 2.3 210-550 lb..
142.50-43.00
US 3-4 250 270 lb..
$41 50-42.50
Sows
3113 1.2 2/0 350 Ms
1132.50-31.50
US IS 300450 lb..
8.33.50•311.00
US 1.3 450 500 lb..
535.50-37.50
US 1.3 500 SOO lb.
$370039.50
HS 34 800-580 lb..
$.32.50 33.50
Sears $15-112

explosion.
Officials did not immediately
identify the victims, but one of
the dead was identified by his
family as Edward J. Malysa, 23,
of Youngstown.
"I saw dead killed in the war,
but it's tough seeing your own
flesh and blood here," said his
father, David. "It was not easy,
but I had to be sure it was him,
and it was."
"We tried to talk Edward out
of working there — that it was
dangerous and might be illegal," said the dead man's
brother, Steve Malysa. "But he
said they worked safely and that
he thought they were making
legal fireworks. He had been
down about being out of work.
He was eager to get a job, and
the pay was good."
Where the shed had stood, only a foundation and two craters
remained, with scattered debris
strewn about it. A nearby barn
was heavily damaged.
"It looked like there might
have been two separate explosions, but so close together it
sounded like one," Assistant
Beaver Township Fire Chief
John Schmidt said.
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Your individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22, 1986
Property interests are favored.
ARIES
SAG TITARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You're forceful in presenting views (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Despite your forthright manner, a
now, but watch haste in financial
thinking: Prbminent people are help- close ally is slow to reveal intentions.
Enjoy present happiness and don't
ful to you.
force issues.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Despite good financial luck for you (Dec.22 to Jari. 19)
Friendship and business do not
now,a partner has reservations about
mix well today, but extra energy
how to employ extra funds. Take a
allows you to accomplish more than
chance careerwi.se.
usual. Rely on your own efforts.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
Career pressures test your pati- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It's smooth sailing in romance, but
ence, but social prospects are promising. Partners are lucky for you. a job responsibility may curtail social
life. Enjoy what time you have
Travel is beneficial.
together.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 21 to July 22)
SOW
Play your cards close to your chest (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You have much to do around the
regarding financial developments.
house and have no time for visitors.
Luck is with you. Romance is probleIn-laws may be a problem. Shopping
matic this evening.
leads to nice purchases.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
with a good head for business. You'd
This is an active time for you
make a fine copywriter, reporter,
socially, but a family member is not
author or lawyer. Though you live
as outgoing and may not wish to join
very much in the present, you have an
you in festivities.
appreciation for the past. A tendency
VIRGO
to reminisce and reflect makes you a
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
good storyteller. Learn to follow
Though the time is ripe for career
through on the many things you start.
successes, a contract still needs to be
A tendency to scatter your energies
scrutinized carefully. Freelancers
can weaken your overall prospects
have luck.
for success. Birthday of: Richard
LIBRA
Wagner, composer; Arthur Conan
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
et
Doyle, writer; and Laurence Olivier,
Some begin a new creative project.
actor.
Know where you stand, but don't
fight over ideological issues. Travelers should watch expenditures.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You may have second thoughts
about an investment. You may add a
new piece of furniture to the house.

A

County Prosecutor Gary Van
Brocklin said authorities were
unaware of permits being issued
for any kind of fireworks
operations.
Township Police Chief Joseph
Rinko said illegal fireworks
were stored and probably
manufactured in what had been
a rented farm outbuilding. He
said authorities were trying to
trace the ownership of the
business, which had been set up
in the past two weeks.
Debris from the blast included
casings for M-80s and other
bootleg firecrackers, said
Sheriff Edward Nemeth.
An M-80 has five grains of gun-

DR GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Cancer odds
after five years
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — A friend of
mine had breast cancer more than
five years ago. Although they caught
it pretty early, they did a modified
radical on her."Happily, she's had no
recurrence to date. Does that mean
that she's home free?
DEAR READER — As a form of
medical shorthand in assessing treatment of cancer, doctors use the term
"five-year cure." Some malignancies
are cured in weeks and never recur.
Other forms may lie dormant or in
remission for many years and then
reappear. So, in order to make comparisons possible, physicians refer to
a "five-year cure." Ordinarily, a person who is treated for cancer and
shows no similar disease after five
years is considered "cured."
I think it is important to realize
that five years is not a magic number.
Patients who are disease-free for
more than five years still require periodic evaluation because cancer is
sometimes unpredictable and, unfortunately. can show up many years
after having apparently been eradicated.
Because of presumed deficiencies
in the body's cancer-detecting
immune system. a person can have
one cancer cured, only to develop a
malignancy — another "primary" —
in a second site. For example. women
with tumors in one breast have a statistically much higher chance of
developing new tumors in the other
breast.
Despite this unpleasant information, I think that most patients feel

• No merchandise investment
Inventory on consignment.
• Your investment is for fixtures.
leasehold improvements,franchise
fee and a refundable, interestbearing security deposit
• Site selection, store design
advertising, on -going training
and supervision provided
• Company

,

Do Lawn
81 Garden
Problems
Have You
Worried?
TASCO
Has The
Solution!

costs, and more
CONTACT

DAYTONA
BEACH

:

CALL TOLL FREE
LARRY HENRY

DEAR PARENTS: Your letter
will get top billing in this
column.
Readers, please sign your cards
with your first and last names,
and include your addresses.
And florists, if the senders
don't include this information,
please suggest it when flowers
are ordered. What a help it would
be to the bereaved families who
want to express their gratitude
promptly.

DEAR READY: People who
write with this kind of problem
usually do so because they're
too timid to do what they know
they have to do in order to keep
others from imposing on them.
Be assertive! When friendly
neighbors wander over to visit
while you're working, at the
risk of appearing inhospitable,
do not give them the big hello.
Instead, keep right on working,
and without looking up, say,"I
wish I had time to visit, but I'm
determined to finish this. Let's
make it another time, OK?" And
keep working.
P.S. You probably won't follow
this advice—but you asked.
* ••

DEAR ABBY: With all of the
advertising and promotions leading
up to National Secretary's Day, one
would have to be deaf, dumb and
blind not to know about this occasion
of recognition.
I work for a woman executive who
was so insensitive that she called
me and wished me a "Happy
Secretary's Day" over the telephone!
No flowers, no lunch, no nothing!
She might as well have slapped me
in the face! I have put up with rude,
insensitive and bitchy behavior from
this woman, and this is the recognition I get.
All of those bosses who chose to
ignore their secretaries this week, •
simply because they are too cheap,
should take a long, hard look in the
mirror. Are you worth working for?
Would you like to work for someone
like yourself? Is the price of a lunch
or a few flowers worth losing your
"right hand"? When you consider
all of the work that a secretary does
in the course of one day, it is a small
price indeed.
Happy Secretary's Day to you,
too, Boss! I'm looking for a better
place to work.
FRUSTRATED IN PHOENIX
* ••

(Problems? Write to Abby. For a personal, unpublished reply, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Abby,
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038. All correspondence is confidential./

Eyeglasses and Sneakers
What do eyeglasses and sneakers
have in common? Would you wear
your sneakers with your cocktail
dress? Would you wear your sporty, aviator-styled eyeglasses with
your shimmery party attire? The
answer to both queshons is obviously
no!
Eyeglasses today have so many
different styles suitable for different
occasions. One pair does not go with
the active and diversified lifestyle of
most people.
For instance, with more people in
the work force, frames for both men
and women are styled to coordinate
with business fashion trends. Many
people are also involved in sports
and other fitness activities, wIrre
ophthalmic quality, ultraviolet otection, sunglasses, and sports

SUPER SAVINGS

Discounts up to

AT FIVE OCEANFRONT RESORTS:
Acapulco Inn, Beachcomer Oceanfront Inn,
Mayan Inn, Sheraton Inn,'Measure Island Inn

1-800-874-7420
CLCIJOI1 MOM

godliest

2025 S. Atlantic Ave. • lidytona Beach Shores, FL 32018
(904) 257-1950
0.

1 ;4`51.
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11 Instot.• A fietti:i t

my

eyewear protection play important
roles. Hobbies, such as woodworking, require special eye protection.
The seamstress, knitter or others
engaged in close work may find
special pair of eyewear for close
work to be important. For evening
attire, the custom jeweled look of
faceted frames, shimmering metal
frames with special sculptured
designs for women or the bold
metal/plastic combination frames in
dressy material for men ore logical
options.
Eyewear designed for your
lifestyle is port of our customer service at Southern Optical. Come see
the options at Southern Optical
located at Highway 641 North in the
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center,
753-0422.

•

Daytona Beach Fes Guide and discount Information to:

OPtieat
Your real value in better vision.

. Name

FASHION CROSSROADS ."
1-800-227-4632

DEAR ABBY: We recently suffered
the loss of a teen-aged son—a dearly
loved, popular boy. His entire school
went into mourning, and numerous
floral arrangements from his friendi
were sent. Many were from people
known to us, but some were not.
This outpouring of love and affection did, however, present a minor
problem. We had (and are still
having) a difficult time trying to
thank the proper people. (We don't
know who "Joannie and Sue" are.
And "Jimmy and Ray" are
mysteries, as are "The Three
Musketeers.")
Abby, please ask your readers to
include their full names and addresses with their loving messages
when they send flowers. It would
make it so much easier for us to
thank them.
There are so many details that
must be attended to at a time like
this, it would help so much. Thank
you, Abby.
HIS GRIEVING PARENTS

(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

pays all freight. absorbs

markdowns.Stites advertising

1985 by On,yersa, Press Syna,cate

justifiable relief at "making it" past
five years. And they should. There is a
very good chance that their disease
will not return.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I had hepatitis
when I was a little kid, and now I'm
almost 40 and they still won't let me
give blood. I feel guilty about this
because I know it's so important. Why
is this rule so strict?
DEAR READER — When you had
hepatitis years ago, the virus caused
your body to manufacture defense
*•*
proteins called antibodies. These antibodies inactivated the viruses and you
DEAR ABBY: Our neighbors are
recovered.
lovely people, but we work all day,
However, in all probability, the and are the youngest people in our
hepatitis viruses — although not area. This time of year we have a lot
active — are still present in your of things to do outside, but every
body; they continue to have the poten- evening someone drops by to visit.
tial to cause disease if they are That means we have to stop what
transmitted by your blood to a non- we're doing and spend anywhere
immune victim who does not have from half an hour to two hours with
hepatitis antibodies. Therefore, blood the chatty neighbors. The only way
banks are particularly cautious about to get away is to make some excuse
accepting donors whose blood might to go back in the house—then we get
infect a recipient. Remember that nothing done.
anyone receiving a. blood transfusion
I get the pickling stories, and my
is sick, or at least in a weakened husband gets to hear about somestate. Although you may be able to body's carburetor. Every time we
put up with your own viruses, a trans- show ourselves outside, we get
fusion of your blood to a susceptible company.
individual might produce more of a
Please advise us. We don't want to
burden than he could bear.
make any enemies—just distant
There are tests to determine friends.
whether your blood is still infectious.
READY TO SCREAM IN IOWA
They are expensive, but could give
you useful information.
In addition, there are tests to measure the amount of hepatitis antibody
in your blood. If there is sufficient
antibody, you might become a
"special" donor. You would then be
able to give blood that would be separated into various components for
special uses.
Doctors who specialize in liver and
intestinal diseases (gastroenterologists) and physicians with the Red
Cross could answer specific questions
you might have about the state of
your hepatitis immunity.
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101.
Due to volume of mail, individual
questions cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will. be
answered in future columns.

25% OFF
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By Abigail Van Buren

Nellie Lewis
Manager

co€

Own and Operate
a Women's Fashion Store

powder and is 100 times stronger
than the most powerful
firecracker allowed by the
federal government, said Bruce
Zoldan, a Youngstown fireworks
maker. He said M-80s have been
banned in the United States
since 1966.
The Rev. Stanley Webster,
pastor of the nearby Paradise
Evangelical Lutheran Church,
said he talked to relatives of the
victims, who told him that the
work was a way to make ends
meet.
"They had families to support,
little children," he said, adding
that one worker was expecting
to be a father in July.

Obscure Condolences Create
Added Burden for Bereaved
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Imported furniture finds a new home
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
A family furnishing a
home this year may
easily find itself dining
at a table from France,
relaxing in a sofa and
easy chair from Italy,
storing the television set
and stereo components
in a cabinet from
Belgium or Sweden and
tucking the children in
at night in a bed from
Canada.
Companies from these
and other foreign coun-

tries were very much in niture Market Center
evidence at the recently estimated that 120
concluded North foreign companies were
Carolina furniture among the 700 or more
market where a trend exhibitors, compared to
toward the development 90 last October. Among
of a global rather than foreign countries
national industry was represented at the
noted.
market in High Point,
Continuing the trends N.C., were Belgium,
noticed earlier at the Canada, France, Italy,
twice-yearly wholesale Spain, West Germany,
markets, the number of the Scandinavian counforeign exhibitors rose tries, Colombia, Taiwan
significantly compared and the Philippines. The
to last October.
countries of Singapore
The Southern Fur- and Jamaica have

MEET YOUR NEW
LAWN—BOY DEALER
All Season's Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
We're now' a factorytrained sales and service
dealer for Lawn-Boy. Selling and servicing quality
Lawn-Boy mowers and
accessories. Visit today
and see why Lawn-Boy is
more than a mower!

• Convenient easy pulrmanual
starting
• Light and sturdy aluminum
deck

MORE THAN A MOWER,A

LAZUtif

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
753-4110
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longer
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already announced ween 1972 and 1980,
plans to be at the worldwide furniture exmarket this coming ports grew at the rate of
124.2 percent annually.
October.
What will the greater In 1980, international
concentration of foreign furniture tr.p.de totalled
furniture mean to $10.5 billion.
More than 40 percent
American consumers?
On the bright side, it's of the trade is across nalikely to lead to more tional boundaries in
y;LINT Oi OPT CALINUOUSf
choices. On the negative Europe but the Far
East,
especially
side, a number of
LINt
4,—
American manufac- Taiwan, has the fastest
0PI SUMMER
TER RAtIL
I
C•
turers say the competi- growing international
SUN SmADI
\\tion could cause a loss of furniture trade.
STIO 61 DRS
SLID 61 DRS
jobs in the American
furniture industry.
bID PM
Some disagree, noting
D11411.16 -1.1V114 PM
1 54 x 25°
k1101[N
that most of the new ex12°
.13°
hibitors represent the
IT
higher end of furniture
products, while inexpenFURNAU
sive furniture and furniture parts represent
"`-kfi
POL_
ILLI
:
NI
A Ltau]
WASHINGTON, D.C.
the greatest threat to
iThr"w"—
— Construction industry
SIONE RIAU7
American jobs.
•••
According to Bernard leaders from America
LIN
Laguens, a French met today with President
(10
:OASTTs
Reagan.
key
Adtrade official who acministration
officials
incompanied his country's
Attorney
group of exhibitors,"we cluding
GARAGE
Edwin
General
Meese
BID RAI 2
have not come to com164.21°
110.13°
pete with American in- and Joseph Wright of the
dustry, but to introduce Office of Management
5
.
7
STORAGT
a complement to the and Budget, and with
senators
and
represenproducts sold here."
STONE
RANIER
OPTIONAL
Laguens noted that of 50 tatives, to discuss conindustry
TwO (AR &ARICA
French firms which struction
have participated in ex- matters.
THIS ONE-STORY, TWO BEDROOM house is designed as a
Leaders who attended
hibits supported by the
retirement vacation house or as a first home for a young couple.
from
meeting
Kenthe
French Government in
This house has 1,300 square feet of habitable area on-one floor,
George
were:
tucky
E.
the past four years,
which includes a dining-living room. For more information about
Hughes, E. H. Hughes
about half continue to be
Plan HA1310Y write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
Co., Inc. Jefferson, IN
active in the American
envelope — to York St Schenke, Architects, 228 Seventh St.,
and Bill Perry, Hall
market. He added that
Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
Perry Constr., Inc.,
as they acquire more
Benton.
experience a number of
firms choose to form
associations with
American companies.
In illustration of his
By ANDY LANG
ed a 7-point saw, one ting line on the wood, seemed to present a bit
point, at least two major
AP Newsteatures
with 8 teeth an 8-point remember that you will of a puzzle when it first
American companies
In these do-it-yourself saw, and so on. Saws be cutting on'the waste made an appearance
were showing products
resulting from such days, power tools have with those numbers of side of the line, not on because it had grains
associations. taken over. But the teeth are the best for the cut itself. The angle running in both direcHenredon's Bridgeford hand-tool market is far average work, but when between the wood and tions. It has since been
Division featured fur- from unconscious. And the cuts must be excep- the blade should be determined that certain
niture produced by a no nonelectrical tool is tionally smooth, a about 45 degrees, about slight variations in cutFrench firm, Art et less comatose than the 10-pointer or 12-pointer 60 degrees when using a ting are necessary for
this exceptionally
Meubles de France, in a hand saw.
is better. It would seem ripsaw.
strong type of wood. For
joint venture. The arlogical to use a
While millions of 10-pointer or 12-pointer
The wood should be one thing, the starting
moires and other
cabinets, tables and power tools are buzzing all the time, since ob- clamped in place, stroke should be forchairs which will be constantly, millions of viously you want checking to be sure the ward. Also, the plywood
available this summer powerless saws are smooth cuts always, but blade will go through on- shol.1,1d have the good
in stores around the working just as steadily a hand saw does not per- ly the stock and not a side face up when using
country, are designed in the pursuit of slicing form as well when it has part of the clamp or vice a hand saw, as with a
table saw, but face down
and made by the French one thing or another. more teeth than the job or anything else.
Set your saw at the with a portable circular
firm but with modifica- The thing that gets slic- calls for.
tions in dimensions, ed the most is wood. Not
When you hear all this correct angle. Place saw.
finish and features that any which way, but and then use a 7-point your forefinger along
As with all tools, saws
were suggested by across the grain, which saw for the first time, the side of the handle for
is why the crosscut saw
Henredon.
you will be surprised to better control. Draw the are safer when the cutIn another venture, is the most used of the find that it makes a very saw towards you so the ting edges are sharp. It
Century Furniture Co. hand saws. In fact, most smooth cut indeed. It's first cut is made that is the dull blade that
was showing 28 home workshops do not just not quite as smooth way. Do it two or three sticks or jumps or kicks
more times. Once the back or otherwise
reproductions from the even have a ripsaw, as a 12-pointer.
cut
has been firmly misbehaves and causes
British National Trust's which is used for cutting
You will find a hand
properties. The with the grain. That's saw awkward to use at started, begin using for- trouble. How can you
American company has because crosscuts often first, but will soon find ward and backward tell when a blade isn't
concluded a seven-year are used for ripping, yourself amazed at how strokes. Your pressure sharp enough? When it
licensing contract that although anybody who adept you can become should be firm but not has been cutting well for
will enable Century to does a lot of ripping at using it. Remember excessive. The pressure a period of time and
market furniture should own a good rip- the basics each time you should be applied only then suddenly doesn't
reproductions from saw, unless you want to use it and soon you will on the forward stroke seem to be doing as
well. In some cases, the
some of the 276 historic do things the hard way. find yourself doing the when using a ripsaw.
A saw is known by the right things
houses owned by the NaA fine-toothed saw may need to be
teeth it has. A crosscut automatically.
tional Trust.
crosscut saw is fine for reset as well as
Among a number of saw with 7 teeth is callWhen you mark a cut- cutting plywood, which sharpened.
American furniture executives predicting
CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 - CHECK OUR PRICES
more global ties was
,
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Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store
The U.S. Commerce
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OfilTUARIES
Mrs. Carter's Enoch Hendon, 88, dies here Funeral rites for Mrs. Ruth Yates, 53, today
funeral today Enoch Hendon, 88, and Ray Hendon, Services for Mrs. Pallbearers will be ly, Gerald Rodgers, J.B.
Final rites for Mrs.
Evelyn McConnell
Carter are today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of the
Tucker-Gilbert Funeral
Home, Marion.
Officiating are the
Rev. Roy Lamberth, the
Rev. Billy Carter and
the Rev. George Fournier. Burial will follow
in the Mapleview
Cemetery there.
Mrs. Carter, 71, died
Saturday at her home.
She is survived by her
husband, Milton Carter;
two sons, Aaron McConnell and Jerry McConnell, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Ruth Clark
and Mrs. Christine
Hunt; four
grandchildren.

Sedalia, retired farmer,
died Sunday at 5:40 p.m.
in the Long Term Care
Unit of Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
He was a member of
the Sedalia Baptist
Church. He was preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Cynthia Hendon,
and one daughter, Mrs.
Lovie Lou Sims.
Survivors include
three daughtes, Mrs.
Alta Bea Tidwell and
Mrs. Betty lg. Watts,
Sedalia, and Mrs.
Ftozella Spalding, Rt. 2,
Mayfield; three sons,
George W. Hendon,
Union City, Tenn.,
Charles E. Hendon, Jr.,

Sedalia; one sister, Mrs.
Roy Jetton, Mayfield;
one brother, James
Robert Hendon,
Auburndale, Fla.; 12
grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.

Ruth Yates will be today
at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home,
Mayfield.
Officiating will be the
Rev. A.W. Landis, the
Rev. Calvin Wilkins and
the Rev. James Tharp.

Robert Herring, Jimmy
Moreland, Holland
Shelton, Vester
Moreland, Charles
Nelson and Alfred Cobb.
Honorary pallbearers
will be Forrest Glover,
M.C. Rose, Ca rnie
Pierce, James McNee-

The funeral is today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Roberts Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev.
Tommy Grubbs and the
The funeral for the the funeral home.
rev. Fil Boston are
Rev. Roy Green will be
The Rev. Green, 66,
officiating.
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in New Concord, died SunPallbearers are Keith the chapel of Blalock- day at 6:05 a.m, at the
Hendon, Kent Hendon, Coleman Funeral Western Baptist
Kevin Hendon, Van Home. The Rev. Hospital, Paducah.
Sims, Billy Mac Easley Richard West will ofHe is survived by his
and Fred Douglas. ficiate. The Kings Sons
wife, Mrs. Eura B.
Burial will follow in will provide the music.
Pallbearers will be Burgess Green; two
Burnett's Chapel
C.R. Avery, Reldon daughters, Mrs.
Cemetery.
Norsworthy, Howard Rudolph Whitlow and
Musser, Alton Collins, Mrs. Bob Farmer; two
Charles Burkeen and sons, Tony Green and
Ron Green; one sister,
Clint Lester.
Burial will follow in Mrs. Beda Arant; one
the Beulah Cemetery in brother, Aubrey Green;
12 grandchildren; seven
Hickman County.
Friends may call at great-grandchildren.
Services for Gaylon C.
Morris were Saturday
at 2 p.m. in LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn
Keep That Great
GM QUAUTY
The Rev. H.D. Hudson,
SERVICE PARTS GM GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts
the Rev. Paul Barkley
OillteAi MORN/ COIP011itttOms
and the Rev. Otis Hinton
officiated.
Pallbearers were
Morris Jenkins, Glynn
Morris, Warren Sykes,
Terry Sills, Wade Holley
and Harold Holley.
Burial was in the
Puryear City Cemetery.
Mr. Morris, 77, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., died at
1977 Chevy Scotts.a e
noon on Thursday at the
Pickup with Camper
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
2 Tone Paint, P.S., P.B., Auto., Air, Radio, Diesel
A retired farmer, he
was a member of the
Puryear Baptist
Church. Born June 6,
1907, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of
the late William Terry
753-2617
Morris and Ella
441 S. Murray
Kuykendoll Morris.
One sister, Zipora
Morris, and a grandson
preceded him in death.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Estelle
Holley Morris, to whom
he was married on Dec.
29, 1930; one daughter,
Mrs. Ralph (Gwinna)
Gallimore, and one son,
Gaylon Holley Morris,
both of Puryear; two
granddaughters.
/ERYDAYS
Also surviving are
EVERYDAY
five sisters, Mrs. Larue
Whitewall
LOW PRICE
Size
Whh old tire
Orr, Mrs. Bertie
P185 •80R13 _$46.95
Jenkins, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall and Mrs.
P185,'75R14 _$48.95
Jewel Key, all of Paris,
P195 75R14 . $49.95
Tenn., and Mrs. Myrtle
P205 75R14 S57.95
Vandyke, Murray; one
brother, Howard Morris, Paris.

Roy Green's rites planned

'Chink Wade G.C. Morris
Mrs. Myers' dies; funeral
dies; rites
rites held
rites today
held at Paris
The
funeral for Hullon
on Monday

3

Services for Mrs. Lois
Myers, widow of Galen
Myers, were Monday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Henry Hargis
and John Hicks officiated. The song service was by singers
from the Union Grove
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were Don
Marine, Jerry Riley,
Harold Hill, Larry
Gilbert, James Suiter
and Ronnie Ray. Burial
was in the Goshen
Cemetery.
Mrs. Myers, 85, Rt. 2,
Murray, died Saturday
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Angie
Marine and Mrs. Ralph
Riley; one sister, Mrs.
Melba Potts; one
brother, Ralph Ray;
five grandchildren;
S even greatgrandchildren.

Community...
(Cont'd from page 5)
Thursday, May 23
Methodist Church from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. and at
New Providence Church
of Christ from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
————
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
First Baptist Church
will honor seniors of the
church with a dinner at
5:30 p.m. at Dakota
Feed and Grain.
—— ——
Seniors citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————

Lee (Chink) Wade was
today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Roberts
Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The rev. Jimmy Madding officiated.
Active pallbearers
were Billy Garland,
Jerry Wade, Earl
Pryor, 'Ronnie Smith,
Mike Shelton and Ricky
Wallis.
Honorary pallbearers
were Alfred Delk, Billy
Sizemore, Eddie Patterson, Phil Jones and Billy
Miller.
Burial was in the
Rays Cemetery.
Mr. Wade, 61, Farmingtin, died Monday at
1:53 a.m. at his home.
He was a retired
employee of the Caterpillar Tractor Co.,
Aurora, Ill., and a
member of the Farmington Baptist Church.
He is survived by one
son, Roy Wade,
Mayfield; two sisters,
Mrs. Rosemary Shelton
and Mrs. Louise
Shelton,- Mayfield; one
brother, Lubie Wade,
Farmington; several
nieces and nephews.

Infant baby s
rites held
at Bazzell
Graveside services
for Kimberly Kay Allen,
infant, were Monday at
4 p.m. at the Bazzell
Cemetery. The Rev.
Darrin Miller officiated.
The infant died Sunday at 6:14 a.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Survivors are her
mother, Elizabeth Ann
Allen, and her grandmother, Mrs. Sue Allen,
Rt. 1, Farmington;
great-grandmother,
Mrs. Pauline Carrell,
Rt. 7, Mayfield.

Sanderson and B.W.
Taylor.
Burial will follow in
the Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mrs. Yates, 53, Farmington, died Saturday at
1:40 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She is survived by her
husband, the Rev.
Harry C. Yates; one
daughter, Miss Inane
Yates, Farmington; one
son, Alan Yates,
Paducah; two sisters,
Mrs. Ayleene Stoner,
O'Fallon, Ill., and Mrs.
Louise Price, Mayfield;
two brothers, J.T.
Burgess and Bob
Burgess, Collinsville,
Ill.; two grandchildren.
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Senate opponents, missile
waging battle, production
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Senate opponents of
the costly and controversial MX missile
are waging another battle to stop or severely
limit its production and
deployment.
A two-pronged attack
on the MX system is
planned during Senate
consideration of a $302
billion military
authorization bill for
fiscal 1980:
Sen. Gary Hart, DColo., is urging support
for an amendment that
would cut MX procurement back to zero.
Sen. Sam Nunn, DGa., told the Senate on
Monday that if Hart
fails in that attempt he
will offer an amendment limiting MX

deploymentgo no more
than 40 missiles and cutting authorized procurement in fiscal 1986 to 12
missiles instead of the
21 now planned.
The last congressional
battle over the MX took
place in March when,
after a series of four
votes including two 55-45
MX victories in the
Senate, restrictions on
funding were removed
for fiscal 1985.
That permitted the acquisition of a second $1.5
billion installment of 21
missiles
President Reagan has
sought to deploy a fleet
of 100 MX missiles in existing Minuteman silos
in Nebraska and
Wyoming.

Voters of the 4th distrist
our grandad Dan Miller
has served as your
magistrate for the past 3/
1
2
years. He wishes to continue to provide you with
honest leadership and experience during the next
term. His concern to be fair
to all of Calloway County
has made his present term
in office a successful one.
He feels there are many
things he can accomplish in
the up coming term by using his past experience and
knowledge of the Fiscal
Court to achieve the best
possible conditions for the
4th district and Calloway
County.

Brittany Beane • Lindsey Paschall

$3277

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

I.

Vote Dan Miller
For Magistrate #4 on Ballot.
encourage
you to help Re-Elect our grandad. Your
We
vote and support will be greatly appreciated.
Paid for by Freinds of the candidate
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Get your car ready for some great driving days
ahead with new tires you won't have to worry
about. We've turned our salesrooms inside out
to give you great buys at everyday low prices.
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damping effect without Sacrificing handling
• For durability, this coot running radial
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.DISC BRAKE SERVICE
New front disc pods, repack front
wheel bearings, resurface front rotors
Conventional rear-wheel drive
vehicles. Prices vary for front wheel
drive. Caliper overhaul $26 each if
needed. Hydraulic service will be
recommended if needed for safe vehicle operation.
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Lifetime Shocks
Buy 3
Get 1 FREE

-111.1-1=4,44P. QUICK CREDIT!
Cs.....tb:, Credit card convenience from Citibank for all your automotive
Goodyear
needs Pick up an application now at your nearbyparticipating'
retailer Use The Silver Card nationwide at any
Goodyear retairoutlet You may also use these other ways to buy American Express
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Free agent stumbling block
surfaces again in baseball
L.1

NEW YORK (AP) — The free agent issue,
which triggered the 1981 baseball players'
strike, is up front again in this year's contract
talks.
The club owners proposed on Monday a plan
that would limit salaries for free agents and
other players who move from one team to
another as a way "to put baseball back
somewhere in a break-even position."
Union chief Don Fehr said his first reaction
was that the proposal appeared to be "a step
backward of the most enormous magnitude
because it would do away with free agency in
baseball as we know it."
Lee MacPhail, president of the owners'
Player Relations Committee and management's chief negotiator, said the payroll plan is
-patterned after the NBA's salary cap," and
called it the most significant proposal made
thus far in the sporadic contract talks. He said it
would not affect the salaries of players already
on the 40-man rosters, but would limit what
teams could spend on others subsequently
acquired.
It was part of an eight-point contract offer in
which management also said it would be willing
to do away with the free agent re-entry draft,
with which the players have grown disenchanted, and to eliminate professional players
as compensation to teams which lose highranking free agents, a major issue in the 50-day
strike.

About management's willingness to abolish
the re-entry draft. Fehr said:
"If you do away with the re-entry draft and
say all players can negotiate with all clubs,
that's one thing. If you then say most clubs can't
sign any free agents, that makes the first rather
meaningless.
"All we were trying. to do was slow the
dramatic increase in salaries," MacPhail said
of the plan. "Our objective is by slowing that increase to allow baseball revenues to catch up
with our costs and put baseball back somewhere
in a break-even position where the clubs could
stand financially on their own two feet."
The owners, who say baseball is having
severe economic problems, last week gave the
union data which showed an aggregate loss last
year of $36 million, with 24 teams reporting.
MacPhail said that when the two remaining
clubs report, the figure could go as high as $42
million.
Fehr, acting executive director of the Players
Association, said Monday's proposals would be
presented to the union's executive committee at
a meeting in Chicago on Thursday where player
representatives are expected to vote to request
strike authorization from the players.
The club owners also said they would adopt
player benefits in the form of an improved
waiver system, increased allowances and an increased postseason player pool.

No summer vacation for rifle team;
MSU shootists maintain busy pace
Members bf the NCAA
champion Murray State
University rifle team
have more than parttime jobs and afternoons on the beach on
tap this summer. Instead, the shootists will
continue competition
against top-flight opponents in an effort to
sharpen the skills that
brought MSU its first
NCAA crown.
Olympic gold
medalist and NCAA individual small bore

champion Pat Spurgin
will continue competing
with the United States
Shooting Team, which
traveled to Europe on
May 14 for a tour which
will extend to June 7.
Spurgin will join
teammates Marianne
Wallace and Gary
Stephens in Baton
Rouge, La., for Sports
Festival competition July 21-25. After the Sports
Festival shooting.
Stephens will accompany fellow Columbus

native Bobby Lucker to
Camp Perry, OW, for
the National Outdoor
Championship July
26-August 3.
Alison Schultz, the
fourth member of the
NCAA team, has forged
plans to spend her summer at the Olympic
Training Center in Colorado Springs, Colo. A
native of Ann Arbor,
Mich., Schultz recenUy
took first place at the
Daisy NRA Junior Air

hiNa

m.
FINANCING
ON ALL
INGERSOLL
LAWN & GARDEN
TRACTORS

Gun Championships in
Fayetteville, Ark.
The Racer shootists
will return to the MSU
campus in time to begin
the fall semester when
classes open on August
26.

APPRECIATION PLAQUE — Eli Alexander (standing left) accepts a plaque of appreciation
from
Murray High baseball coach Cary Miller during Monday night's MHS spring sports
athletic banquet at
the high school. Alexander will be relinquishing his duties as athletic director and
will become the director of pupil personnel for the Murray city school system. The plaque was to
Alexander from all the
sports programs at MHS,the faculty and the MHS fans and booster club. Alexander
will retain his title
of assistant superintendent while assistant principal Mark Brady will become the
new athletic director.
Seated in front of Miller are MHS principal Bill Wells and girls golf coach Judy
Muehleman. Behind
Alexander is MHS tennis coach Jerry Shelton. No individual player awards were
issued at the MHS
banquet.

Murray High netters
use Heath victories
as regional warmups

Lady Racers
cap recruiting
with two today
A junior college
center and a walk-on
forward should cap the
first recruiting season
for Murray State
women's basketball
coach Bud Childers.
Today Childers announced the signing of
6-2 center Geralyn Feth
who averaged 18 points
and 12 rebounds last
year with Jefferson College in Hillsboro, Mo.
Besides being an experienced post player,
Childers points out
Feth's 4.0 grade point
average in accounting
as a worthy addition to
the Lady Racers.
By Geralyn becoming a Lady Racer,"
Childers said, "she
solidifies our first
recruiting class. Her
size, experience and
ability should guarantee
us of a capable post
player for the next two
HIGH STEPPER — Murray High tennis player
years.
Allison Carr goes high for this shot during her
Also committing to
Monday match against Heath's Mica Kelly. Carr,
the MSU program is
along with the rest of the Lady Tigers, handled
walk-on Diana Bowles
the visiting Heath squad with ease.
who averaged 18.3
Photo by Chris Evans
points and 11.2 rebounds
as a Dawson Springs
(Ky.) senior last year.
Bowles led her team in
assists, steals, reLocal Kentucky double, triple and three
bounds, scoring, field
goal percentage and League games cranked runs scored for Arcraft.
free throw percentage up for the first time
Steven Gresham pitas a senior.
Monday night with two ched the win and tagged
Bowles' high school games completed.
a double for ACT. MatIn the opener ACT thew Price also tripled
coach at Dawson Springs is former MSU edged Artcraft, 7-6, for Artcraft.
despite Chip Greene's
grad Mark Adams.
In the second game,

It's breathtaking. It's brilliant.
It's brief. It's your chance to get
yourself a great deal on a great
Volkswagen. We're celebrotirvg
the success of the new Jetta and Golf
—and Gil, the Motor Trend Car of
S99.00
the Year—by offering great deals on
Conditioning
all the great 1985 Volkswagens.
Air
Including the Quantum, Scirocco,
.P.R.
cing
Vonogon
Finan
th-28t11
48 cno.
and Cab17
Rio,'
riolet.
But this Volkswagen
extravaganza, years in the making, has only o few days left to run. So if you
Itemaril come in yet, better shake it.
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Mitch Downey pitched
Dennison-Hunt to a 12-8
victory over State
Farm, Jeremy Latimer
hit a triple and Trent
Gibson connected on a
single for D-H. Losing
pitcher Dereck Plummer hit a pair of doubles
to highlight State
Farm's hitting.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Infielder Darrell Evans
of the Detroit Tigers,
who hit four home runs
and drove in 11 runs last
week while hitting .414,
was named the
American League's
Player of the Week.
In the National
League, outfielder Dave
Parker of the Cincinnati
Reds received that
league's honors for the
second time in three
weeks. Parker hit .462
with three home runs.

800 Chestnut /Murray

753-8850

home runs and added a
single and Wildcats
teammate Amanda
Haneline tripled once
and doubled twice.
Royce Newton's triple
and double were
highlights for Darnell
Marine.

Elect
IS

BLIP
PHILLIPS
7

McKeel Equipment Co. 'Carroll Volkswagen
MURRAY — 303 WALNUT — 733-3062
PADUCIIN — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

Evans honored

Scott Farmer and
Nolan Lax barely missPARK LEAGUE
ed hitting for the circuit
Local Park League (HR, 3B, 2B, 1B) as
action Monday night Farmer homered twice,
produced a couple of tripled and doubled and
runaways as Wildcats Lax tripled twice, doublpounded Darnell ed and singled for
Roy's
Marine, 24-2, and Roy's Pharmacy. Both Jared
Pharmacy drubbed Key Lassiter and Josh Arant
Auto, 30-13.
hit home runs in the losMitch Tidwell hit two ing effort for Key Auto.

1934 — 1983

erv4
You )\
51
Year

Barber, 8-2, Mike
Wilkins defeated Robbie
Estes, 8-1, Sean Kelly
downed Scott Wright,
8-1, and Mark Whitaker
blanked Chris Garrison,
8-0. In doubles, Phil
Billington-Jon Mark
Hall edged BarberEstes, 8-5, and Jason
Hunt-Scott Foster toppled Scott Wright Garrison, 8-1.
Boys regional play
begins Thursday at 4:30
p.m.

Local Summer League Baseball

THAT MAY
l
yet ajARI

INGERSOLL... The ,VPW Name 7b Say For Case Garden Thartors

Murray High used
Monday's partial-team
victories over Heath as
a final warmup for the
regional tennis tournament which will be held
this week at courts at
Murray State and
throughout Calloway
County.
The MHS girls, who
will participate in
Wednesday's opening
round activities at 4:30
p.m., played four
singles and one doubles
match against the
visiting Lady Pirates
and didn't surrender a
match. The Tiger boys
drubbed the Pirates, 6-0.
Ellen Hogancamp,
seeded No.2 in girls
singles, downed Heath's
Kelly Haskins, who is
seeded No.3, by an 8-4
score.
Robin Williams
defeated Carol Davis,
8-2, Mel Jackson whipped Amy Haskins, 8-2,
Allison Carr handled
Mica Kelly, 8-1, and
Leslie Foster-Carr
defeated Amy HaskinsKelly, 8-1.
In boys action, Shawn
Parker downed Carl
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AP Sports Writer

Nev. (AP) —
Larry Holmes "is happy
with what I've done. If I
don't fight again, I'm
happy."
The 35-year-old Internation' Boxing Federation heavyweight champion built his record to
48-0 with a 15-round
decision over Carl "The
Truth" Williams Monday night.
It moved him to
within one win of the
RENO,

49-0

record

of

Rocky

only
heavyweight champion
to retire without having
lost a fight.
The victory in the nationally televised fight
was unanimous — by
big margins on two of
the three official cards.
But it wasn't easy.
"I thought the fight
was close," Williams
said. "I don't think he
did enough to get a
Marciano,

the

unanimous decision.
was stronger than the
"He's a great chainfilms showed, more
pion, and we all love
determined than the
him, but I thought I did
films showed.
a hell of a job. I thought
"What I want to do is
I outboxed him."
really sit back and look
Judges Al Rothenberg
at myself. If I do fight
and Paul Gibbs each
again, we're not going to
favored Holmes 146-139
fight for $2 million (he
(11-4 in rounds). Judge
got $2.3 million Monday
Jerry Roth saw it
night to $175,000 for
143-142 (8-7) for Holmes.
Williams). The price is
All three men gave
going up."
Holmes the last four
Reno's first
rounds.
heavyweight title fight
The AP scored it
since Jack Johnson
145-140 (10-5) for that Holmes was one knocked out Jim
JefHolmes.
tired fighter after his fries in the 10th round
"The fights are not battle with the 25-year- July 4, 1910, was a
good
getting easier, they're old Williams.
action fight, with both
getting harder," said
Before the fight, at- men shaken but neither
Holmes, who had said tended by 6,046 fans at close to going down.
before stopping David the 12,100-seat Lawlor
Williams, who went
Bey in the 10th round Events Center, Holmes into the fight with a
16-0
March 15 that that said he planned to fight record, with
12
would be his last fight.
twice more before his knockouts, was cut
Holmes appeared hurt 36th birthday in a bid to above the left eye in the
on a couple of occasions, break Marciano's third round.
suffered contusions record.
Williams, who weighBut in his suite after ed 215 pounds to 222%
about both eyes and was
bone tired.
the fight, he said, "That for Holmes, shook the
There was no question could change. Williams champion with head and

body combinations in
the fifth and sixth
rounds and with a flurry
to the head in the 11th
when Holmes' left eye
began to close.
But the challenger
from White Plains,
N.Y., wasted a lot of motion and time by often
circling Holmes without
throwing "any punches.
-Larry should have
punched to the body
more," said trainer Eddie Futch.
"When you go to the
body, you leave the head
open," Holmes said. "I
didn't want to leave the
head open because he's
a pretty fair puncher."
Holmes hurt Williams
early in the 15th round
with a right hand that
backed him up, followed
by three more rights to
the head and a right to
the body. But the champion was just too tired to
be able to follow up for
his 35th knockout.

The quiet before the storm

Grounds crews, speedway workers brace for Indy
INDIANAPOLIS
(AP) —The quiet before
the storm.
Five days before the
richest and fastest
automobile race in the
world, Uce Indianapolis
Motor Speedway is at
last calm. The milling
crowds are gone. The
screaming engines are
silent.
Crews are putting the
final touches on the 33
cars that will start the

69th running of the In- the littered infield that
dianapolis 500 on Sun- will hold another 100,000
day. The 200-gallon fuel or more.
tanks are being painted
The veteran drivers
In their respective team are ready. They've been
colors. Drivers' names through it all before.
are carefully being let- The rookies ... well,
tered onto the concrete they're rookies, and
pit wall along the main some are more nervous
straightaway.
than others.
Grounds crews are
"They want us to do
sprucing up the rows of all these things, go to
bleachers that will seat the (500) parade (on
nearly a quarter-million Saturday)," grumbled
race fans on Sunday and one rookie driver, Arie
Luyendyk of Holland,
walking nervously in
and out of his Gasoline
Alley garage. "All I
want to do is drive."
Another rookie, Rich
Vogler, will be making
his first Indy-car start

Metro may take its time
to find Tulane replacement
CHARLESTON, S.C.
(AP) — The Metro Conference probably won't
move immediately to
replace Tulane now that
West Virginia apparently has decided to remain
in the Atlantic 10 Conference, a Metro official
said Monday.
Conference officials,
athletic directors and
coaches have gathered
at the nearby Isle of
Palms for a meeting
which continues through
Wednesday.
The conference,
which includes
Louisville, has been
short a member since
Tulane dropped its
basketball program in
the wake of allegations
of point shaving and
NCAA violations. The
Metro dropped Tulane
after conference officials decided to enforce the requirement
that Metro schools field

after

basketball teams.
West
been

Virginia

had

considered

leading

candidate

replace

Tulane.

a
to

But
West Virginia Universi-

ty

officials

Athletic

met

with

Director Fred

Schaus last

week

and

recommended that the
school

remain

in

the

Atlantic 10 Conference.

career

an

eight-year

that

includes

sprint car
national
championships.
"I've done it professionally since 1977 and
I've always wanted to
go to the Speedway,"
said Vogler.
A.J. Foyt, Indy's most
experienced racer, is
midget and

perhaps the most relaxed he's been all month.
He'll be in his 28th
straight Indianapolis
500 on Sunday and still
calls it "the biggest race
in the world. This is the
race. There's no others
that come close," the
50-year-old Foyt said
Monday before returning home to Houston.
He'll be back on
Thursday, the final
chance for practice
before the race during a
two-hour session that
still is known as "carburetion day," even
though the exotic turbocharged engines no
longer use carburetors.
After Thursday, the
track again will be quiet
until early race day.
The starting lineup,
determined by two
weekends of qualifications, averages a record
208.138 mph, easily
breaking the former Indianapolis record of
203.686 and the former
all-time racing record of
204.669 set last fall by a

Vote May 28 For

REX CAMP
For

JAILER

College
Baseball
MISSION, Kan I AP) — Here is
the complete field, with first-round
pairings, records and regional
dates, for the Nth annual NCAA
Division 1 Baseball Cnarnpionship
East Regional
At Cokantra. S.C., May 23-26
Old Dominion, 49.-9, vs Western
CaroLtna, 36-33
South Carolina, 43-20, vs La
Salle. 23-18
Rider, 26-10, vs St John's, N Y
31-19
South II Regional
At Tallahassee, Fla., May 23-26
Arkansas, 46-13, vs. Eastern Ken
tucky, 41-27
Florida St . 57-21, vs. George
Mason. 38-71
Georgia Tech. 39.17-1, vv. Central
Michigan, 38-17
Midwest Regional
At Stillwator, Okla., May 2426
Oklahoma St., 64-12-1. vs. Minnesota. $3-21
Oral Roberts. 49-17, vs Wichita
St . 65-18
South I R
At Missiselp0 St. May
Mississippi St.. 45-12. vs. West
Virginia. 27-13
Michigan. 52-8, vs New Orleans.
42-28
Welt I Regional
At Stanford. Callf., May 24-26
Stanford, 43-12, vs. Oregon St ,
$4-15
Pepperdine. 47.12-1, vs
Nebraska, 44-22
Atlantic Regional
At Coral Gebles, Fla.. May 24-26
Miami, Fla . 66-14. vs Princeton,
21-10
Florida. 40.18,vs V irginia . 37-14
Central Regional
At Austin. Texas.May 2326
Texas, 6412. va. °rambling
36-14-1
Oklahorna. 2111-12, vs Lamar.
32-72
Louisiana St . 41-141. vs Houston
43•15
West II R
At Fresno, Call V1
23-2s
Fresno It., 4130, vs California.
44-22
Brigham Young 48.27, vs

Rex
Camp

Rex
Camp

#1
On The
Ballot

#1
On The
Ballot

It's time for a change in

the Office of Jailer
in Calloway County! The incumbent has held the
office for 20 years, and that's long enough. He
is making a career out of it!
Rex Camp is a native Calloway Countian who
very much wants to be your next jailer. He is
known throughout the county as a hard-working,
dedicated, conscientious man of great integrity.
He pledges to give Calloway County one of the
finest, most efficient jail operations in Kentucky.
He knows the job of jailer means long hours,
around-the-lock dcpendability an unrelenting
rr
vigilance.
Rex Camp will appreciate your vote and influence on May 28. Vote Rex Camp for Jailer!
Patti for toN the
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Major League Baseball Standings
Maier Lidgisa BooNiall
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Dsion
36 I
Toronto
23 14
Baltimore
21 14
Detroit
20 1$
New York
18 18
Boston
16 20
Milwaukee
14 30
Cleveland
14
West Division
California
22 15
bttruriesota
21 16
Chicago
19 15
Kansas City
18 13
Oakland
17 19
Seattle
16 20
Texas
11 26
Mondry's Games
Toronto 6, Chicago 1
Milwaukee at Cleveland ppd rain
Minnesota 5. Boston 1
Texas 8, Kansas City 7
California 7, Detroit 2
Only garnes scheduled

Pct.

011

.571
529
444
412
369

1%
3
6
7
8

666 —
568 1
5541 1%
.500 3%
472 4%
444 5%
soe 10%

Tuesday's Games
Chicago (Bannister 24) at Toronto (Leal 2-3), In)
Milwaukee (Welber& 1-3) at Cleveland (Creel 0-1),
In)
Boston (Klaon 0-0) at Minnesota (Schram 3-2), (n I
Kansas City (Black 34) at Texas (Tanana 0-4). (n)
Detroit (Morris 5-4) at California (McCaskill 0-3),
(n)
Baltimore (Boddicker 6-1) at Oakland (Krueger
t-3). (n)
New York (Guidry 43)at Seattle ( Langston 5-31, In
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Toronto. (n)
Milwaukee al aeveland. (n)
Boston at Minnesota. (n)
Kansas City at Texas,(n)

Detroit at California, n
Baltimore at Oakland in ,
New York at Seattle, t n
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
WI
Pct
GB
New York
23 1.2 .657 —
Chicago
2.3 12 .618 1%
Montreal
21 16 .568 3
St Louis
17 19
472 61
Philadelphia
14 22 .289 9%
Pittsburgh
11 34 .314 12
Most DiviiiiOn
San Diego
21 14 .600 —
Cincinnati
20 17 .541 1
Houston
20 17
_541
2
Los Angeles
18 20 .474 4%
Atlanta
16 20
444 5%
San Francisco
14 22 .31119 71e
Monday's Games
Montreal 9 Los Angeles 1
Chicago 4, Cincinnati
San Diego 2. New York 0
Philadelphia 2. San Francisco 1
Pittsburgh 3, Houston 1
St. Louie 14, Atlanta 0
Tusedry's Games
Cincinnati (Stuper 5-2) at Chicago (Fontenot 0-1.
Los Angeles (Honeycutt 2-3) at Montreal
(Gullickaon 4-4). ( n)
San Diego (Thurmond 1-2) at New York i Agullera
0-0). In)
San Francisco (Hammaker 0-3) at Philadelphia
(Bewley 3-3), (11)
Houston (Scott 2-1 )at Pittaburgh Reuschel 0-0 n
Atlanta (Barker 1.3) at St Louis (Cox 3-li n )
Wednesdays Genies
Atlanta at St Louis
Cincinnati at Chicago
Los Angeles at Montreal.(n)
San Diego at New York,(n)
San Francisco at Philadelphia, In)
Houston at Pittsburgh, in )

National Basketball Association
24-car field at the
Michigan International
Speedway.
Heading the field in
the pole position will be
34-year -old Minch°
Carter, the Indy rookie
of the year in 1974 but
still looking for his first
victory in his adopted
home state. Carter
qualified at a record
212.583 mph for his first
front-row start in 12
years at Indy.
Besides Foyt, the only
four-time winner in
history, the other
former winners in Sunday's lineup will be Rick
Mears, a two-time winner and the defending
champion; three-time
winners Johnny Rutherford and Al Unser; and
Mario Andretti and Tom
Sneva, each looking for
his second victory.

NBA Mayoels
Caterers* Finals
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Boston vs. Plidathiphia
Sunday, May 19
Philadelphia 115, Boston
Boston lead. series 1-1
Wednesday. May 22

104.

Philadelphia at Boston
Friday, May 24
Boston at Philadelphia
Sunday. May 26
Philadelphia at Boston
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Los Angeles Laker; vs Denver
Sunday. May 19

Los Angeles 120, Denver 116 Los
Angeles leads series 3-1
Wednesday, Mari 22
Denver at Los Angeles
Friday. May 24
Los Angeles at Denver
Monday, May 27
Denver at Los Angeles

United States Football League
United States Foolhall League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L
Pd.
9 4
02
9 4
802
T617Birn111
=
Memphla
8 5
616
New Jersey
8 5
615
Jacksonville
7 6
638
Baltimore
6 6
.500
Orlando
3 10
231

Oakland
Denver
Houston
Arizona

pf PA
334 236
323 776
297268
1106 274
1106 $10
237 204
210 344

Los Angeles
Portland
San Antonio

WESTERN CONFERENCE
9 3 1
TEl $13 245
9 4 0
002 361 MO
8 5 0
615
in
5 8 0
385 2811 1112

3 10 0
231 192 239
3 10 0
231 175 308
3 10 0
231 210 306
Monday's Genie
Jacksonville 20, Houston 17
Thursday, law 23
Oakland at Denver
Saturday Islay 25
Los Angeles at Jacksonville
Memphis at Portland
Sunday, May 26
Artsona at Houston
New Jersey at Tampa Bay
San Antonio at Baltimore
Monday, May 27
Orlando at Birmingham

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

A Message To The Citizens

of Calloway County
Dear Friends and Neighbors,
We would like to take a few minutes
of your time to express our feelings on
subject that should be of utmost importance to us all. That subject being the
upcoming sheriff's election. We are
special deputies of the Calloway County Sheriff's Office, or in other words we
are volunteers. We who serve as special
deputies are sworn in and have the
same duties and responsibilities as the
regular deputies but with one difference, we donate our time and service. By doing this we hope
to keep the county and people we care about safe and secure, while
at the same time stretching the budget of the sheriff's office.
Having explained who we are, we would like to take this opportunity to ask your support for Sheriff David Balentine in his bid for
re-election. Having worked with Sheriff Balentine, we feel that of
the four candidates for this office, he is by far the best qualified
choice. We know that Sheriff Balentine has the safety and welfare
of every citizen of Calloway County at heart and is prepared to
take whatever steps necessary to enforce the law. He has many
years of experience as a deputy, and as sheriff. This enables him
to carry out his duties with efficiency and expertise. Sheriff Bolentine is knowledgeable in the laws and is familiar with those among
us who have been known to disregard the laws. We feel that if
Sheriff Balentine is not re-elected, Calloway County will be the real
loser in this election. It would be a shame not to take advantage
of his experience and desire to keep Calloway County a great place
to live and work. We would like for you to ask yourself this question before you vote. If I had an emergency and needed help who
would I want as sheriff, a man with experience and proven ability
or a man NA;ho may or may not have the ability?
Larry Roberts
Stan Scott
Gerald Boyd
Pee Ies by toss', lober% Soo. Sco“ Gorrold Sorel

4. , AlilMa. 44-20
4
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Allison Graham and Jenny Hell are two of the Cabbage Patch kids
featured in the ('arter Elementary ('enter production of -Cabbage Patch
Dreams." The performance. being done by third grade students, will begin
at 7 p.m. Nlay 13 in the Murray Middle School auditorium.

Third-graders to'ioresent play
Two musical productions by Murray
Elementary School
students are scheduled
for Thursday, May 23 at
7 p.m. in the Murray
Middle School
auditorium.
First grade studens
will present "The Bunny
Show," a revue of songs,
skits, and dances about
all kinds of rabbits.
Songs include "Jack
Rabbit, the Homerun
Bunny," and "Benny
Bunny's Band," as well
as the more familiar,
"Here Comes Peter
Cottontail."
The third grade production of "Cabbage

Patch Dreams." tells children through the
about how Otis Lee and popular Cabbage Patch
his friends Thwart the line of toys and books.
evil Lavendar McDade
The public is invited
and her plot to kidnap to both productions,
the Cabbage Patch kids which are being coorand force them to work dinated by Joan
in her gold mine. The Bowker, Murray
characters and situa- Elementary School
tions are familiar to music teacher.

CHADWICK TO GO PARTICIPATE IN NATIONAL HISTORY DAY COMPETIT
ION - Peggy Jo
Chadwick,a student at Calloway Middle School, recently earned a chance to travel
to College Park, Md.
with her history day entry - "Rembering The Alamo." Chadwick's project
will be considered with
other history day projects from across the nation, June 10.
•

Prosecutor to be tried before election

LEXINGTON, Ky. Medical Center with a
(AP) - Five days head wound.
before E. Lawson King
The police officer who
asks voters for a fifth took Lowell King there
on a Business Trip."
term as Fayette County alleged that the angry
For her role as the attorney, he has a date county attorney
walked
mother of a deformed in the very court where in and
made the threat,
son in the movie he prosecutes misde- saying that
he carried a
"Mask," Cher won the meanors and minor gun and would "blow
best actress award, felonies.
away" the next officer
along with Argentine
King, who faces a stiff who stopped a member
Norma Aleandro, primary challenge
May of his family. King
honored for her role in 28 from Norrie Wake,
is denies it and says he
"The Official History." charged with threaten- and his family
had been
Hurt was named best ing to "blow away" any harassed
for months by
actor for his role in the police officer who might the police.
Brazilian film "Kiss Of stop him to write a trafKing-has pleaded inthe Spider Woman," in fic ticket.
nocent to a misdewhich he plays an efThe outcome of his meanor charge of terfeminate window- trial, scheduled to
begin
dresser who is arrested Thursday, could affect
on a morals charge and next week's primary
shares a cell with a much more than
the
revolutionary.
campaign.
"Birdy," an
How large an impact
American film of friend- will the case have on
ttie
CINCINNATI - A
ship and broken dreams electorate?
dozen jurors have been
told through the ex"None at all," King selected
for each of the
periences of a boy who says.
separate murder trials
tries to fly, won the
"I really don't know," of Alton Coleman and
festival's Special Grand says Wake.
Debra Brown, but the
Prize of the Jury.
That's about all either ease of seating full
man will say about the panels
after challenges
The foreign ministers unusual
case, which by attorneys could
of Britain, the United stems from
the Jan. 1 decide whether the proStates and Russia arrest
of King's son ceedings are
moved
agreed at a 1945 meeting Lowell at
a Lexington elsewhere.
in Moscow to establish motel.
The younger
Coleman and Ms.
international control of King
was taken to the Brown, both of
atomic energy.
University of Kentucky Waukegan, Ill., have
asked that their trials be
moved out of Cincinnati
because of publicity
For oil your 1-oyel Reservations Coll
over their recent convictions in Hamilton County Common Pleas Court
for the murder of
Marlene Walters, 44,
and beating of her husband, Harry, 46.
•eprrespnting
Coleman was sentenced to death and Ms.
American and International Traveitime
Brown to life in prison.
• Judges have said they
want to see if impartial

French film festival gives awards
CANNES, France
(AP) -• Cher won for
"Mask," William Hurt
won for "Kiss of the
Spider Woman" and
Jimmy Stewart got a
prize for his life's work

in movies at the 38th
Cannes Film Festival.
But the Golden Palm
- the festival's top
award - went to
Yugoslav director Emir
Kusturica for "Papa is

111111111101111/11111011111111111111110101111111111111811111111111111118110.

SALE
20=30% Off
Storewide
Men's & Ladies
Booth Stores
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Chestnut St.

MATEWAN, W.Va.
(AP) - A coal truck
driver was injured by
gunfire as he traveled
along a route that has
been the scene of
repeated violence during the protracted contract talks between the
United Mine Workers
and the A.T. Massey
Coal Co., police said.
The victim, Steven
Kinser, 23, of Leona was
In stable condition at a
hospital after three
trucks came under fire
on W.Va. 49. in
MatewEm, officials said
Monday.
Kinser, who was
wounded in the buttocks, was the only person injured.
The shooting occurred
near the scene of a
similar attack on a coal
truck convoy about two
weeks ago, when a
handful of vehicles were
disabled by gunfire but
there were no injuries.
Officials said the
trucks shot up Monday
were working for Rawl
Sales & Processing Co.
at Lobata.
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roristic threatening. A
special judge and
special prosecutor are
handling the case.
Lowell King was convicted of resisting arrest, but acquitted of
public intoxication and
assaulting a police officer. He has filed a
lawsuit against the local
government and five
police officers, alleging
harassment and false
imprisonment.
Last week, E. Lawson
King contended that the
court case shouldn't affect the outcome of the

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
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YOU BE THE JUDGE

these BUDGET PlIASIRS I
14 Lb. Box 100%

Ground Beef
Patties

$ 1946

Choice Sides of

Beef

Lb.
29

225 to 300 Lb.
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Year Old Country

KENNY IMES will see to it that our roads are built right the 1st time.
The same bad weather was felt all over Calloway County this winter.
But it is really sad that the single & double sealed roads, built during the past 31
/
2 years and obviously in worse shape than roads built
prior to 1982.

Hams

$ 1 89
Lb
1/2, Whole or Center Slices

Baked

LET'S BUILD THEM RIGHT THE 1ST TIME.
Let's Elect

Country Hams

$ e 89

Lb.
$6.00 for cooking

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

KENNY IMES
as our County Judge/Executive
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,
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primary. The winner
goes on to face
Republican Tim Philpot
in the general election.
"I expect to win,"
King said. "What people
are telling me is that
they think some folks
have done some hatchet
work."
This is the stiffest
challenge in King's fourterm reign. It's the first
time he's ever had opposition in a primary
and the fist time since
1973 that he's had to run
against a Republican in
the general election.

Jurors chosen for separate trials
in Brown,Coleman murder case
juries can be empaneled
here before making a
decision of the change of
venue request. The prosecution and defense
lawyers can dismiss up
to 12 jurors each.
Coleman and Ms.
Brown are going on trial
for the suffocation death
of Tonnie Storey, 15. Her
body was found in an
abandoned building July 16, 1984, six days after
the Walters murder.
The prosecution claims
the deaths occurred during a six-state crime
spree across the
Midwest.
Judges have denied a
request by Coleman and
Ms. Brown - who considered themselves
married under common
law - that they be tried
jointly, ruling that Ohio
law requires separate
trials.
Prosecutors revealed

GIBSON HAM CO

I
Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
Food Stamps
, "Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray'.
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Monday as jury selection began that the list
of possible witnesses to
be called against Coleman include Miss
Storey's parents and
Ms. Brown.
Ms. Brown declined to
testify at her trial three
weeks ago when she was
convicted in the Walters
case. But she testified
during the sentencing
portion of Coleman's
separate trial to take
the blame in an attempt
to spare him the death
sentence.
Coleman and Ms.
Brown were sentenced
Jan. 7 in Dayton to 20
years in federal prison
for last summer's abduction of a Kentucky
college professor, Oline
Carmical Jr., who was
later found locked in a
car trunk but otherwise
unharmed in Dayton.
They still face murder
charges in Toledo and in
Lake County, Ind.
Other witnesses to be
called in the Storey
murder trials include
FBI personnel and
police from Chicago,
Detroit, Evanston and
Waukegan.
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Seddon says
public needs
to back NASA
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn.(AP)- Astronaut
Dr. Rhea Seddon says
public backing for
NASA is needed if the
United States is to maintain its advantage in the
space race.
"If we don't invest the
money now, we're going
to lose that edge," said
the Murfreesboro,
Tenn., native, here to
speak at an Armed
Forces Day lunch.
Ms. Seddon, a
member of the crew on
last month's flight of the
space shuttle
Discovery, said the
Soviet Union could close
the gap if Americans
don't back their space
program.
• "I think that People in
countries'have to invest
in their future. ... NASA
Is one of the best Investments," she said.
"I'm probably going
to stay with it," she said
of being an astronaut.
"They like for you to
stay on as long as possible and sort of get their
money back."
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Kentucky News In Brief
LoU1SV I LLE, Ky. i AP - Gasoline has risen an
average of 7 cents per Anon across Kentucky
recently and Memorial Day motorists will fin
themselves paying shout- a penny more per
gallon than they did last year, two auto clubs
said.
A recent survey of service stations along Kentucky's major highways indicated the average
cost per gallon at full-service pumps was $1.28
for regular, $1.36 for regular no-lead and $1.42 for
premium no-lead.
The survey was conducted by American
Automobile Association clubs in Louisville and
Lexington, and results were announced Monday.
Self-service prices ranged from 12 to 16 cents.
lower than full-service, with the average price
per gallon at $1.12 for regular, $1.20 for regular
no-lead and $1.30.for premium no-lead. .
Diesel prUes,ha.'d risen 2 cents to an average
cost per gallon of $1.27 for full-service and $1.17
for self-service.
The survey showed that 87 percent of the
state's service stations will be open Memorial
Day, with 28 percent of them now operating 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
---ASHLAND, Ky. (API - Robert W. Parks has
been appointed general manager of the Ashland
Publishing Co. and its newspaper, The Independent, publisher John W. Del Santo announced.
Parks has been general manager of The TriState Gazette in Port Jervis, N.Y. since March
1982. He joined OttawAy Newspapers in 1975 as
an advertising sales representative at The
Herald in Sharon. Pa., and became assistant

classified manager in 1978.
He was appointed general manager of an Ottaway weekly newspaper in Grove City, Pa,. the
following year and had that position before
transferring to Port Jervis.
Parks is a native of Franklin, Pa., and a
graduate of Mercyhurst College in Erie, Pa.
He won the New York State Publishers
Association Award of Excellence in 1983 for community service.
Ashland Publishing Co. is a division of Ottaway Newspapers Inc. of Campbell Hall, N.Y.
Ottaway is a wholly owned subsidiary of Dow
Jones Inc., publisher of The Wall Street Journal.
SOUTH WILLIAMSON. Ky.(API - The collision of two Norfolk & Western locomotives sent
one of them onto its side, along with five other
coal cars:No one was injured in the collision Monday.
One of the locomotives was pulling dozens of
empty coal cars while the other was leading
several full cars. It, was not clear whether any
coal was dumped in the wreck.
A spokesman for N&W Railroad in Williamson.
W.Va., declined comment and referred callers to
the company's Bluefield, W.Va., office, where no
one answered the phone. Police officials in Pike
County were unable to provide more details.
The accident occurred in Pike County, just
across from West Virginia.
---LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API a- The University of
Louisville has adopted new minimum admission
requirements after three years of debate.

The board of trustees' vote Monday followed
years of proposals and revisions that resulted in
requirements that must be met by incoming'
freshmen in 1987.
While the university's fotir degree-granting
schools have had minimum requirements for
several years, the new requirements apply also
to the university's preparatory division.
The new standards of a 2:25 high-school gradepoint average or an American College test score
of 12 or entrance tests of reading, writing and
math reflect changes made to satisfy black administrators and faculty members. The school's
preparatory division has a minority enrollment
of about 40 percent.
Ed Hammond, vice president for student affairs, said only about 50 of the students admitted
to Louisville last year would have failed to meet
either the GPA or ACT test standards.
When the requirements take effect the same
year as a required high-school Zlirriculum for
college-bound students, the clear message
should be "that there is a new day dawning" in
college admission standards, university provost
William Dorrill said.
---BURLINGTON, Ky.(AP)- A New York man
charged with taking his son from his former wife
is working out visitation and child-support arrangements with the Kentucky woman, his attorney said.
Curtis Wells, 36, of Ridge, N.Y.. was the first
father that the FBI tracked and returned to Kentucky to be tried under the state's new custodial
interference law.
Wells pleaded guilty to the lesser charge of
unlawful imprisonment in the second degree this
month in Boone County.
Boone Circuit Judge Samuel Neace sentenced
Wells after Lou Ellen Blackwell recommended
against sending the father of their son to jail. The
sentence had been 12 months in jail, but he was
released without a fine or jail time on the condition of good behavior.
"/ just couldn'tthandle the thought of Gedree

Lease to Own

BUIE WINS SCHOLASTIC HONOR - Yancey
Hine is pictured above with his teacher, Peter
O'Rourke, who is handing Buie his plaque for
winning the 1985 Hopkinsville Scholastic Tournament Social Studies division.

DARNELL WINS PHOTO CONTEST - Matthew Darnell was one of the local winners in the
photo contest sponsored recently by Gene Boaz
and Snyders. Judges for the competition were
Linda Jackson and Kim Henderson from
Snyders, John Parks from the Paducah Sun and
Charles Katterjohn from WPSD-TV. Matthew is
the three-year-old son of Randy and Rhonda
Darnell of Farmington.

DES MOINES, Iowa
(AP) - A bill allowing
volunteer firefighters to
collect damages if they
were injured while
fighting a fire, even if
they were too drunk to
legally drive to the fire,
was vetoed Monday by
Gov. Terry Branstad.
"It is threatening to
the public, to other

ifj

firefighters and to a
volunteer's family and
friends," Branstad said.
Officials of the Iowa
Firemen's Association
complained their bill
was misunderstood.
"We're just trying to
assure that we continue
to recruit civic-minded
volunteers," said Mike
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Russell
Outland

'Portable TV's
'Stereos

Magistrate
District #2
"I will work for you"

•VCR's

Appreciate Your Vote

'Console TV's

ing it was the only way
to assure that smaller
communities could have
fire protection.

I am sorry if I missed you on my
campaign
trail. If you don't know me, please-check
and
you will find I am a hard working/
honest per
son. Twenty (20) years of leadership in the U.S.
Navy. Seven (7) years as a Murray
Police
Dispatcher, in a responsible position
without
immediate supervision. My past experien
ce
and education qualifies me for the job. I
understand you have a difficult decision, because
all
the candidates in District 02 are really
fine people. 28th of May is drawing close.

Stop By & See
Our New Line Of
Products For Your
Home Entertainment!

"Murray's Only Complete Rental Store"
"A volunteer never
knows when they're going to be called,"
Schechinger said.
"They are sociable people and they like to participate in events."

Elect
We're Growing
To Get
Your Business

Russell Outland
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and I will do you PROUD in District #2.
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Schechinger. "I'm very
disappointed with the
governor's veto. It leads
me to believe he's more
concerned with his
political future than the
feelings of volunteer
firemen."
Officials of towns that
have volunteer fire
departments had pushed for the measure, say-

COVINGTON • Ky. AP a_ - Commuters who
use the Interstate 71-75 bridge that links Cincinnati with northern Kentucky are bracing for the
traffic jams expected as the result of an
18-month bridge construction project.
The bridge is the most heavily used of five
which span the Ohio River near downtown
Cincinnati.
Workers began placing barriers Monday as the
opening step for the $15 Million project to add a
lane in each direction to the three-lane Brent
Spence Bridge, which carries interstates 71 and
75 across the Ohio River between Ohio and Kentucky. The work is scheduled to be completed in
November 1986.
Some motorists who regularly use the bridge
have been planning alternate routes to get
around the traffic tie-ups. which are expected to
be worse than the daily rush-hour jams.
Donna King of Erlanger. Ky.. a commuter to
her job as a medical assistant at a Cincinnati
hospital, said her detour ini7olves a longer route
to work, but she isn't complaining.
"It's an inconvenience." she said. "But I don't
get too upset. I adjust."
The Kentucky Department of Transportation
is overseeing the long-planned project, designed
to widen the Brent Spence Bridge to provide four
lanes of northbound and southbound traffic. The
actual construction work is to begin later this
week.
The project will frequently require blocking at
least one lane of traffic in each direction,
highway officials say -•

Vote For

Starting Under
$10.00 A Week

'Drunken firefighters bill' vetoed

(their 11-year-old son, feeling he played some
part in his father going to Ail." Mrs., Blackwel
l
said.
Until March, when federal agents returned
George to Mrs. Blackwell's northern Kentucky
home, she had not seen her son for nine years.
Wells' lawyer. James R. Early, said his client
is pleased he won't have jail time or a felony conviction. "It worked out to be a very amicable settlement between all the parties."

Let these professional contractors
help you with any of your Spring
Building & Decorating Needs
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We Carry Almost Every Size Nail, Bolt,
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done We Even Have Horse Shoes
& Horse Shoe Nails
Largest Inventory In Our Area,

Murray Supply
Co.
(
479.06.
C 4.9
20* 1. MI.

7S3-3341
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Paddle
Fans
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CENTER

52" Wooden
Blades
Antique Brass

Rents Almost Everything
•Air Compressors
•Concrete Eq.
•Airiess Paint
•Floor Care
Sprayer
Equipment
•Movies & V.C.R.'s

Wholesale Electric Supply Company
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$59.95

3-Speed
With Reverse
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PAINTING CONTRACTORS
BRIDGES AND STRUCTURAL STEEL
•Sandblasting
•Residential
•Interior-Exterior
*Commercial
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•Industrial
•Free Estimates
LICENSED
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TOBACCO RD.
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LUMBER COMPANY,IMC.
soo S. 4th

Murray
753-6450
Store Hours: 7 to 5 Mon.-Fri. 7-2 Sat,

Free
Estimates
753-6244

Keith Black
Painting and Decorating

753-6450

M&T Painting
Contractors

When Service And Flrice
Is Important
Call The Friendly Ones
Terry Allen
Bill Settle
Steve Hamm

Free Estimates
753-9382
Paul Myhill
753-0487
Sammy Tidwell

We'll Work With You!
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FREE ESTIMATES
'New Houses
'Remodeling
'Decks
'Roofs

Contractors
•Residential
'Commercial
•Pqrking Lot Marking
'Industrial Facilitie;;

Call
David Cathey
435-4354
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RALPH WORLEY & SON

C
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Contractors
and
Builders
Call Steve
at
759-4026
Let us
Make You
Money!
Call Now!
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One Block 'South Of
Square
Benton,' Ky.

Store Hours:
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8 00 til 4:

Mon. Fri.
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Collins says reporters'making mountain of a molehill'
FRANKFORT, Ky
(AP) — Gov. Martha
Layne Collins said she
wanted to close the book
on the Floyd Poore controversy, but conceded
In hindsight that Poore's
removal as transportation secretary could
have been handled more
delicately.
"It's important that
we put this particular
topic to rest." Mrs. Collins said Monday, calling reporters to her office for the first time
since Poore's departure
May 9.
In between have been
charges by Poore that
he was muscled out by
administration insiders,

and countercharges that nor and didn't yet know
Poore fell victim to his whether he would even
political ambitions and seek re-election to the
was looking for others to Senate in 1988
Mrs. Collins said that,
blame.
Senate President Pro "maybe, in retrospect, I
Tern Joe Prather, ac- would go back and hancused by Poore of dle things a little difpressuring the governor ferently." But she had
to fire him, called the little else to say about
charge "totally false." the exit of the longtime
He also said it was friend who raised
"pure nonsense" for $900,000 for her 1983
Poore to suggest that campaign.
On May 8, Poore proPrather wanted to
eliminate him as a posed a gasoline-tax inpotential opponent in crease to finance road
the 1987 Democratic Improvements and said
gubernatorial primary. Mrs. Collins was "very
Prather, D -Vine much in favor" of it.
Grove, said he decided The governor's aides
in early April he immediately disavowed
wouldn't run for gover- the statement. Within 24

hours, Poore was
replaced by C. Leslie
Dawson, a veteran state
administrator.
Poore, at a news conference on Friday, said
Mrs. Collins fired him
under pressure from
Prather, Cabinet
Secretary Larry Hayes
and Finance Secretary
Gordon Duke. Poore
termed it "an attempted
political assassination."
Poore said he twice offered to resign — a few
hours after making his
gas-tax proposal and
again the next morning
— and she refused each
time. But later on May
9, she demanded his
resignation over the

telephone, Poore said.
"I see no reason to get
into hair-splitting and
into the nitty-gritty,"
Mrs. Collins said Monday. "I make the decisions, OK? He offered
his resignation and,
because of some differences of opinion, I accepted his resignation,
period."
Mrs. Collins wouldn't
say what differences existed. "you're trying to
make a mountain out of
a molehill, in all honesty," she said.
Prather said he decided to call his news conference after waiting in
vain for several days for
the governor to address

the issue. He indicated
he was surprised to
learn that Mrs. Collins
scheduled a news conference one hour after
his.
Prather said Poore
was "either thinskinned or naive or
both."
Noting Poore's complaint that the governor
wouldn't give him one
hour a week to discuss
transportation issues,
Prather suggested that
a longtime friend
doesn't lose access to
the governor without
reason.
"It seems to me that
someone who is
politically practical

Robb drives first truck to be powered by coal
In what Gov. Charles
S. Robb called a
"breakthrough" for the
coal industry, United
(oal Co. has unveiled a
liquid coal fuel that can

Snoring can
be a hazard
COPENHAGEN,Denmark (AP) — Snoring is
not just a nuisance but
in many cases can be as
serious a health hazard
as smoking or being
overweight, according
to a study by Danish
doctors.
Dr. Poul Jennum of
the Sleep Research Institute of the
Copenhagen County
Hospital said the findings from an examination of more than 800
men and women aged 70
will be presented to a
medical congress at
Seattle, Wash.

riower a truck with no
modification of the vehicle's engine.
The company used a
50-50 mixture of liquid
coal and diesel to

operate a 25-ton coal
truck, with Robb at the
wheel, in the first public
demonstration of the
fuel here Monday.
United's head of

research and development, Richard Wolfe,
said the test proved that
"coal can be a viable
alternative" to diesel
fuel now being used in

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
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trucks, locomotives and
large ships.
After piloting the
truck a short distance,
Robb said he believed
the development was a
"breakthrough" for the
coal industry, and said
its future applications
are "almost limitless."
It will take about two
years for the new fuel to
be applied commercially, United officials said,
but the Bristol-based
coal firm hopes to use it
to power its own fleet of
coal trucks within a
year.
Wolfe said the final
fuel product will probably contain a mixture
of 70 percent coal and 30
percent diesel.
"It's one of the most
exciting developments
In the coal industry,"
said U.S. Rep. Rick
Boucher, D-9th, who as
a member of the House
Science and Technology
Committee has helped
get federal funding for
United's research.
Boucher said he felt
confident the new fuel
would help the crippled

coal industry improve
by opening up new
markets, thereby
creating more jobs.
Areas of the southwest
Virginia coalfields have
unemployment rates of
about 20 percent. Areas
of Kentucky, West
Virginia and Pennsylvania also have been
deeply affected.
"I think we're on the
verge of changing the
coal industry," Wolfe
said.
Attending the
demonstration were
representatives of Norfolk Southern and CSX
railroads, whose
locomotives United
hopes to run with the
fuel.
Auggie Pitrilo, head
of the Department of
Energy's Morgantown,
W.Va., Energy
Technology Center, said
equipment manufacturers will have to
design engines to accommodate the new
fuel, which is expected
to cost less than regular
diesel and be more fuelefficient.

would recognize that the Department of Educadanger signs were tion officials about a
there," Prather said.
legislative package,
Prather gave a Prather said
markedly different verAfter the meeting,
sion of what Poore ap- Prather said, he told
parently believed was Hayes "there were
the "pivotal episode in his several members of the
downfall.
General Assembly who
Poore alleged that had grave reservations
Prather, during a about Floyd Poore's-usmeeting of several ing the (Transportation
legislators at the Gover- Cabinet) to run what
nor's Mansion, said he was perceived to be a
couldn't support Mrs. campaign for
Collins' legislative governor."
agenda as long as Poore
Prather said any fricheaded Transportation. tion between Poore and
Poore said Hayes told lawmakers "hadn't gothim of the incident.
ten to sufficient propor"That meeting never tions" to be damaging.
occurred," Prather
"I'm not saying Floyd
said. Poore might have Poore did anything ilbeen referring to a legal — far from it,"
meeting in Louisville in Prather said, adding
vhich Prather and "five that the former highway
ir six" other senators boss perhaps had some
lad "preliminary "misdirected
discussions" with priorities."

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Notice

2

otice

I11111110111111111111I

NEED INFORMATION
REGARDING LOCAL SERVICES
FOR PERSONS WITH
MENTAL RETARDATION'
CALL 442 7121
or 1 800 592 3980
A service of the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental
Health Mental Retardation
Board Inc

;COUNTRY;
I NOTIONS
And
I
Antiques

I

2121 Bypass'
753-6774 I
11111111011111111111111i
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.5 O.
753-0658. Closed Wed.
*o Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape
759-4445

52

SUNSHINE
CENTER

0-IAT DID YOU PUT DOWN
FOR THE FIRST QUESTION?
I PUT DOWN 'ELEVEN"

A Christian
Child
Development
Program
Summer program
for ages 2-5, and
6-10. Special Summer rates for 2 or
more children.
Located at First
Assembly of God, 2
from
minutes
downtown on Hwy
94E

ALL SET
TO GET STARTED
ON MY TAN

AM interested in corresponding with anyone
who has done, or is
doing research on the
Bond families who were
In Marshall, Livingston.
Calloway and Caldwell
Counties in the early to
mid 1800's. Medley M.
Bryar, 105 S. Long St..
Bonne Ter, Mo. 63628".
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
MR up time. Repair
and replace broken
glass windows and
screens. Replace patio
door glass, storm windows, storm doors and
insulated glass. Auto
glass installed.
Aluminum store fronts
and plate glass replaced.
Plus mirror
and glass table tops and
shelves cut to size and
shape. Repair or replace aluminum store
fronts, doors and glags.
M&G Complete Glass
Co.. Dixieland Center.
PH. 753-0180.
CINDI LIN
CERAMIC STUDIO
Open Tues. Thurs. 2
p.m.-10 p.m.: Wed. S. Fri.
12-5 p.m. 1 mile from
Murray
Phone

on

Hwy. 94E.

Magnetic Signs
Car/Truck

•t••
HEY!WHERE'S THE WAITRESS
*4 THIS altOmMY EWE?!
THE SERVICE HERE STINKS!

Very 'Hectare But Inexpensive
Best Kind TotaNy Magnetic

WHO'S THE MANAGER
HERE ANYWAY?!
YOU ARE

Call Faye's Monograms
& Printed Apparel
753-7743

"You're on. Ten to one If I start howling I'll have
everyone here howling Inside five minutes."

EARN
week de
ing art
signs in
(Light pi
hauling)
3971 after
EASY
WORK!
:
euoa rea:xn:
Ft

rPiercep
GyNt riv

sales. Ds
addressee

3418 Ente

for par
a ssemb
work. F
501-641-80

mrprr

Optomet
Send rev
1062, Mur
LOCAL
taking a
full & I
positions.
No expe
sary, will
female.
require,
opportL
structur
person
Broadwa
ci.rt
elrAall

business
for high
individual
in rapid
businesi
area. Mu
desire to
others. I
only to
Branch a
Send per
tion to

L
MON(I dF
ing, no:
Van Li
owner/o
you need
wlll train
operate y
tor. If y
one, nont
fers a tr
program
you in a
$2500 dow
or over
may qua
to send y
informat
Call oi
operators
Free 1-8(
for Dept. I
LONG
drivers, o
experien(
cord. Age
person C
Hendersor

TErrir

qualify if
16-21 yrs.
have dr(
school to
more, I:
have a
diploma ,
JTPA 0
9a. m weekdays
RN or 1_1
money? V
hours to
evaluatior
surance
Ideal par
Murray
working
0
7FAiNti

753-0079

753-6695
.fRIZ

6. Nil

Jim Suiter, Jerry
Henry & Tom
Sowards will be
in our showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.

PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

disk &
small ga]
Call 753-46
9. Situal
COLLE
trigs
employm
yard woi
negotiabl
transports
9908

Olds Pont Cad -Buick

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
5

ACROSS

1 THERE'S
NO ROOM
ON YOUR
TRAY

ITS FLATTERING TNE
WAY YOU SAVOR
EVERY SITE OF MY
COOKING

OUT I'D LJgE TO
DO t5CME
-71-1ING
ELSE PCP -4ER

PUT TEN LESS
CANDLES Ce.i
71-4E CAKE

\m-k) SAYS I DON'T
UNDERSTAND
WOMEN"

1 Performs
5 Moreover
8 Part of violin
12 Booty
13 Lad
14 Danish
Island
15 Musical
composition
17 Commission
19 Martini
ingredient
20 Fertile spots in
desert
21 Rip
23 Well border
24 Hail!
26 Bishop's
headdress
28 At present

31 Symbol for
tantalum
32 Enclosure
33 You and I
34 Greek letter
36 Smallest
number
38 Scarlet
39 Legume
41 Comfort
43 Residue
45 Harvests
48 Pastimes
50 Ceremonial
51 Hindu garment
52 Simian
54 Reject
55 Actual being
56 Church bench
57 Gaelic
DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle
G S
A
A
A R
A BL
P R
EA
P E
AR
A
A
A

TAKE CNER

S M
IA

I A

.
I

A
B AR

A

1,1

Eli
EST
A
0

S
1 In addition
2 Calm
3 Explosive
4 Barrel slat

NM= NNW WE NI
MN= MEM MEM
MMINIMM MINIMMEM
MEM
MEM=
MIMI MOM
MEM MENEM MME
ME
MEM
ME
MEM MEM MUM
NM= MEM
MEM=
MINIME
MEMININ MIMI=
NM= NNE NM=
NM= MEM NM
10

DASABU„CU ARE WHINE,THIS WEIR2
PLOT TO START VAR BETWEEN BAN6ALLA
Ani0 IVORYLANA„AMC'

Lost and Found
OUND small white
bird. Call 753-9778
OUND watch in
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center Call 4362289.

A

OS
ST
I E
FIE R
0
R E

E
N
D

5 Arabian
garment
6 Of course not
7 Change color of
8 Unit of electrical
capacity
9 Cause
10 Sea eagle
11 Bushy clumps
16 Athletic group
18 Bellow
22 Mature
23 Thick
24 Devoured
25 Large tub
27 Oolong
29 Be in debt
30 Marry
35 Hates
36 Final
37 Edible rootstock
38 Boring tool
40 Uncanny
42 Wait on
43 The caama
44 Mineral springs
48 Strokes
47 Wild plum
49 Undermine
50 Indefinite
number
53 Hebrew letter

6. Help Wanted
130,000 CIRCULATION
Knight-Ridder
newspaper needs a
highly motivated individual with circulation management experience to supervise
sales, service and collection as Metro Circulation Manager.
Write or call Doug
Sumrell, Lexington
Herald-Leader, Main &
Midland, Lexington,
Kentucky 40507, (6061
231-3368.
AIRLINES now hiring.
Reservationists,
stewardesses and
ground crew positions
available. Call 1-619-5690241 for details. 24hrs.
service
man, 2 yrs. experience
in AC/refrigeration
and restaurant equipment. Salary negotiable. Call evenings 901593-3011.

rOMMERCIAL

Help Wanted
Established
business wants to
hire a secretary, to
do general office
and
computer
work. Excellent
benefits and salary.
Resume should be
received at P.O.
Box 1040-G by May
29, 1985.

is

Speci
For tel
home,
AI
Lice,
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
6. Help Wanted

9. Situation

EARN $2400.00 per
week delivering flashing arrow marquee
signs in 7 state area
(Light pick up ideal for
hauling) Call 1-502-5633971 after 5:00p.m.

GENERAL housework
wanted. Will do whatever cleaning needs to
be done. Experienced,
references. 759-4849 before 8a m
or after
V.m.
T would like to take care
of sick or elderly person
$700 per month. Phone
527-3474.

Wanted

19. Farm

Equipment

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

37

Livestock-Supplies

47. Motorcycles
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
12x65 2 BR mobile HORSES for sale. 1984 200M. electric
ASPHALT
Sealing.
home, good condition, Arabian Mare, half start, good condition,
WEST KY.
driveways, parking
Brighten up
partly furnished, cen- Arabian Filly, half $900 Call 437-4420.
lots,
quality
ALUMINUM
work,
reyour home
tral heat and air, $4000. Arabian Gelding. Call ICUST see 1981 756 asonable
Price. Free
Put on end to costly plan
502-472-3425 nights and Yamaha Virago,
Call 759-9641 after 5p.m.
DONALD'S
2,500 Estimates. Call Charles
tins
probl•ms with
completely erected $3, 1974 12x65, unfurnished, weekends.
miles, ruby red, excel- Archer 7537887.
PROFESSIONAL
aluminum or vinyl siding
650. 12'x8' end slider low utilities, 2 BR, 1 1/2 PERFORMANCE' lent condition. Call 753Brothers
&
and
trim
work. BM Spimel
EASY ASTEMBLT
PAINTING
and entrance door in- bath, $6500. Call tested Simmental and 6082.
Sons. Siding, gutters,
436.5606
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Maine-Anjou crossbred
cluded. Other sizes 753-5382.
for your painting
roofs,
replacement
Guaranteed payment.
service age bulls. Only 48. Auto Services
available. Blitz
windows. 30 yrs. exneeds.
Brick
No experience/no
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- 2 BR trailer, 11/2 miles the very top perform- GOOD reconditioned
SPRING is here. Bring
perience
Free essales. Details send selfCleaning, restore
4009 KY 1-800-792-3498 on 641 South. Call ance bulls offered for auto batteries.
your mowers (riding &
Guarantimates.
15021362-4896.
addressed stamped en- looking for odd jobs for IND.
sale. All bulls health
753-6156.
the newness of
push), tillers, chain
teed!
$15
exchange.
Call
sales
at
Sears
velope: Elan Vital- 332, the summer Call 759- POLE Buildings- 38'x501
tested and guaranteed.
saws, small engines and
763-3711 7p.m.-11p.m.
your home No job
now. Call Sears 753-2310
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. 1181.
completely erected, mobile home. Call after Broadbent Farms,
welding to Moody's
for
free
estimate
for
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
too large or to
Cadiz, KY .42211 (Day) 49. Used Cars
IMPZ)NSIBLE woman 129' end slider and 4p.m. 436-2881.
Repair for their tune up
your
needs.
XCELLENT income will babysit in her entrance door included.
236-5182 Night 235-5170.
small. 753-5192
and overhaul. Cherry
ENERAL HOME
for part time home home. 750-4835.
REGISTERED Poll 1970 BUICK Estate
Choice of colors. $6,995. 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Corner Road, 753 5668.
station wagon, excellent REPAIR. 15 years exassembly assembly WILL clean homes. Call
Other sizes available. 1 BR trailer for rent off Hereford bull. Call 753condition, dependable, perience. Carpentry, LICENSED Electrician Free pickup & delivery.
work. For info. call 753-0997.
8156 or 753-6401.
Blitz Builders, Inc. east 94. Call 758-8438.
455 engine. 400 trans- concrete, plumbing, for residential and Work Guaranteed.
504-641-8003 Ext. 8047.
WILL mow lawns at a 1-800-4234009 KY, 1-800MOBILE homes, 12x615 38. Pets-Supplies
mission, pb, pa, air. Call roofing, siding. NO JOB commercial. Heating STUMPS removed. No
EXPERIENCED only reasonable price. Call 792-3496 IND.
& 10x40, furnished, air
492-8613.
TO SMALL. Free es- and air condition, gas damage to surrounding
Optometric Assistant. 435-4158 evenings for
conditioned, natural FOR sale, Siamese 1971 CFIEVY Chevelle, timates. Days 753-6973, installation and repair. lawn. Lots cleared. Call
Send resume: P.O. Box details.
24. MIScellaneous
753-0211.
gas, deposit required. kittens. Call 763-8723.
R
350 automatic, power niAs47
4-2jG
76.
Phone 75.17203.
1062, Murray, Ky. 42071.
WILL stay with the
Phone 753-3895 after LOP -Ear rabbits & steering, ac, 1 owner,
by Sears. L&.1 General Hauling
LOCAL company now elderly or sick nights,
regular rabbits. Call good clean
5p.m.
car. Call Sears continuous gut- and County Garbage
MOVING- MUST SELL
taking applications for after June 6th days also.
753-5422.
753-5641 after 4p.m.
furnished,
3
BR,
ters installed for your Pickup. No job to small
OR
full & part-time sales Good references.
One Small Air
REGISTERED
show
Call
AC/natural gas. Shady
1973 CHEV caprice. specifications. Call Call 436-2264.
positions. 18 yrs & over. 753-4410 days, 753-4590
We specialize in
Conditioner.
quality
Tortie
Oaks 753-5209.
Needs engine work. Call Sears 753-2310 for free MITCHELL Paving.
No experience neces- nights. Will also do
never rust plastic
Himalayan, female, 2 753-8643.
3 Years Old. $150
estimate.
NICE
near
trailer
2
BR
sary, will train. Male or domestic work after
Sealing striping, repair
1/2 yrs. old. Call
wells Install water
Call after 5 p.m
Murray. No pets. Prefer
1978 MONTE Carlo, RAMILTON Cultured & complete asphalt
female. Transportation June 6th.
753-5365.
lines
Marble
rocket
&
Tile,
&
couples.
643
water
489-2611.
Call
wheels,
Old
new
753-0418
required. Excellent
installation. All jobs,
vinyl top, runs good. Benton Rd. If you have large & small. Call
systems
opportunity & pay 10. Business Opportunity
43. Real Estate
31. Want to Rent
Air, PB, steering. $1400 ceramic tile glued 753-1537.
structure. Apply in
OMPLEtE bry N CU. ft. chest freezer,
RANK of Murray & Fm or best offer. 753-6911.
around your tub or
person at 206 West
OUNG
Christian
like new. Call 489-2643
B.A. repossessed pro- 1979 2807X, silver, great shower, chances are
Broadway, Mayfield, Cleaning Plant for sale.
couple
with
no
children
Petroleum. No re- after 3p.m.
perties. Other listings, condition. Call 753-5366.
PAINTING
you have problems, we
Ky. daily 9a.m.-5p.m.
asonable
For sale- Miscellaneous would like to rent 2-3 BR Murray-Calloway Co.
refused
Interior & exterior,
1979 -MONTE Carlo, have the answer,
LOCAL financial Write: Boxoffer
country
home
in
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
7, Madison- beauty school and
silver & black, tilt, Marble Panels. Also,
businessman looking ville,
quality work. ComMurray area. 247-6197.
KY 42431, 502-821- beauty shop equipment
753-8146 or Ron Talent
crust, air, pa, pb, pb. have marble vanity tops
for highly motivated 7333
petitive prices. In901-364-3476
after 3p.m.
Complete line. Contact 32. Apts
753-9894.
&
sinks,
ceramic
tiles,
for Rent
Call 474-2207 after 4p.m.
Individual to assist me
sured. Over le years
safe, well es- Peoples State Bank
FOR
WATERFRONT
mirrors
proetc
Custom
in rapidly expanding
experience. Call Ralph
tablished grocery with Hodgensville, Kentucky 1 & 2 BR apt. near perty near Hamlin on 1979 TRANS Am, black work! Free estimates!
TREES trimmed or
business in Murray
downtown Murray. Ky 1918. One half acre on black, one owner, Open by appointment,
Worley 759-1050.
good living quarters. 502458-3126.
removed. Also, yard
area. Must have strong
53,000
mi.
Lots
of
exOwner retiring. Call RING size Reauty Rest Adults only. Call 753- waterfront lots; One
call
753-9400.
work. Experienced
desire to learn and help
4109, 782-6850, or 438- half acre lakeview lots; tras. $4,000. Call 753- 1172171:17717-763
502-382-2479.
NEED
bed
set,
work
reasonable.
on
your
Gvn
Free estimates Call
others. Income limited
6244.
2844.
35
trees?
acres
Call
with
346-2724.
600
feet
Topping,
of
by
prun
Sears.
TVA aponly to your ambition.
436-2690.
1979 V-8 GRAND Prix.
0
BR
unfurnished
ing,
apt.,
waterfront;
140
acres
shaping,
proved.
RITCHEN
complete TREE work.
Save on those
appliances,
Branch office potential.
blue, rune good. Body
Complete
remodeling sale $215 per month plus $215 with about a mile of
high heating and cool- removal and more. Call removal,
Send personal descrip- 15. Articles for Sale
good. C11 753-6664.
topping, trideposit.
Call
after
waterfront;
5p.m.
B
Five
acres
OVER'S
ing
bills. Call Sears
TREE mming &
tion to P.O. Box 887, WHIRLPOOL heavy bargains. Used electric
stumps re9 80 BUICK Regal 753-2310
759-4481.
lots near lake. Owner
for free SERVICE for Pro- moved.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
duty washer with 4 surface range. Vent 1 BR
Insured Call
Limited.
Priced
to
sell.
financing
duplex,
avallable.
den,
753fessional
estimate.
tree care. 753-0211
LONG distance truck- cycles. Only $6.00 per hood for island (with kitchen,
Call 753-0153 or 492-8738.
living room, 7531.
JIM'S Repair Service. 753-0338.
ing, northAmerican week. Rudolph blower k vent pipe).
1980 TOYOTA Celica Washers &
Trash compactor, large washer-dryer hookup.
dryers, reVan Lines needs Goodyear, 753-0596.
44. Lots for Sale
GT Coupe, 5 speed, air, frigerators,
Call 753-9240.
Wiidding
freezers
owner/operators! If WHIiLPOOL 17 Cu ft modern double kitchen
new
tires,
48,000
miles,
Photography
you need training, we refrigerator with tex- sink (red). Approx. 200 CLEAN, 2 BR apts., 4 ACRE wooded ka in sharp. NADA retail and air conditioners, •
any brand. Phone 436- •
753 8298
will train you. You will tured steel door. Only sq. ft. black ceramic partially furnished, Sherwood Forrest sub- $6200, sale price
$4500. 2247. Also, buy & sell •
CARTER STUDIO
operate your own trac- $8.00 per week. Rudolph tile, excellent for kit- deposit required. Call division, excellent Call 753-8378 after 5p.m.
chen,
bath floor or wall. 753-8731.
building site. Call 753appliances.
• 300 MAIN ST SUITES
tor. If you don't have Goodyear 753-0596.
1981 PONTIAC Grand JOINER'S
Microwave. Panosonic LJTJYLEX apt. 1 block 9671.
Tree Ser- • 1 North 3rd Entroncr.
Free Estimates
one, northAmerican ofLeMans
wagon,
V-8,
counter top. Microwave from M.S.U. campus, MUST sell! 2 Beautiful
vice. 30 years exfers a tractor purchase 16. Home Furnishinp
759-1983
loaded
with
equipment.
Thermodor, built in. $165 per month. 753-2649 shaded acres with good
HWtATT'S Alternaperience. Also bucket Tprogram that can put WHIRLPOOL
heavy Approx. 34 ft. formica or 753-1914.
barn & 12x65 2 BR Can be seen at Happy truck for hire. Call tor Generator & Starter
you in a new tractor for
WET BASEMENT. We
duty dryer with 3 temp counter top. Large memobile home. 759-4588 Holiday Travel. 1 & 1/2 753-0366.
Service (rebuilt & re$2500 down. If you are 21 selections.
make wet basements
mile 94 east.
Only $4.00 tal shed (outbuilding). BR. Also, sleeping rooms. or 753-7637.
LAWN Mower and Tiller paired). Route #1 Almo, dry. Work completely
or over and think you
per week. Rudolph 200 gal. gas tank (above
1982 OLDS Toronado, Repair, Wayne
Zimmerman Apts. S.
may qualify, we'd like
or Kim Ky. 42020, shop (502) guaranteed. Call or
Goodyear, 753-0596.
excellent condition. Call Wilson, 3 mlles
e
46. Homes for Sale
,
r.Call
t,,
753-9240.
16th. 7534609.
to send you a complete
South on 753-8742.
write Morgan Conkitchen
e,
BRICK ranch home, 3 759-4476 after 5p.m.
121. Call 753-5086.
Information package.
struction Co. Rt 2, Box
$30. Call 435-4354.
Call our special 19. Farm Equipment
apts., adjoining college. bedroom, 11/2 bath, 1983 GMC Sierra LAWN mowing, home
409A, Paducah, Ky.
NEWE'Ft model Beyer Call 753-3134.
11/2 acres, shade Classic, fully equipped, painting and other odd
operators any time. Toll
FARM
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
Mimeograph macine. GIRLS only, upstairs 2 trees, city water, gas, extra sharp. Call 753- Jobs. Call 753-6647.
Free 1-800-848-1000 Ask
WILL haul white rock,
4383.
Excellent
barn,
condition.
outbuildings.
LUMBER
$39,
for Dept. 194.
Big Part-Time
BR furnished apt. with
sand, lime, rip rap and
'71 DODGE Dart, gold
Also, ink and stencils private back entrance. 003. 753-6911.
LONG haul semi
Aluminum and Vinyl
*Boxing
masonary sand, coal,
Income!!
for
the
machine.
(1961
drivers, one year recent
All utilities included. 2 134 owner, 3 BR brick with black top, runs
siding
and
trim.
Also
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
*Framing
Model- originally sold Blocks from University. ranch home, Peggy Ann good, good condition.
experience, clean reMajor
Steel for
aluminum
patio awnCall Roger Hudson,
$766.00) Older model No pets & deposit will be Dr. 2 baths, 2 car $500 or best offer. Call
cord. Age 23. Apply in
*Barn Posts
ings and carports.
753-45.45 or 753-6763
Building Com- A.B. Dick mimeograph required.
garage, stove, dis- 753-M77.
person Crestline Drive,
Call 753-6874.
*Fence Posts
machine. (Make Offer) NICE 1 BR apt. See at hwasher, central heat, 76 NOVA Classic, V-8,
Jack Glover
Henderson, KY. EOE.
pany Is Seeking
*Treated Lumber
Contact: First 100 S. 13th St.
air, newly painted. Low pa, pb, air, nice school
PAINTING
NEED a job? You may
753-1873
A
Part-Time Presb tertan Church,
*Metal Roofing
qualify if: (1) between
NOW renting 1 &'2 BR 40's. 759-1472 for car. Call 750-9969.
'77 MALD3U with air.
16-21 yrs. old, (2) you
Dealer In Your
•
at Chli.rdirder'Enn- appointment.
*Farm Hardware
INTERIOR
OAK firewood, buy now bassy and
ODD lob specialist,
have dropped out of
OltMIP St. CINTERBURY- by Runs good, needs some
Area
To
Sell
Our
for best quality. Know apts.
EXTERIOR
owner: 2 story, 4 body work. Asking $800. ceiling fans, electrical,
school for 9 months or
BAILEY'S
763-3530.
it's seasoned. Deplumbing, fencing. You
Pre-Engineered
PAINTING
more, 13) you don't
81JFER nice 1 & 2 BR bdrms., 21/2 baths, Call 492-8666 after 5p.m.
Full rick guarname it, I do it. You
FARM
have a high school
1.
apt. for rent now. Call heat pump/AC, '84 BUICK Century
Steel Buildings livered.
nateed, $25. Call 753fireplce insert, fenced Limited, pa, air, cruise, buy, I install. You
diploma or GED. Call
WALLPAPERING
753-9468
or
753-2967
near
LUMBER
And Related Pro- 2494.
yard, $85,900. 759-4060.
tilt, power windows, break, I flx. Call 436JTPA Out of School
UniversiV
2868.
ties, g
JIM DAY
9 a.m- 1 : 30p. m.
ducts. Refun- RAILROAD
TAKING- applications ENJOY country living locks, power seats, V-8,
SUPPLY
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
weekdays 753-9378.
with city conveniences. extra clean. 26,000 PAINTING=Paper
for
Section
8.
Rent
dable Deposit
PAINTING
753-2906 or 435-4343.
miles, $9800. 753-528e or hanging, commerical or
Rt4 or LPN need extra
Industrial Drive
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 3 BR ranch style brick,
residential, Free esmoney? Work your own
Required. Call REFRIGERATOR, BR. Apply Hilldale 1400 sq. ft., 1 & 1/2 753-1881.
Murray, Ky.
753-3716
stove, couch, recliner, Apts., Hardin,
baths, carport,
timates, References. 25
hours to perform health
Ky.
50
Used Trucks
Bob Crandall At
Phone 759-1099
tables, dining set & E
fireplace
experience,
ESTIMATES*
*FREE
insert,
years
other
evaluation for life inqual Housing
more. Phone 474-2317 Opportunity.
extras. Located on 1
Tremon Farris 7591987
surance applicants.
1-800-624-57
after 4p.m.
acre in Lynn Grove.
Ideal part-time lob for
ROOFING, Plumbing,
1975 Chevy
84 For Details.
$40,000. 762-6330 (work)
REPOSSESSED flash- 33. Rooms for Rent
Murray nurse not
Siding, Additions,
Pick-up
753-9296 (home).r
ing arrow signs! Take
working full-time. Call
Painting, General CarALL
steel buildings. 30, over $29.50 monthy BOYS- private rooms NEED to move. Price
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
618-252-8010.
V-8, Auto, P.S., P.B.,
summer school; air Reduced HOUSE
WA101/g3: person to 40, 50, 60 foot wide and payments. Complete! for
and
753 - 8628 . Free
Air, Excellent Cond.
condition, 1 block from
two lots. 3 BR, dining
disk & plant a very up. Must sell Big cash discount. DeEstimates.
campus. 1626 1/2 room, kitchen,
Mil KITCHEN CAHINE IS
immediatelyfactory
to
livered withut obligaliving
small garden in town.
753-8124
Hamilton or Phone
you,
call
1-800-468-2065.
J4. COS I (TIV1 WOODWORKING
room and utility room. 2
tion for your inspection.
Call 753-4602.
REPAIRS
HAY baler & rake for 1-800-561-3070 or 502-561- 436-5479 after 5p.m.
storage buildings, gar•
Rooms for girls or den, grape vines and 1971 INTERNATIONAL CFI, TV and Stereos
sale. Call 753-5831.
6621 for free details.
9 Situation Wanted
boys
Travelall,
ps,
near
university.
pb,
air,
MURRAY
HOME
&
AUTO
berries vines. Price
STEEL Building SEASONED firewoodSOLID W000 CABINETS &
•
auto, $600. 474-8013.
621,500. Phone 492-8492.
RAISED PANEL DOORS a.
TRUE VALUE
COLLEGE men seek- 40'x120' arch style oak, hickory, mixed Call 753-8148 or 753-9894.
1979
Chevy
Birch
Van.
$1250.
• OM • Walnut • Chaim.?
ingsummer building for industrial hardwoods $30/rick 34. Houses for Rent
LOG homes. Over 413
Northsidn Shopping Ctr
qUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES el
employment- cleaning, or farm use. Will sell as delivered. Min. order 2
standard models. Free Call 436-2979.
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
753 2571
•
yard work etc. Rates one unit or divide. ricks. Call John Boyer 0 BR. house, $200 plus brochure. Honest Abe
•
currom
MALT
FURNITURE IN FURNITURE REFINISHING
51 . Campers
deposit, adults only. Log Homes, Route
GENERAL maintenCOMPITITIVI petcisDrop aly IL Sere Ow DINHay
negotiable. Have own Discount for quick cash 753-0338.
One,
•
transportation. Call 759- sale. Call SCOTT 1-800- SLIGHT paint damage. Call 753-6156.
Box 84CK, Moss, Ten- 1975 WINgEBAGO mo- ance, roofing, painting •
527-4323.
9908.
1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
Flashing arrow sign. 0 ROOM partly fur- nessee 38575. (615) 258- tor home, 21 ft. with etc. 20 yrs. experience.
generator & awning, Free estimates. Call 60•
Was $429, now only $229. nished with bath. $100 3648.
•6•it0••••••
•
••11.0.0
Free Letters! per month. Call LOVELY 2 BR brick excellent condition. Call 474-2330.
SEWING Machine ReWarranty. Very few 753-e629.
home, fireplace, deck & 753-4705.
pair. All makes and
left. Call 502-842-3332 1 BR house, Hwy. 786 garage. Call 759-1835.
JERRY
ATKI WIMP & ASSOC,.
per, self contained, models. Industrial,
approx. 3 miles east of LOVELY
collect anytime.
We•
Om.
3 BR brick
SPECIAL, white Murray. Call 753-7852 ranch. Fireplace, deck good condition. Call home and commercial.
759-4909.
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
38 yrs. experience. All
Westinghouse chest after 5p.m. or 759-4418.
patio, attached garage,
work guaranteed. Ken& Circle A Fencing)
freezers, 21 Cu. ft. size, FOR sale or rent, 2 BR fenced yard, lakeview
52. Boats -Motors
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
8399.96. Purdom's Inc. house in Lynn Grove. In Panorama. 753-1292
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Call 435-4547 or 753-6633.
78 17 FT. ski boat with Stella, Ky.
202 S. 5th St. 753-4872.
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
or 436-2802.
150 hp motor, walk
WHIRLPOOL LARGE 3 BR house
Soffit & Trim Work,
through windshield,
microwave oven with near University. Adults 47. Motorcycles
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
Aluminum
700 watts cooking only. 753-4109, 762-6650 1910 YAMAHA 400 tandem trailer. Can be
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
power, Only $4.60 week. or 436-2844.
Service Co.
Special II. Less than seen at 841 Shell or
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Rudolph Goodyear. 753Aluminum and vinyl
8,000 miles, 2 helmets, 753-9131.
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
37. Livestock-Supplies
0696.
$600 firm. Great shape. NEW Lowe Bass boat,
siding. Custom trim
FENCING
50 hp., fully equipped,
WILL kit: Don't die 0 ACRE of Red Clover & 753-3545 before 52rn.
work. References.
Chain-Link•Split Rail*Farm•Privecy
without a Will. Com- Timothy hay ready to 1982 YAMAHA Virago priced to sell. Call after
Call Will Ed Bailey,
Financing Available Phone. 753-8407
prehensive kit includes cut. Call 753-2856.
920, 3,000 actual miles, 4p.m. 753-0412 or 437753-0689
4425.
two will forms and 64
sale: Black 3/4 back rest, luggage rack,
page booklet written by Chianina Bulls, polled, highway bars, garage SAILBOAT Cape Dory,
a noted attorney. $3.95. docile, 2 years old; kept. $1900. Call 15 ft., brass & teak trim
Excellent condition.
J & B Variety, 106 W. Also, Red Mammoth 753-4698.
Includes boat & motor.
Railroad. Dawson Jacks and jennys and 1:2110E-Tiev
-7-, 166F175751
Springs, KY 42408.
babies 5132-35-3267.
3-wheeler, 1984, less $1500. 1-247-4166.
HAY for sale. Timothy than 30 hrs. or would 53. Services
Offered
27. Mobile Homes for Safe
orchard grass and trade for 15 or 20 hp
12x80 furnished house clover mixed. Call 436- outboard motor. Call
P&D LAWN
trailer. Call 489-2294.
5690.
753-3609.
11,MIrra•e• ismais•••••■•••••••••••■•••
MOWING SERVICE
12x64 HORTON home,
• 1981. excellent condiFree estimate, no
•
•
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
tion, central air. 3 BR, 2
yard too large or
•
Silver
bath, unfurnished. AskGold
after
753-7361
to
97,000.
small.
ing
Closed
•
Closed
•
5:30p.m.
436-2438
6.59
Yesterday
Yesterday
324.00
•
•
wide,
•
• 19/4 24x52 double
Opened
Opened
well
•
ALL type masonry
• on approx 1 acre,
6.15
Today
314.80
Today
•
& septic tank with
work, block, brick.
•
.44
shop,
double garage k
Down
9.20
concrete, driveways.
Down
• Salary of $150 to $400 per • nice.
8 miles from town.
•
sidewalks, patios, house
Complernnnts nt•
•
•
week.
Several positions to fill.
Priced reasonable. Call
foundations. 25 years
•
GOLD 15 SILVER CUSTOM
4119-2280.
experience. Free es•
NO
PLAZA
experience
OLYMPIC
JEWELERS
necessary.
Train•
1975 VIKING, doublewtimates. Call Charles
3
711
751
•
24x66, 3 BR, 2 bath,
Barnett 753-5476.
• ing provided. Requirements:: tde
..
8.
%river
Gold
boy
We
all electric, good condiAPPLIANCE
•
High
School
S
17
()oily
StrcH
10
.1,
5
•
Graduate, some col-! tion, many extras
1010
SERVICE. Kenmore.
Westinghouse.
.
• lege helpful, must have good • Price reduced. Must
sell. Call 474-8878 or
•
Whirlpool. 22 years
•
experience. Parts and
• personality, capable of following • 474-8836.
1979 14x70 3 BR, 2 bath,
service. Bobby Hopper,
• instructions and able to deal with
•
appliances, entral heat
Bob's Appliance Ser• public. Male and female ap- • & air, large kitchen.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
•
Call 247-1546.
Business 753-4872, 436•
plicants
welcome. Interviews
•
I BEDROOM, has
5848 (home,).
• will be held from 10:00 a.m. till • frigerator, stove, air
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
•
•
couch
Factory authorized for
a 5:00 p.m., Thursday, 23rd, on - • conditioner,
makes into • bed, table
Tappan, Kelythator and
C-41•4,•7rmL
•
EST wwt.g.
Brown. Service on gas
• ly at Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky. • k chairs. 1 bedroom has
ckevr.dioasslZs.a.Esrverc
0467fri•cakea
•
washer k dryer hookand electric ranges,
• up, like new GE washer
•
Call for Appointment
microwaves, dis•
also dryer. Sot-up on lot
hwashers, re•
••
753-5986 Ext.. 111
Riviera Courts
frigerators, etc. Earl
• in
•
$3,000. Call 753-6564 or I-16%4- WM"
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753Mr.
Palmer
i•••••••••••••••••••••60.•••••••irs 7854711 after 6p.m.
5341
2 ROW tobacco setter,
like new. Call 753-8015
after 6p.m

Parr Buildings- 24'x40'

BYARS

lartr-mr7
ei .-m,1•r-1
en,

FOR

rricE

e origrrent,

Well Drilling

Royster &
McAlpin
Well Drilling

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

rumrsTrztral
7r-nri

rionfignrryTT-11311

Ouunrs

PYRAMID
PEST CONTROL

is expanding their services
to Calloway County.

Specials For The Month of May
For termite treatment, average size
home, up to 1,500 sq. ft. $200.00.

roR

Also Pest Control Specials
Benton, Ky. 527-9916
Licensed, Insured & Bonded

DOWNTOWN
STORE
Murray, Ky.

ummer &
Full Time
Employment

Ate
• MKT 1411111.111411:
mAtckg.T

Li
""11"1111.11.1411..111110.1.11.11PAMINI00011"'"'.....,.._

•

Completely remodeled inside and out. Excellent corner
location.
Also warehouse space
downtown, approx. 5000 sq.
ft. with drive-in entrance.
Wired for security.
Call 502-442-6532 or
502-753-7102. Or write P.O.
Box 2534, Paducah, Ky.
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This is a T.V. Sale you can't afford to miss. General Electric has asked Murray Appliance to move these TVs
at a lost to them and a great savings to you. A large G.E. T.V. Dealer in Middle Tennessee went bankrupt
and G.E. Co. was left with their inventory to move. These G.E. T.V. s are all brand new in boxes except for
the ones open for display. All have new warranties. This is hard to believe but some of these G.E. T.V.s and
VCRs are being sold for 1/2 price. All T.V.s will be sold on first come basis. No Lay-A -Ways.

SAVE $12000
8-HR. VHS
VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
•8-Hour Record/Playback •One-Event/14-Day
Programming•Electronic VHF/UHF Tuner
.
4-Function Wired Remote Control•Special
Effects—Scan, Pause/Still, and Frame Advance

00 Cr,
Li i

Model
1VCI14002X

SWINTON
NOTIT SNOWS
SOOTIN
'Tar,'

19" Diagonal
PORTABLE COLOR TV
MODEL I9PCS3704
• High perfdtrnance electronics designed for
reliability
• High Contrast picture rube
• Vivi-Color — System locks in best picture reception
• 1.5 watt audio amplifier for excellent sound

.4

AFC
MITSMATIC

25" Diagonal
111-1111
SLACK RATIN'
RICTUS* TM

PUIFORMANCE I
CNASUS

Coftiest

Model
25PC3806P

$218"

NOW
ONLY
SPECIAL

NOW ONLY $278°0

NMI TOWN
ISICIODOS

ALL
T.V. s NEW
MANY IN
BOXES

COME EARLY
WHILE THE SELECTIONS
ARE GOOD BEFORE
THEY'RE PICKED OVER!

.1111.1101.111=11111.1•Fi

$368"
KEYBOARD
CHANNEL
TUNING112 CHANNEL
CAPABILITY*

Sale Starts Thursday,
8:00 AM
May 23rd

.. i Nsi

I

1 ---e.-ah... ....
T'il t620.........

C11

PROGRAMMABLE
SCAN
REMOTE
CONTROL
112
CHANNEL
CAPABILITY•

25" Diagonal
COLOR
CONSOLE

.1.

in ......
..

(A6
)

11
'

411111

25" Diagonal
COLOR
CONSOLE

COLOR
VIDEO CAMERA

...,,,.am
.
.

Nann`

•In-Line Black Ma rix Picture Tube u Sharpness
Control a Digital Channel Numbers•Set-andForget Volume Control•Early American Styling...
Cabinet of Maple Finish on Hardwood Solids, Wood
Composition Board and Simulated WoodAccents
•inciuding 42 unscrambled cable channels

REDUCED AS
MUCH AS

sin-Line Black Matrix Picture Tube•Sharpness
Control u Digrtal Channel Numbers
a Mediterranean Styling ...Cabinet Constructed of
Pecan-Finish Genuine Hardwood Solids, Wood
Composition Board and Simulated Wood Accents

Model
25PC4831M

NOW ONLY

$39

• includ,n9 42 unscrambied cable channels

Model
25PC4844P

$4286°

NOW ONLY

ANTINIATIC
COIN

ot

ISICTIONC
TOON

ON THE SPOT
FINANCING

OINANCII
CNISSIS

25" Diagonal
COLOR
CONSOLES

SOME MODELS OF G.E.
25" CONSOLE T.V. S REDUCED

COLOR
MONfTORING
SYSTEM FOR
AUTOMATIC
COLOR
, ADJUSTMENT

COLOR
MONITORING
SYSTEM FOR
AUTOMATIC
COLOR
ADJUSTMENT

AS MUCH AS /
1 2 PRICE

.,1•••111

PROGRAMMABLE
SCAN
ELECTRONIC
TUNING112 CHANNEL
CAPABiLiTY*

1 GROUP
25" CONSOLE

1/2

PROGRAMMABLE
SCAN
REMOTE
CONTROL —
,•
112 CHANNEL
CAPABILITY•

Price

19" Diagonal
COLOR TV
Model
19PC3714W

1111111111111T1C
COM

,LBig 25" Console.
NOW ONLY

12" Diagonal

BLACK & WHITE TV

$48"

AT MURRAY APPLIANCE
WE SERVICE YOUR T.V.
THE DAY YOU CALL

Model
25PC4841L

SITINNITE
COO

$258"

10 INCH G.E. COLOR
13 INCH G.E. COLOR

25" Diagonal COLOR
MONITOR
COLOR
CONSOLE

(MUNSON
TOON

ISOTONIC
TOMO

PINSINISMICS I
CUOMO

•Early American Styling
•In-Line Black Matrix Picture Tube
•Sharpness Control
•Digital Channel Numbers

3 DAYS ONLY

$418"

ALL G.E. T.V.'S ON SALE
HAS 100% FACTORY
WARRANTY

OVER 100 NEW G.E.-COLOR T.V.'S ON SALE TO CHOOSE FROM

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 EAST MAIN STREET

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753-1586

—

4

Tuesday, May 28, 1985
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This special section is devoted to the Tuesday, May 28, primary elections. Included
within are biographical sketches and photos
of the candidates in the various races.
Information for the stories was submitted
by the individual candidate. Candidates who
are not included did not submit the necessary
information for publication.

Primary '85
Calloway County

VOTE

for the candidate
of your choice.

A iincial S•ction Of

Wierray Ledger & Times

Tuesday, May 21, 1985
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You Have 2 Choices
For County Attorney
A part-time County Attorney with a private law
practice
A County Attorney who
spends $99,860.01/year
for part-time services

or

Vicki Jones

or

Vicki Jones

Vicki Jones is the choice...

ec
ci

ei

ci
St

in
m,

prf
cot
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Qualifications & Experience

Ju

—Licensed Attorney
—Admitted to practice in U.S. District Court and U.S. Court of Appeals.
—Domestic Relations Commissioner for Calloway and Marshall Counties
(handling divorce, child custody and child support matters)
—Criminal trial lawyer in Calloway, Graves and McCracken counties, winning over 90 percent of jury trials.
—Child Abuse Task Force, Spouse Abuse Advisory Board, United Way Board

Ca
COL

har

cla
pro

As County Attorney I Will:
Provide Full-Time Service
1. No private law practice
2. No other outside
employment
3. Office open 1 night a week

Spend Less Tax $$
1. Reduce spending by $21,000
a year
2. Refund $84,000 to county
3. Publish audit report
annually

Confront Alcohol Issues
1. Enforce the law
2. Require jury trials on
repeat DUI offenders
3. Video-tape DUI offenders
4. Drug and Alcohol Education
and Support Programs
(Students Against Drunk
Drivers, local treatment
center)

Stop Plea Bar9aining With
1. Drug offenders
2. Violent crime offenders
3. Repeat DUI offenders

Plus, Collect More Child Support,
Organize Neighborhood Watches,
Self-Protection Seminars
and many more...

Vote For VICKI JONES-The Only Choice
PI for by Vol. Jon.. Campalin, Rick On

Treas
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Ellis challenged by two candidates for mayor
Mayor
,The mayor is the executive officer of the
city.
He is responsible for
enforcing ordinances
passed by the city council and all applicable
state statutes.
The mayor presides at
all city council
meetings, but votes only
In the event of a tie. The
mayor has the power

over all ordinances
passed by the city council, but his veto may be
overriden by the council
by a majority plus one.
The mayor's duties include preparation and
administration of the city budget; making appointments to and
supervising all city
departments; making
appointments to various
boards and committees;

District judge
presides over
lower court
District Judge
The district judge
presides in the lower
court of the two-level
court system of the 42nd
Judicial District which
is comprised of
Calloway and Marshall
counties.
The district court
handles civil cases with
claims less than $1,500,
probate cases, juvenile

and making or executing all bonds, notes,
contracts and written
obligations of the city.

(Prepared by the
Murray-Calloway County League of Women
Voters. Source: Information Bulletin No. 138,
Legislative Research
Commission, Frankfort,
Ky., 1981.)

Holmes Ellis

Incumbent Holmes
Ellis will face two
challengers in this
month's election —
William (Gregg)
Lawson and Don
Maupin.
Mayor Ellis, of 1209
Crestwood Place, is a
graduate of the University of Kentucky and has
served as Murray's
mayor for 20 years.
He is a retired Lt. Col-

4"

onel in the U.S. Army
Reserve and is a past
president of the local
chamber of commerce,
past president of the
Murray Rotary club and
also a past president of
the Calloway County
Farm Bureau.
Ellis is married to
Gelag Ellis and the couple have one child —
Leslie Holmes Ellis, Jr.

County judge is chief county officer

and other family matters, small claims, traffic violations and misdemeanor cases.
(Prepared by the
Murray -Calloway
League of Women
Voters. Source: Information Bulletin No. 114,
Legislative Research
Commission, Frankfort,
Ky. 1981.)

The county judge executive is the chief executive, administrative
and fiscal officer of the
county.
He is specifically
charged with the execution of all ordinances
and resolutions of the
fiscal court, all contracts entered into by
the fiscal court and all
state laws subject to enforcement by him or by
officers under his
supervision.

The county judge is
the presiding officer of
the county fiscal court
and holds all the power
of any other member of
the court, including the
right to vote on all
matters.
The judge executive's
responsibilities for the
financial administration
of the county government include preparation of the county
budget, oversight of
county funds, financial
reports to the fiscal

court and fiscal record
keeping.
The judge executive,
with fiscal court approval, has the authority to appoint and supervise county personnel
and to make appointments to board and
commissions which
supervise the delivery
of county services to the
public.
A two-way race has
been established for the
position of county judge

executive. Incumbent
George Weaks is being
challenged for the post
by Kenny Imes.
Weaks, 62 , resides at
211 South 15th Street in
Murray with his wife
Theora Jane ."Jo"
Weaks. He is a graduate
of Murray High School,
Murray State University, Jefferson School of
Law, and the University
of Louisville with an
L.L.B. degree.
Weaks listed as his
(Cont'd on page 4;

A Vote for BOB KEMP

ur KEPJFI
4"44. 1E113
A

11.1

will be a vote
fora VOICE in District 3

A vote for Bob Kemp means a Magistrate who:
...believes in equal representation for citizens in
District 3.

...understands the problems of farming.

...understands the needs of District 3 through being a life-long resident.
...understands the problems of being a small
businessman.
...pledges to continue building youth programs.

...believes astisting the elderly to obtain groceries and
medicine during bad weather is a top priority.
...promises that District 3 will get its "fair share".
...pledges support for upgrading, maintaining and
building roads.
'...promises not to be a "yes man" in the court house,
but a voice for citizens in Distri-1 3.

Vote for BOB KEMP
May 28th Magistrate District 3
Your vote and support is appreciated
a.1 for bs

andotor
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(Cont'd from page 3)

member of the Jackson
Purchase Local Officials Organization
(JPLOO), member of
the Purchase District
Board of Health and a
member of the MurrayCalloway County Airport Board.
His parents are the
late Joe an Myrtle
Tarry.

-;"

qualifications for the job
his three and a half
years of experience as
the county's judge
executive.
His civic affiliations
include being an
honorary member of the
Murray Lions Club, a
board member of the
Purchase Area Development District (PADD),
member of the MurrayCalloway County
Chamber of Commerce,
member of Leadership
Murray, member of the
Economic Development
Corporation, chairman
of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board,

ELECTIQN 'TAB

Shi

Countyjudge...

George VVeaks

'ELEC

TUESDAY, MAY 21, i98

His challenger in the
race is Kenny Imes, 38,
of Route 2, Murray.
Imes is married to Mary
Beth Beale Imes and the

Kenny Imes
couple have three
children — Molly, 18;
John, 14; and Matt, 10.
Imes is a 1965
graduate of Calloway

County High School and
Murray State University. He has served four
terms as a state
representative and during his six years in state
government has been a

state government A
division director, a
deputy commissioner,
cabinet deputy
secretary, and has been
involved in public service during most of his

a funeral

ficer, Imes managed a
;2 million budget and

While serving in the
Commonwealth Natural
Resource Cabinet as its
chief administrative of-

was responsible for
more than 600 vehicles

adult life
director.

as

and pieces of heavy
equipment.

Denis
dra B

Ric
Rivie:
high
His
the Jo

Four in race for county sheriff
Incumbent David
Balentine will face three
challengers in the race
for sheriff — William
"Bill" Bailey, Johnny
Rickman and J.D.
Willliams.
Balentine, 46, is the
son of Audie and
Florence Balentine. He
Is married to the former
Retta Jones, who is
employed as a
librarianrecords officer
at LBL.
Salentine resides at
1507 London Drive and
attends Northside Baptist Church. He is a
member of the HardinBerkley Masonic Lodge
and is currently serving
on the board of directors
for the Kentucky

1976 and was elected
sheriff in 1982.

David Balentine
Sheriff's Association
and l also a member of
the National Sheriff's
Association.
Balentine joined the
sheriff's department as
a deputy in May 1974,
became chief deputy in

Bailey is currently
serving as the elected
Kentucky Railroad
Commissioner for the
First District and is an
active member of the
Lions Club, where he
served as its presidentelect for 1985-86; he has
been a member of the
Calloway County Parks
Board since 1979; is a
former member of the
Murray City Council,
serving on the police
and fire committees;
was recently appointed
to serve on the National
Association of
Regulatory Commissioner's Committee on
Transportation; and is a

JI
being
for f
\
1 \

I.
Bill Baile3.
member of the Fling
Baptist Church.
Bailey is married to
the former Dottie Lou
Miller and the apple
have four children —
Patsy Dianne Woodall,
William Don Bailey,
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Vote

DEAR FRIENDS:
Hope you will take time to read one more
article. I know I haven't reached everyone in
the City and County, in my campaign, but I
have done my best. You voted me into this office four years ago and the duties of the office
come first.

DON
MAUPIN
For Mayor

During the past three years and five
months, my staff and I have worked diligently to serve you. We have been here every day
and the office has been open to everyone. To
be a good Judge you have to surround yourself
with good people, and leave them.alone to do
their job. This I have done. I feel that in the
past thriee and a half years we have had the
best working relationship in the courthouse,
that has been here in many years. Close
cooperation with all offices of County Government is essential for a good operation.

Why Elect Don Maupin for Mayor?
Maupin Wants To:

, My opponent is a nice fellow, but let me say to you,
you cannot ride on
promises, nor build roads on promises. I am running on my record for
the past three and a half years, as an incumbent must
do. I ask youth think
of the roads, snow removal, and new bridges of three
and a half years ago,
and now. I am aware that due to the worst winter
in my sixty-two years.
that repairs are badly needed. THIS WE WILL
DO.
,During my term of office, I have to the best of my abilities, followed the
Kentucky Revised Statutes in all decisions. I am aware that in some cases,
this did not please everyone, but I know of no Other %vs)/ 1* do it, as I am
Judge for all of the People, and not anympecial interests. I might add that
a State Auditor made the statement that we come closer to following the
rules than anyone he audits, and he audits forty counties a year. •
I know I will not be able to see all of you, and I hope that you
will take
this.as asking you for your vote on May 28th. I thank you tor
the support
you have given me and I would like to serve you for four more
years.
°
Very respectfully.
P•111

ler by tho con•01•1•••
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•Bring in a Y.M.C.A.
'Promote Tourism
'Limit Financial Burden on Citizens with Fixed Incomes
•Save the city money
*Attract industries & jobs to Murray
'Improve traffic flow & safety
'Improve city/university relations
'Upgrade city and county parks
*Maintain & improve city streets
At the age of 39, I am a little over half the age
of the current mayor. I am young & energentic. I will
keep an eye out for potential problems and their
solutions.
Holmes Ellis recently stated on public radio he is
in favor of a PAY-ROLL TAX and would vote for one.
I will not!

Vote for New Ideas

Vote For DON MAUPIN.
P•141 for by the Condidet•
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Denise Miles and Zandra Barror.
Rickman, 52, of 49B
Riviera Courts, has a
high school education.
His qualifications for
the job of sheriff include
-

He has three children
— Ronnie, John Mark
and Melinda.
Williams, 56, of 820
North 20th Street, Murray, is a graduate of
New Concord High
School.
He has served as a
deputy sheriff for three

Fitts, 43, of 709 Elm
Street, is a graduate of
Murray High School and
attended Murray State
University.
He has more than
seven years experience

-

1. MODERN HOSPITAL

J.D. Williams
years. He is married to
Ann Haley Williams.
Williams is the son of
Vander and Ida
Williams.

Rushing, Fitts vie for
Calloway County Clerk
After serving as
Calloway County's clerk
for 16 years, Marvin
Harris announced he
would not seek reelection in this election.
His retirement has
created a two-way race
between Mac Fitts and
Teresa Rushing.

Gets Things Done
for Calloway County.
He was instrumental
in obtaining for
Calloway County:

Johnny Rickman
being a deputy sheriff
for four years and a
Murray businessman
for 23 years at various
businesses.
Rickman is a member
of the Baptist Church
and is also a salesman
In the men's clothing
department at J.C.
Penney s.

Robert 0. Miller

-

board of directors.
His civic affiliations
Include being a member
of the Murray Optimist
Club and the local
chamber of commerce.
Fitts is married to
Judy Suiter Fitts and
the couple have two
children — Buff Ellen
and Sara Grey. Fitts is
the son of the late Van
Alice Fitts and
Freeman Fitts.
Rustling, 30, of Route
1. Almo, is a high school
graduate. After
graduating from high
school 13 years ago, she
began work in the county clerk's office as a file
clerk and eventually
took on the responsibities of licensing,

Ask Stuart Poston or
Jim Garrison
2. AIRPORT: Ask "Hamp" Erwin or Hugh Oakley
3. LIBRARY:
Ask Max Hurt, Dr. Kopperud or
Margaret Trevanthan
4. PARK:
Ask Sid Easley, Holmes Ellis, or
Mark Blankenship
5. JAIL:
Ask Hall McCuiston or Franklin Rogers
6. COURTHOUSE ANNEX:
Ask Ann Wilson
(named for him)
7. ANIMAL SHELTER:
Ask Keith Heim or Carol
Barrett
8. COUNTY GARAGE:
Ask any Magistrate
9. MASON MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING: Named for
wife's family.
10. SALE TO INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATION:
Eli
Lilly and Fisher Price, County Poor Farm.
Fisher Price now has 800 jobs

Who Else Has Done More For
Calloway County — For You?
r•-‘-••••

*

Mac FlttsL.
with state government
as superintendent of
Kenlake State Park;
has been a member of
the Mivay City Council
for five years; has three
`and a half years experience on the Murray
Planning Commission
and has served on the
Murray Electric Plant

Teresa Rushing
recording deeds, mortgages and other legal
documents.
She is currently the
(Cbnt'd on page 6)

..egommillarsammumalle.

VOTE

ROBERT 0. MILLER
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
I'aid for As
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County attorney race includes five candidates

4,1•••
•

A five-way race has
been established for the
county attorney's position, with incumbent
Max Parker fending off
challenges by Donald A.
Jones, Vicki R. Jones,

Robert 0. Miller and
Bill Phillips.
Parker, 42, of Route 4,
Box 162, Murray, is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School,

•

VOTE
Max Parker

STEVE
SAMMONS
City Council
"Your Vote and Influence
will be Appreciated."
field for h% the ,andidAle

ar^

Elect

Harry Pounds
for Full-Time
Magistrate
District No. 2
9 years experience with
County Road Dept.
Paid for by the candidate

Murray State University and the University of
Louisville Law School.
He has served as the
county attorney for
seven years and is also a
member of the Chamber
of Commerce and the
Optimist Club of
Murray.
Parker is married to
Gail Parker, a local
CPA, and they have
three children — Conrad, 18; Zachary, 4 and
Whitney, 3. He is the son
of Thomas Parker and
Elsie Parker, of Route
7.

therm Kentucky University and the Salmon P.
Chase College of Law.
Her qualifications include being experienced
in criminal trial practice, having won more
than 90 percent o
criminal trials. Jo s
was appointed Domestic
Relations Commissioner for Calloway and
Marshall counties
where she made decisions on domestic relations matters including

a

Please Elect

RICKEY 0.
ALEXANDER
Magistrate District 4
No. 3 On Your Ballot
• He is 34 years old and married to Pam Alexander
(Secretary at State Farm, Jane Rogers Agency).
They have one daughter Amy Alexander who is
in the 2nd grade at North Elementary.
• His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Alexander,
Route 6, Murray.
• He is the owner of Alexander Septic Service Inc.
where he travels the roads of Calloway County
everyday which enables him to know road conditions and where maintenance is needed.
• Rickey and his family reside. at 905 Johnny
. Rbbertson Rd., Murray, Ky.
• Rickey wants to be your next magistrate in
District 4. Rickey seeks your vote and support
for this office in the May 28 election.

Bill Phillips, 51, of
1305 Wells Boulevard,
Murray has a B.A. in
Economics from the

Bill Phillips
Vicki Jones

Vicki Jones, 31, of 1017
Sharpe Street, Murray
has a B.S. degree from
Murray State University and attended Nor-

County Preservation
Society and a ICET county chairperson.
Jones is married to
Rick Jones, and the couple have two children —
Jessica and Richie. Her
in-laws are C.W. and
ortha Broach Jones.

child support, child
custody, divorce and
property settlement.
Jones has practiced
before the Kentucky
Court of Appeals and the
Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals.
Her civic affiliations
include being a member
of the Spouse Abuse Advisory Board; Child
Abuse Task Force;
United Way Board of
Directors; Calloway
County Democratice
Executive Committee;
Murray Woman's Club
Executive Board;
Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's
Club; Murray-Calloway

University of Michigan.
and a Juris Doctor from
the Detroit College of
Law.
He has been a practicing attorney for the past
22 years, including bein
the Murray city attorney from 1978 to 1982
and has also been a

Miller, 66, of 321 South
9th Street, Murray, has
an LLB degree from the
the University of
Louisville, a B.S. degree
from Murray State
University and is a
graduate of Hazel High

Ro
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(Cont'd on page 7)

Circuit court clerk's
responsibilities listed
The circuit court clerk
Is responsible for keeking all records for both
the district and circuit
courts.
Other court-related
duties include attending
trials, scheduling and

Please
Elect
WILLIAM
FURCHES
City Council
•12 Years on City Council
•50 Years as Murray Businessman
S.

Vote for Honest Experience
Elect

WILLIAM FURCHES
Patd for b; friends & supporters

member of the Kentucky Municipal Law
Revision Commission.
Among Phillips's
civic affiliations, he is a
member of the MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens, Inc., previously serving as its president and vice president;
a member of the
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre,
previously serving as its
president and director;
was an original member
of the Murray-Calloway
County Transit Authority ; advisor and
honorary member of the
Calloway County
Rescue Squad; and is a
member of the Rotary
Club.
Phillips is married to
Mickey Phillips and the
couple have two
children — Patricia,
Robert and Billy. His
parents are Leon and
Jessie Phillips.

CO

Paid for by the Candidale

reimbursing jurors, filing lawsuits, handling
bond money and receiving fines.
The circuit court
clerk's office issues
passports and licenses
operators of motor
vehicles.
(Prepared by the
Murray-Calroway
League of Women
Voters, Source: Information Bulletin No, 114,
Legislative Research
Commission, Frankfort,
Ky. 1981.)

Clerk...
(Coat'd from page 5)
first deputy clerk and
for the past three years
has served as chief
deputy.
Rushing is not affiliated with any civic
group or organization,
-uut has uevoted her nonworking time to gaining
business experience and
assisting her husband,
Charles Rushing, with
his business.
Rushing is the
daughter of Bobby and
Dorothy Puckett.
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County attorney...
(Cont'd from page 6)
well as four grandchildren, all of Murray.
Jones, 43, of 1501
Beckett Drive, has been
a practicing attorney
for 19 years with is Juris
Doctor. He is a former
assistant professor at
Kansas State University

Robert 0. Miller
School.
He has been a practicing attorney since 1951,
previously serving as
county attorney and
county judge executive.
His civic affiliations
include being a member
of the MSU Alumni
Association; a member
of the Thorobred Club at
MSU; a member of the
Big M Club and a
member of the local
chamber of commerce.
Miller is married to
Patricia Mason Miller
and the couple have
three children — Tripp
and Dan and Chris, as

Don A. Jones
and a former associate
professor at Murray
State University.
He is the present
counsel for the Calloway
County school system
and is former counsel to
MSU. Jones is admitted
to practice before all
courts in Kentucky and
Kansas, before the 10th
and 6th Circuit Court of

Appeals.
Jones is a member of
the American Trial
Lawyers Association,
Kentucky Trial
Lawyers Association,
National School Board
Association's Council of
School Attorneys, Council of School Board Attorneys of the Kentucky
School Boards Association, American Bar
Association, Kentucky
Bar Association, Kansas Bar Association,
Calloway County Bar
Association, former
president of the
Calloway County Bar
Association and a
member of the Depts.
Theta Phi law
fraternity.
Among his civic affiliations, Jones listed
being an honorary
member of the Calloway
County Jaycees, a
former member of the
Lions Club, has served
on the Murray Electric
Board and has been a
little league football
coach.
Jones is married to
Mitzi Cook Jones and
the couple have two

children — Darren and
Tara Jones. He is the
son of Elmer D. and
Maxine Jones.

Both Calloway and
Marshall counties are
Included in Kentucky's
42nd Judicial District.

child custody, contested
probate of wills and appeals from the distriet

County Attorney
The commonwealth
attorney serves the prosecuting attorney in the
circuit court and is
responsible for presenting evidence to the circuit's grand jury.

The circuit court,
which is the upper court
of the district, handles
civil cases with claims
tot-Wing more than
$1,500, criminal cases of
a felony nature,
divorces, adoptions,

(Prepared by the
Murray -Calloway
League of Women
Voters. Source: Information Bulletin No. 114,
Legislative Research
Commission, Frankfort,
Ky. 1981.)

Four candidates in jailer's race
Four candidates are
seeking election to the
office of Calloway County Jailer, including incumbent Huel "Wimpy"
Jones, who will be

For Magistrate Of
The Third District
On May 28
No. 1 On
The Ballot Is
A Vote To
1. Operate the county government within its budget without
the addition of any new tax or on increase in existing taxes.
2. Continue upgrading, maintaining, and building better roods.
3. Replace the remaining 2 wooden bridges with concrete and
steel.
4. Total interest in youth programs.
5. Work for programs that will benefit our senior citizens.
6. Give service to my people in District No. 3 and all of Calloway
County.
7. A vote for Ralph Bogard is a vote for one who will represent
you.
My experience and efforts as your present Magistrate in District
No. 3, should be your guide in selecting me for the next four
years.
My name will appear No. 1 on the ballot at the following
precincts: No. S Vocational School, No. 10 Navy Recruiting Office,
No. I I (Churg4
Street, Southwest Elementary,
Hazel City Hall and Providence.
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE APPRECIATED AND I PROA
MISE TO GIVE YOU FOUR MORE YEARS OF THE BEST SERVICE I KNOW
HOW.

Jones, 62, of Route 2,

Hazel, attended North
Pleasant Grove School
and Murray High
School. Since being
(Cont'd on page 8)

Please
Re-Elect

C.
LOWRY
C.

CITY COUNCIL
Pahl for by the cendnlate

"Wiinpy" Jones

A Vote For

RALPH
BOGARD

challenged by Charles
(Terry) Bogard, Rex T.
Camp and Otis Murell
Colson.

Who Will You Vote For To
Be Your Next County Clerk?
eOnly one of the candidates for county clerk has
had experience in licensing your car, truck,
motorcycle, or mobile home.
*Only one of the candidates is experienced in recording your deeds, recording mortgages, recording
wills and power of attorney, recording voter
registration and marriage licenses.
*Only one of the candidates has worked in the
clerk's office for the past 13 years, and has had
experience in running the office and solving all
of the unique problems that arise.
*Only one of the candidates has been highly recommended for the job by your present clerk, Marvin Harris.

Who Is It?

Teresa
Rushing
...the one best qualified to be your next County Clerk.

l'.intiror HY Friends In DiglrIrl A of R•)ph Roftsrd
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(Cont'd from page 7)

elected jailer, he has attended training courses
at Shelby Campus and
Eastern Kentucky
University.
Jones has had 400
hours advanced jailer
training by the Bureau
of Corrections in addition to 20 years experience as jailer.
Jones is a member of
the Murray Lodge 105
F&AM.
He is the married to
the former Maybelle
Stalls and the couple
have one daughter —
Pam. He is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Jones.

Calloway County High
School.
He is married to
Susan Rogers Bogard
and the couple have two
children — Bradley, 6
and Brittney, 1. He is
the son of Tommy and
Lugene Bogard.
Camp, 52, of 909
Johnny Robertson
Road, has owned a
business since he was

deputies and is responsible for their spervision
and conduct. The jailer
or a deputy must live in
the residence in the jail.
The jailer is responsible for keeping the jail
comfortable, warm and
clean. Prisoners must
be treated humanely
and furnished proper
food and lodging.

Jailer
The county jailer has
custody, rule and
charge of the county jail
and all persons in the
jail.
The jailer may appoint at least two

The jailer is required
to notify the Department of Human
Resources about
unemployed prisoners
and that department is
required to seek
employment for them.
With fiscal court approval, the county judge
executive may hire the
jailer as the superinten-

dent of any building or
properties at the county
seat.
(Prepared by the
Murray -Calloway
League of Women
Voters. Source: Information Bulletin No. 114,
Legislative Research
Commission, Frankfort,
Ky. 1981.)

Hale, McMillen compete for PVA position
A two-way race has
been established for
Property Valuation Administrator, with incumbent Charles Hale
facing a challenge from
Jamey McMillen.

Bogard, 26, of Route 6,
is a graduate of

Rex T. Camp
18-years-old and is a
life-long resident of
Calloway County.
He is a member of the
Masonic Lodge and the
Memorial Baptist
Church.
Camp is married to
Dorothy Tucker Camp
and the couple have one

Charles Bogard

daughter — Tons Camp,
15. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Camp.

PLEASE
VOTE

Hale, 59, of 1605
Keenland Drive, Murray, attended Murray
State University for
three years as a
business major and also
attemed Marshall and
Swift Appraisal School
where he took IAAO appraisal courses.
Among his qualifications for his job, Hale
lists his business administration major at
MSU, his accountant
and office management

Charles Hale
experience, his building
and business experience
and his 24 years experience as a PVA with
special training in
appraisal.
Hale has also served

Elect

JOSH
TABERS
Magistrate
District 4
Did you know your taxes are
paying $600 plus $300 expenses each month for a
magistrate? For $900 a month
you should expect a full-time
magistrate.
If elected, this would be my
only job. I will be there when
you need Me.
Vote

Jtri-Tabers
Your Vote Will
Be Appreciated

STEVE
LAX
Magistrate
District 2
Calloway County has been the
home of the Lax family for over 100
years. We have lived here, worked
here and raised our families here. My
grandparents, Robert and Eva Lax,
who as farmers in District 2 tried to
help see that the plight of the farmers
was aimpred. My parents, Thomas
and Alice Lax, have worked actively
for the Democratic Party in District 2.
Now is the time for my generation
to take a stand for the taxpayers of
District 2. I am a Vietnam Veteran who
has served my country and now I want
to serve you, the residen of District 2.

on or is serving on the
followin organizations:
six years as director of
the Calloway Chapter of
the American red
Cross; charter member
o the Kiwanis Club;
United Fund chairman;
president o the Murray
Baseball Association; a
member of the Murray
Band Boosters; Deacon
at First Baptist Church;
a member of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and a member of
the Murray F&AM
Lodge #15.
Hale is married to
Eva Grogan Hale and
the couple have two
children — Angie and
Steve Hale. Hale is the
son of the late Coy L.
Hale and Vara Fain
Hale.
Jamey McMillen, 36,
is a 1966 Calloway County High School
graduate, earned a B.S.
degree in accounting
from Murray State
University in 1977 and a
masters degree in
business from MSU in
1979.
He is certified by the
Kentucky Department
of Revenue as qualified
to hold the office of property valuation

administrator.
Among his civic affiliations, McMillen
listed bein a member o
the Murray Jaycees for
nine years and has served as the club's president; has been a
member of the Murray
Fair Board for nine

Jamey McMillen
years and has also served as its past president;
has been a member of
the MSU Racer Club; a
member of the Calloway
County High School
Booster Club and Murray Baseball
Association.
McMillen is married
to Connie McMillen and
the couple have two
children — Billy and
Nikki. McMillen is the
son of Lyda Sue
McMillen and the late
Bill McMillen.

District Two race set
Wendell Allbritten, 69,
of Route 5, Murray, is a
candidate for
magistrate of District

Two.
A graduate of New
Concord High School,
(Cont'd on page 9)

Vote
BILL CHERRY
For
Murray City
Councilman

Po.d r:o, by the C
Paid for by Sandy Saxon Treasurer

Let's Keop Our City Progressive
Paid tor by Hoe candidate
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Magistrates...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Will Ed Stokes, 52,
Route 6, Murray, is a
candidate for
magistrate of District
Two.
A graduate of Murray
High School, he attended Murray State University for two years.
He has 26 years experience owning and
managing his own
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Wendell Allbritten
Allbritten has 40 years
experience as a farmer
and a businessman. He
has served on the
Calloway County Board
of Education for eight
years and was instrumental in planning
the present Calloway
County High School.
Albritten is a member
of the New Concord
Church of Christ. His
wife is Sadie Allbritten.
They have three
children, Joanne Sykes
and Hal and Ike
Allbritten.

business dealing every
day with the public and
working day with all
types of equipment.
Stokes says he is responsible for all types of
business decisions from
money to paperwork.
He is a member of the
Murray-Calloway Coun-

ty Chamber of Commerce, the Advisory
Board of the Kentucky
Farm Power Equipment Dealers Association, the Advisory Board
of the MSU Agriculture
Department, a member
of the Big M Club at
MSU, past Murray City
School Board member,
chairman of the Clayton
Creek Fire District and
a member of the First
Baptist Church. •
His wife is Jane
Cohoon Stokes. They
have two children Barry
Stokes and Terri Stokes
Futrell.
His parents are Edwin
and Martha Lou Stokes.
Randall Patterson is
one of the candidates
running for magistrate
in district number 3.
Randall Patterson, 66,
of Hazel, is a graduate
of New Concord High
School; attended the
U.S. Army OCS School,
Ft. Benning, Ga.;
Forest Ranger School in
Lomdon; has four years
GI on Farm School and
Training; special
schools in the U.S. Ar-

Randall Patterson
my; three courses in the
Kentucky School of
Banking at the University of Kentucky; attended many workshop
seminars and courses in
laws regarding Banking
and regulations; appointed by Fiscal Court
Murray -Calloway
Hospital 10 years
(through 1964-1974).
His qualifications include Co. Supply Agent
officer and Combate Infantry Leader in 28th
Division of the U.S. Army ETO; Forrest
Ranger; Deputy
Sheriff; County Court
Clerk 8 years; 21 years

in Banking, retired as
president Dec. 31, 1983;
7 years member of the
Ky. Bankers Association Agriculture Credit
Conference with two
years as chairman in
charge of annual Agri
Conference; farm
owner and operator for
39 years. (Church affiliaton — Member
Hazel, Church of Christ)
His civic affiliations
include being a charter
member of the Hazel
Lions Clubs; Second
V.P. Member Lodge 138
Hazel; serving as
treasurer of 138 & Youth
Lodge 808; about 40 year
member VFW Post,
Murray; Member 28 In-

fantry Division;
Member 149 Infantry
Association; Member
AARP; Member MCC
Chamber of Commerce;
Democrat Committieman Hazel Precinct
Deligate State
Democrat Convention
1984. Past Affiliations of
the American Legion,
Commander 1 year;
Past V.P. Murray Little
League Association;
Past Farm Bureau
Member and Dir at
Large; past 4-H Adult
Councilor for Members.
He is the son of
Wendell B. Patterson
and Rose Kline
(Cont'd on page 12)

"PLEASE"
RE-ELECT

RUBY
HALE
For

CITY
COUNCIL

CHARLES E. HALE CHECK LIST
EXPERIENCE you cannot replace
PROVEN record to show
p'r BEST interest of the people of Calloway
County.
COOPERATION with county officials
KNOWLEDGE of Calloway County
KNOWLEDGE of the legislative & lobbying procedures in Frankfort for your interest

EXPERIENCED
.QUALIFIED
CAPABLE
PROVEN
-

YOU CANNOT REPLACE A
PROVEN RECORD
THINK Before You Make A Choice
VOTE

CHAFILLT.AtF. HALE
Osql foe by Charles H,i. James
Mansotton 7,
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DONALD A. 'DON
As YOUR COUNTY
virs

am concernePlabout the citizens In our
community...
I will prosecute the laws of the Corn
Kentucky vigorously, expeditiously and
regard to political consideration...

Meet my family...
My wife, Mitzi

Our childr

THE CLOCK :.Nfl WC:
CRIMINALS WHEREAINEY BELONG. D
BARGAINING DOESN'T GET THE JOB DONEM
I am concerned about our elderly.
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k. "DON" JONES
:OUNTY ATTORNEY
Aimmiumwolsra

k

the laws of the Commonwealth of
expeditiously and fairly without
el consideration...

Meet my family...
Our children, Darren and Tara
I am concerned about our youth — they deservii
.
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to be supported...
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I will not(me one dime of the taxpayer's
to finance a private law practice...
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Magistrates...

Johnny
Rickman
For
Sheriff

(Cont'd from page 9)

1. Experienced As A Deputy
Sheriff.
2. Successful Businessman.
3. Capable Of Getting More
Law Enforcement For Your
Tax Dollar.

Patterson.
His is married to
Hilda Lawson Patterson. They have three
sons; Dr. Randy Patterson and wife Dr. Jana
Patterson reside in
Jackson, Miss., L.W.
Patterson and wife
Sharon Wilham Patterson, Broker & SCH.
Councilor, Atlanta, Ga.,
and Harry G. Patterson,
Branch Manager of Lincoln Federal Savings &
Loan, Murray, Ky.
Ralph Bogard, 61, 2200
Edinborough Dr., is a
candidate for
magistrate of District
Three.
Bogard has been is the
construction and truck-

My years of business experience along with my
background in law enforcement will enable me to
run the Sheriff's Department more efficiently.
Drugs in Calloway County are sold openly. Most
people do not realize the extent of the problem as
they never have to deal with it.
Ralph Bogard

What can we do about this? The state stands
ready with experienced narcotics control officers.
The sheriff is the highest law enforcement official
in Calloway County, to get this help he must ask
for it. I will!
Children don't bring drugs into this county —
grownups do. We need to concentrate on the Big
Fish. They are here. This is dangerous law enforcement, but jam Equal to the job.
As sheriff I will not stick my head in the sand and
hope problems go away. I will be just as aggressive
at enforcing the law as I have always been in
business.

EXPERIENCE
g
BUSINESS
LAW ENFORCEMENT
Vote The Best
Vote #3 On The Bai;ot
"i Want The Job — To Do A Job"

JOHNNY RICKMAN
hold Mr by flee Ceembdet•

T ma/4w*,

ing business for 39
years.
He is a veteran of
WWII, a member of the
Murray-Calloway County Parks Board, the
Murray Masonic Lodge
No. 105 F.&A.M. and is a
deacon at Memorial
Baptist Church.
His wife is Eva
Wilkerson Bogard.
Their children are Mrs.
Don (Judy) Curd, Mrs.
Jerry (Shere) Walker
and Kenny Bogard. His
parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hayden Bogard.

Thirty-seven-year-old
Peter F. O'Rourke II,
2200 Gatesborough,
Murray, is a candidate
for the position of
magistrate of District
Three.
O'Rourke has his B.A.
from the University of
Maryland. and M.A.
from Ball State Univey.
ally and 30-plus hotil.
from Murray State
University.
His qualifications include his degree in
business, and executive
development, history
and government and
work that has been
spent closely with the
youth of Calloway County. O'Rourke says he
has a sincere desire to

pleted one term with the
county ASC committee
and has been re-elected
to a second term.
His wife is Charlene
Melvin. Their children
are Sherian, Tommy,
Ronald and Patricia.
His parents are Tom
and Lalla Bennet
Melvin.

serve the county as
magistrate.
He has also worked
with school and community programs, the
Cub Scouts and profession organizations. He is
a member of the Kentucky Teachers of
History, Phi Alpha
Theta and the Kentucky
Coaches Association.
His wife is Marion
Belote O'Rourke. His
parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Peter F. O'Rourke.
Their children are
Peter, age eight, Andrew, age six and
Bethany, age three.
Johnny Kelso, 36, Route
7, Murray is a candidate
for magistate of Distrcit
Three.
A self-employed
farmer and livestock
dealer, Kelso is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School. He
attended Murray State
University for three and
one-half years.
Kelso is married to
the former Sharon Coleman. His parents are
Glen and Faye Nell
Kelso. Their children
are John, Justin, Jody
and Sharma.
Kenneth Melvin, 56,
Route 2, Murray is seeking the position of
magistrate District
Four.
A high school
graduate, Melvin has 15

Joshua "Josh"
Tabers, 62, Route 7,
Mayfield, is another
candidate for the
District Four
magistrate's seat.
Tabers has 35 years
experience in construction and three years experience in heavy
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"Josh" Tabors
automotive
maintenance in WWII in
E.T.O.
His wife is Hazel
Willeford Tabers. Their
children are Carol
Frazier, Sandy Saxon,
Herbie Tabers, Debbie
Dick, Patricia Hughes.
Jennifer Vaughn, Donna
Ravellette and Glynis
McCallum.
His parents are Oliver
and Onie Tabes.
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Eddie Workman, 38,
Route 1, Murray, is a
candidate for the Fourth
District magistrate's
seat.
He has attended high

to
Eddie Workman

Kenneth Melvin
years experience in the
construction business,
20 years experience as a
farmer. He has corn-

school, college and adult
farmers classes.
He Is experienced in
all kinds of equipment
— both buying and selling. He is a land owner
((Tont'd on page 13)
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and farmer. He is also a
former operator of his
own dairy farm.
Workman is a
member of the Antioch
Church of Christ and
has worked with 4-H
youth and handicapped
programs.
His wife is Linda E.
Workman. Their
children are Mrs. Terry
(Lisa) McDougal and
Greg Workman. His
parents are Myrtle Jordan and the late Otis
Workman.
Billy Salentine is running unopposed for
district four constable.
Salentine, 42, of 1700
Miller Avenue, is a
graduate of Murray
State University and is
currently employed as a
manufacturing engineer
at Fisher Price.
He has been the constable for district four
for the past three years
and is a former member
of the Murray City
Council and was chairman of the public safety
committee. Salentine is
also a former member
of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board
and P.A.D.D. communi-

ty services committee
and is presently a
member of the Murray
Community development committee.
Salentine is married
to Patricia Salentine
and the couple have two
children — Steve Salentine and Darla Culver.
Ricky 0. Alexander, 34,
906 Johnny Robertson
Road, Murray, is seeking the position of
magistrate of District
Four.
Alexander is a 1969
graduate of Calloway
County High School.

Arch No. 92, Murray
Council No. 50, Mayfield
Commandry No. 49,
Murray Order Eastern

J. Alexander. They have
one child, Amy Jean
Alexander, an eightyear-old second grader

at North elementary.
His parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Elbert
Alexander.

City council race has 17 candidates
A total of 17 candidates are vying for 12
positions on the Murray
City Council, with nine
incumbent candidates
seeking re-election.
Lloyd B. Arnold, 69, of
504 North L.P. Miller

Alexander says
because of the business
he is in, he feels he
should be able to keep
on top of the county's
road conditions and
needs. "I work everyday with equipment and
I know how to maintain
and service
machinery."
Alexander is a
member of the
Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray
Masonic Lodge No. 105
F.&A.M., Murray Royal

Star No. 433 and the
Madisonville Rizpah
Shrine.
He is married to Pam

Lloyd B. Arnold
Street, is running for reelection after serving
for three terms on the
city council.

I have served the
citizens of Murray, Kentucky, for 20 years as
mayor. During my
tenure, the City has
grown from a population
of 7,500 to over 14,000, and
continues to grow today
as evidenced by the opening of South Eastern
Book Company, Kenlake
Foods and the Briggs &
Stratton Corporation.
With the help of many
citizens who served the
City on boards and commissions, and with the
able assistance of the City Council, we have
achieved the opening of
Glendale Road.
Holmes Ellis
Also, we are approaching bid-letting for the reconstruction of 12th Street.
The past three years have also been highlighted by the dedication
of
the nine million dollar wastewater treatment facility and the securin
g
of the Boy Scout National Museum. Our tax base was broadened by
the
annexation of Units 2 and 3 of Canterbury Estates. The citizens of Murray have realized considerable savings of their tax dollar from the conversion of mercury vapor street lighting fixtures to high pressure sodium
.
A NEW program of replacing deteriorated sidewalks was initiated and
to date, over 3 miles have been re-constructed. Without new tax burdens,
we have continued the annual leaf and brush pickup programs.
The JOB is providing service to citizens and progress for our City.
olmes Ellis is the clear choice4or the JOB—MAYOR OF MURRAY.

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
WILL BE APPRECIATED
l'ald Poiltirsi Annraincemont James Garriforifi
Tiva.nrcf

Arnatd finished the
lath grade at Lincoln
Height in Paducah and
has taken the G.E.D.
test at Murray State
University. His civic affiliations include being a
member of the Human
Rights United Supreme
Council, he has served
on the Head Start board
of Murray and is also a
member of the NAACP.
Arnold is married to
Katie Arnold and the
couple have nine
children. He is the son of
the late Wiley ad Jennie
Arnold.

Sammons is a
member of the Board of
Directors of the Murray
Baseball Association;
has coached baseball
for the past 10 years and
has coached soccer for
four years; he is a
former district administrator of Little
League Baseball and a
past president of the
Murray Baseball
Steve Sammons

(Cont'd on page 4)

HOWARD
KOENEN

Steve Sammons, 36, of
304 South 15th Street,
has also served on the
city council for three
terms. He is a graduate
of Murray High School
and attended Murray
State University for one
year.

Murray City
Council
City Council
Since 1970
b) candidate

Elect

BILL
STUBBLEFIELD
Magistrate District #2
(New Concord. Clayton's Creek.
Murray #2. #3. #4 & #7)

Vote for a candidate who
*will strive to bring all our roads up to par
ewill work to solve problems that have previously been
neglected
owill speed up snow removal
'has proven himself capable of managing large budgets and
spending tax dollars wisely
*will get a dollar's value for every dollar spent
*opposes higher taxes
*will stand up for your interests
*owes no political obiligations or favors to anyone
To the voters of District #2:
During the course of this campaign, I have tried to see
all the voters of District #2 and listen to your problems and
concerns. To those I have not seen, please consider this as
my personal appeal for your consideration and your vote.
If elected, I pledge to be a Working magistrate.and one
that will always RP willinc.
elleglaq:
fa:
solve your problems.

VOTE FOR

BILL STUBBLEFIELD
#1 On The Ballot #1 For The Job
raid for At the Candidate
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Association; and a past
president of the Murray
Swim Team.
Sammons is married
to Susan Sammons and
the couple have four
children — Jason,
Stephanie, Vanessa and
Jared. He is the son of
John and Sue Sammons.

(Cont'd from page 11)
Gerald Carter, 42, of
800 Olive Street, has a
B.S. degree from Mur-

Ci
Dr. C.C. Lowry, 66, of
1010 Westgate Drive, is
a graduate of the
University of Kentucky
and Vanderbilt Medical
School.
He is serving his 10
consecutive year on the

Lowry and Conielyn
Lowry Abernathy. He is
the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. S.J. Lowry.

Howard Koenen, 65, of
1624 Sunset Boulevard,
graduated from high
school in Greenwich,

William Furches, 73,
of 604 Poplar, is a
graduate of Lynn Grove
High School and has

He was a staff
member of the U.S.
Senate for eight years;
was a staff member of
state government for
eight years; was a
legislative advisor; is
chairman of the Department of Agriculture at
Murray State University; is director of the

first
Ch
dent
Lt. C
timi
mem
Co u
Hopk
Lab;
seleci
the
Couni
He
CathE
cour
chil
Patri
Dean.

Ruby Hale, 63, of 900
Coldwater Road, is a
high school graduate

Gerald Carter

Ruby Hale

•••••••

and is completing her
tenth year on the city
council.
She is married to the
late Hilton Hale. Her
parent are the late Mi.
and Mrs. P.N. Mahan.

ray State University
and an M.A. from MSU.
He has been a resident
of Murray since 1962
and is a dowmtown
business owner.
Carter is a member of
the Memorial Baptist
Church and the Murray
Lions Club.
He is married to Mary
Ann Carter and the couple have two children —
Phillip, 17, and Leigh
Ann, 11. He is the son of
Rev. and Mrs. Ercel
Carter, of Murray.

city council and is the
Mayor Pro tern and has
served 12 years on the
Murray School Board.
His civic affiliations
include being chairman
of the administrative
board of the First
Methodist Church and a
member and past president of the Murray
Lions Club.
Lowry is married to
Betty Lowry and the
couple have two
children — Duane H.

*Efficient use of
Deputy hours.
*All calls will be
answered.
*Increased patrol
of the county
*Drug and alcohol abuse programs

The Time Is Now
Time For A Change For
Tougher Law Enforcement.

William "Bill" Bailey
- For Sheriff
#4 on the Ballot
4'1;7

•.•.•

William Parches
been in business for 50
years. He has served on
the city council for 12
years.
He is a member of the
First Baptist Church
and the Masonic Lodge.
Furchess is married
to Virginia L. Adams
Furches and the couple
have two children —
Harry Furches and
Mary Beth Carruthers.

Conn. and has been a
member of the Murray
City Council since 1970.
He is a member of the
Murray Lions Club and
is married to Urbena
Starks Koenen and the
couple have two
children — Cindy and
Kathy.

Bill Cherry, 64, of 722
Fairlane Drive, has an
M.S. degree plus 30
hours.

BW Cherry
Livestock and Expo
Center at MSU; is a
board member of the
Western Kentucky
Waterlands and has
worked with three area
development districts in
securing grants for the
(Cont'd on page 15)
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Property Valuation
Administrator
•Married, father of two children.
•Member Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
'Vietnam Veteren
'Murray Jaycee
'
Murray Fair Board Member
'Racer Club Member
'
Calloway County High School Booster Club Member
'Murray Baseball Association Officer Two Years
036 Graduate Of Calloway County High School
•77 Graduate of Murray State University with BS in Accounting
•79 Graduate of Murray State University with Masters Degree in Business
Administration
'Passed test and certified by Department of Revenue as qualified to hold
office of Property Valuation Administrator.
For the first time in 24 years the people of Calloway County have a choice
for theboffice of Property Valuation Administrator. They have the opportunity to elect a young, hard working individual who is interested in keeping Calloway County a good place to live. Jamey McMillen is that individual
and is willing to work hard for you as your next Property Valuation
Administrator.

VOTE McMILLEN #2 On Your Ballot
Paid for by the candidate

Treaastrer
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(Cont'd from page 14)
first district.
Cherry is a past president and a distinguished
Lt. Governor of the
optimist Club; is a
member of the Advisory
Council for the
Hopkinsville Diagnostic
Lab; member of the
selection committee of
the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
He is married to
Catherine Gean and the
couple have four
children — Don,
Patricia, Cindy and
Dean.
Charles Walston is the
general manager of
PSR Computer Systems
of Murray.
He is a graduate of
Murray High School and
has a B.S. degree from
Murray State University and has worked for
the IBM Corporation in
sales and marketing
and has also taught in
the St. Louis, Mo. public
school system.
His parents are Earl
and Marie Nanny. He is
married to the former
Nancy Apman, of
Owensboro and the cou-

ple have two chidren —
Kathy and Charla.
He is a member of the
Murray Rotary Club
and has served on the
board of directors and is

Charles Walston
a past president. Other
activities listed by
Walston include being a
member of the board of
directors for the
American Red Cross; a
past president of the
Murray-Calloway County Swim Team; on the
alumni council of MSU
and chairman of the
Century Club fund drive
for MSU. He has also

served as chairman of
the sustained membership drive for the Boy
Scouts of America.
Chuck Foster, 33, of
1200 Crestwood Drive,
has a B.S. degree in accounting from the
University of Kentucky
and a Juris Doctor from
Vanderbilt Law School.
He is a local attorney;
a CPA; trust officer
with the Bank of Murray, a former assistant
county attorney for
Marshall County; a
member of the Murray
Planning Commission;
board member and
treasurer of the
Calloway County
Library Board, former
board member and
treasurer of the Marshall County Chamber
of Commerce; adjunct
professor in Murray
State University's Legal
Studies Department and
is experienced in
business and local
government and the
budgetary process.
Foster is a member of
the First Baptist Church

and the Murray Rotary
Club. He was the 1983
chairman of the Boy
Scouts of America SME
drive for the Four
Rivers Council; is the
treasurer of the Murray
Softball League;
finance director for the
Murray showing of
"The Prodigal"; and is
a member and
treasurer of the Murray
ACTS board.
Foster • is married to
Gayle Foster and the
couple have two
children — Stacey and
Ellen. He is the son of
the late W.F. Foster and
Mrs, Bob T. Long, both
of Mayfield.

John Ed Scott is the
son of the late G.B. and
Gladys 0. Scott. He and
his wife Audrey have
two children — Johnny
and Rosemary Graham,
and one granddaughter
— Allison Graham.
Scott is a member of
the First United
Methodist Church and is
an active member in the
church's men's
organization.

He is a former chairman of the Murray Calloway County
Hospital Board; past
director of the Purchase
Area Development
District; former
secretary of the Jackson
Purchae Local Officials
Organization and was a
member of the Kentucky Municipal Statute
Revision Commission.
He was also an advisor
on former governor
Julian Carroll's
economic development
committee.
Mike Outland, 28, is a
life-long resident of
Murray and is married
to the former Tamara
Winstead of Clay.
• He is the son of
Charles D. and Mary
Outland. He is a
graduate of Murray
High School and Murray
State University.
Outland is a member
of the First Baptist
where he is a deacon
and has been a Sunday
School teacher. He is the
director of the musical
group "Share" from the
MSU Baptist Student

Union and is a member
of the Murray Lions
Club where he has held
several offices and will
become the club's president next year.
Outland is the
business manager at
Parker Ford and is a
member of the Leadership Murray Class of
1984-85.
City Council
The 12 members of the
city council possess only
legislative powers.
The council is responsible for establishing all
appointive offices in city
government and for
defining their duties and
responsibilities. The
council must provide
sufficient revenues to
operate the city and
must appropriate those
funds in an annual
budget.
Although the council
does not regularly
supervise the city
departments, it may investigate all activities
of city government.
Council members
may serve on boards
(Cont'd on page 19)
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BILL PHILLIPS

FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY AT
TORNEY
BI

Native of Calloway County, age 51, marrOGRAPHICAL DATA
ied to Mickey Voelker and father of Patti
Leon and Jessie Phillips, also natives
, Robert and Billy. Parents
of
Cal
loway County, as were their parents
Veteran, honorably discharged as
before them.
Sergeant from the U.S. Army.
Practicing lawyer for 22 years.
Lay leader and delegate, South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church. Lay speake
District on an on-call basis. Adult Sun
r at churches in the Paris
day School Teacher, Chairman Council on
The only candidates for County Atto
Ministries, Board of Trustees.
to deVing County residents of the rney publicly opposed to retail alcohol sales in Murray and opposed
right to cast their vote on that issu
e.
Recent achievements:
Offices held recently:
1. Formation of 11 Fire Districts in
•President, Murray-Calloway County
the Cou
Community
the Calloway County Fire Rescue Squ nty to assure continued fire protection by
Theatre Arts, Inc. 1981-1983; Board
Members
2. Obtained federal grant funding thro ad in spite of political obstacles.
1978-1981, 1983-1985
ugh MSU for legal aid program for the
elderly.
'President, Murray-Calloway County
Seni
3. Successful transition of the Senior
Citizens, Inc. 1978-1984 and Vice-Pres or
Citizen bus system to Murray-Callo
ident
way County
Transit Authority.
•President, Calloway County Bar Asso
ciation 1982 4. Initiated and conducted the
'Murray City Attorney 1978-1982
public radi
unsuccessfully by the Kentucky Civil o program qhe Bible Speaks," challenged
'Advisor and Honorary Member Cal
Liberties Union.
loway County Additional activities:
Fire Rescue Squad 1980-1985
1. Provided space for MSU students
'Advisor, Community Improvement Volu
to display their art work 1981-1984
nteers
2.
Recipient of the Angel Award for assi
1982-83
3. Judge of Speech and Debate for MSU stance to the MSU Theatre Department 1982•01-iginal Board Member — Murray-Ca
and competing local High Schools 1979-1
lloway
4. Judge of Best Actor Awards for
984
County Transit Authority 1980,19R2„..
MSU
1981-1982
_
5.
Mas
ter of Ceremonies, Calloway County
'Advisor, Kentucky Commission on Stat
Fatr Beauty Queen Contest 1984 &
e Law
II
1985
Revision 1976-1977
Actions Speak Louder Than Wo
rd*"
'Representative, Purchase Area Develo
pment
District Aging Commission 1978-1983
*Treasurer, Boy Scout Troop 45 1980-1
For A Concerned And Dedicated
984
Calloway County Attorney

ELECT BILL PHILLIPS
%lad P.

by Mrs Assm Morena*. Treasu
rer, 171. 7. Mums./
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I Am

Vote

ROGER
HUDSON

W.T. Patterson
Magistrate—District #2

Candidate for
Magistrate in
District 1
I live on Route 3 Murray, 10 miles east
on 94. My wife is Carolyn Hudson and
we have two children. Layton Dale 13,
and Lisa Marie 4. I have been a resident
of Calloway County for 20 years. I have
33 years old and I lived at Golden Pond
for 13 years.
To get on with the business at hand I
am applying to you the people for the
job as magistrate of District 1.
My qualifications are:
eI have worked with road building,
driveways, and parking areas for
twelve years
I feel that as a candidate if elected I
will work with all county officials to the
best of my ability for not only the people in District 1, but the county and city as a whole. I feel that we've been
blessed with a great community. I ask
for your support on May 28.

Qualified -Dependable-Honest
I BELIEVE
— all county roads should be maintained to the
highest level possible.
— you should get the most out of your tax dollar.
— a magistrate should investigate thoroughly
the needs of Calloway Co. before budget
time.
— I can do a top quality job for less pay.
—I am as accessible as any other candidate. Someone will be at home most of the time or
I'll use an answering service if necessary.
All calls will be returned promptly and
courteously.
— I'm young enough to be energetic and enthusiastic, but old enough to make wise decisions in the best interest of Calloway County.
Paid

ELECTION TAB

ROGER HUDSON

for by the candidate

No. 2 on the Ballot
Paid for by the Candidate.

Vote

TED
HALE
Magistrate #2

Some people said I have a degree in
C.A.D.
C. for Common Sense because I
knew there were some places over
looked in this District.
A. for Ability because if I didn't
know I would find someone to ask that
did.
D.for Determination because there
were 10 other good men running for
this job & I hadn't given up.
I would like to ask the people of the
precincts that vote at the City Fire
Department, Murray Middle School,
Robertson School, Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Clayton Creek & New Concord To Put A C.A.D. in office.

VOTE TED HALE
#3 on the Ballot
Pared for by Candidate.

"Nix this fix"
Re-Elect Max Parker
County Attorney
"He plays it straight"

#5 on the Ballot
1. Donald A "Don" Jones
2. Bill Phillips
3. Vicki Jones
4. Robert 0. Miller

5. Max Parker

Proven Record of Good, Fair
& Equal Prosecution
Only Candidate who is not a
member of "Private Clubs"
Stand
for Continued Strong
Prosecution in Calloway County
PUld

few by the Ma. Peekbe Caaripeagn, God
Peritee. Treasearer
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Can Make A Difference"

Kenneth
Melvin

Elect
LARRY
CAMPBELL

Magistrate
District No. 4

for Magistrate
District 2 No. 11 on the Ballot.
Larry Campbell

I am 56 years of age and live 1/2 mile
north of Stella on the Kirksey Road. I am
married to the former Charlene Cloys. We
have four adult children, Sherian, a school
teacher; Tommy,a lineman for WKRECC;
Ronald who is employed at General Tire
and Patricia who is employed in the missile
research industry.
I would appreciate your vote and would
spend all road money allocated to District
4 primarily on drainage, patching,
blacktop, graveling and new paving as
money comes available.
Kenneth Melvin
Piad foe by Candidata

RANDALL B.
PATTERSON
Candidate For
MAGISTRATE of
Calloway County
District #3
Election day, May 28, 1985,is drawing near, the choice
is yours to select your county officials for the next four
years. I pledge to you a full effort based upon my experience to represent the people of Calloway County and
3rd Magestrial district. I have or will canvass before election day the entire 3rd District. Unfortunately it is impossible to meet and talk with each of you in regard to
my candidacy. I have enjoyed campaigning, meeting old
friends and making new ones. Discussing the needs and
problems we face has been most interesting.
I deeply appreciate the courtesy you have extended in
my behalf, the kind words and support you have givejl
me will always be treasured.
• '
May I.,„ctose this final appeal by stating tha t I will be
fair, honest, and impartial in all matters that will come
before the Fiscal Court. I will try to the best of my ability to meet your every need as funds are available. Please
consider this my personal plea for your vote and support.
Sincerely yours for Service.

Vote for a full-time magistrate who has the
ability and dedication to better serve
District 2.
"I care about Calloway County"
Paid for by the Candidate

RAISE TAXES?
NO WAY!
Don't take chances. We pay enough into the
governmental coffers each year.
KENNY IMES can get the job done right the
first time without raising taxes.
KENNY IMES has dealt with budget cuts of
20% while increasing productivity 17% and
delivery of services 26% while serving in
state govenment.
KENNY IMES is firmly committed to not raising taxes.
FACT IS — As your state representative
KENNY IMES removed the sales tax on
staple foods and precription medicine,
passed the Homestead Exemption Act,
lowered estate and inheritance taxes and
limited the growth of property tax rates.

Elect Proven Leadership
Elect a Proven Tax Cutter
VOTE

KENNY IMES
JudgelExecutive

Paid for by Friends of Randall It Patterson
P•Ki to. Ay Cand.dat•
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Hello,
I am Will Ed Stokes
Candidate for
Magistrate of District #2

VOTE

JOHNNY KELSO

As I have repeatedly said, I am not
in this campaign just for the money
(although that will help). I am in this
race for the good that I think I can do
for the people of District 2 and all of
Calloway County. I have conducted a
positive campaign. I am an optimist.
I am for better roads, I am for better
care of our equipment, For more job opportunities for our people,
For good sound Fiscal management of our tax money.
If elected I will look forward to serving with our other elected officiatS'and especially with our other magistrates to help all of Calloway
County. I will also look toward working with the city officials and our
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce to do whatever I can to
Alp get more jobs. for our people.
On May 28th I ask the voters of District #2(New Concord, Clayton
Creek (East School); City Precints #2 City Hall, #3 Murray Middle
School, #4 Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, #7 Robertson School) to vote
for a man that knows how to get the job started and finished.

MAGISTRATE DISTRICT 3

VO
nam
their
plac(
Coun
75 3
mag
may
const
list:
Magi

As your magistrate I will

Vote

WILL ED STOKES
#4 on the ballot.

1. Do my best to use allotted money and
equipment wisely.
Magi

Thank you very much for your vote and consideration.
Peld lot by the Candidate

2. Give equal service to all parts of the
county in District 3.

VOTE FOR

DAN MILLER
FOR MAGISTRATE
OF THE FOURTH
DISTRICT
ON MAY 28
NO. 4 ON
THE BALLOT
I pledge to you my time
and talent as I represent the
4th District and the people of
Calloway County in the Fiscal
Court.

To the people of the 4th District I would like to see every road
in the district paved. However this is not possible at this time.
I do not know how much money can be spent for paving. My
promise to you is to grade and gravel the roads in the district.
I also promise to represent each person in the district fairly and
$honestly without respect of person because each of you pay
taxes and deserve a fair share of the money spent in the district.
I am self employed as a farmer and auctioneer and can spend
more rime in the district. I will be as close to you as your phone,
regardless Qi where you live in the district. So remember when
you go the polls on May 28.'Vote for Dan Miller for Fourth
District Magistrate. I will be number 4 on the ballot.
Thank you.
•

P.

3. Support the people of 'all ages, young
and old alike in District 3.

Precinct
#8
#10
#11

Where To Vote
Vocational School
Navy Recruiter Office
Christian Community Church
Glendale-16th St.

Magi

Magi

Harris
Grove
Southwest Elementary
Hazel
Hazel City Hall
Providence Herndon Seed Co.
Vol

Vote #2 On Your Ballot
I Ralph Bogard
KJOHNNY KELSO
1 1 Bobby Kemp
1 Peter O'Rourke II
I Randall Patterson

My.Family And I Would
Greatly Appreciate Your Vote.

Cit
(C
and cc
gove
servic
The
quireC
once I
and
ordhu
(Pr
Mur
Leal
Voter
matio
Legis
Comn
Ky. 11

•
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ELECTION TAB

TUESDAY, MAY 21, 1985

THE MURRAY LEDGER & _TIMES
Please Elect
WAYNE FLORA

VOTE

••••

VOTE FOR

Chuc
ohsut k
FC

Loyd B.
ARNOLD

Will
Be
There

Need
You

for

_City Council

For

Murray City Council
For Magistrate 1St District

Paid for by candidate

Your Vote And Influence Will Be Appreciated
Paid For By Candidate

Paid For 8 Rachel. Ging & Janie

Identifying
Your Precinct
and
Magisterial
District
Voters may obtain the
name and location of
their precinct polling
place by calling the
County Clerk's office at
753 - 3923 . Your
magisterial district
may be identified by
consulting the following
list:

PAGE 19

within the Murray city
limits are reminded that
they vote for not only
the mayor and city
council but also for all

county offices.
Prepared by the
Murray-Calloway County League of Women
Voters.

Vote For
J.D. WILLIAMS
For
Sheriff of
Calloway County

Magistrate 01 includes:
Precincts
Murray 01
Murray 05
Faxon
Alm°
Dexter
Magistrate 02 includes:
Precincts
Murray #2
Murray 03
Murray 07
New Concord
Clayton Creek
Magistrate 03 includes:
Precincts
Murray ft
Murray 08
Murray 010
Murray 011
Harris Grove
Hazel
Providence
Magistrate ft Includes:
Precincts
Murray 04
Murray 09
Jackson
Kirksey
Coldwater
Lynn Grove
Calloway High
Voters

who

reside

City council...
(Oarit'd from page 5)
and commissions which b
govern community
services.
The council is required to meet at least
once a month at a time
and place fixed by
ordinance.
(Prepared by the
Murray -Calloway
League of Women
Voters. Source: Information Bulletin No. 114,
Legislative Research
Commission, Frankfort,
Ky. 1981.)

Elect

Eddie Workman
for 4th District
Magistrate

Experienced
Respected
Believes in and practices
Honesty, Fairness and Courteous
treatment for everyone.
Paid for by the Candidate

Your Vote and Influence will be deeply appreciated.
Precinct No. 9, Army; Precinct No. 6, Speech and Hearing; Jackson; Calloway High; Kirksey; Coldwater, Lynn
Grove.
Paid for by the candidate

Please
Elect

Wendell
Allbritten
Magistrate
for District #2
I am 69 years old.
My wife Sadie & I
have
lived
in
CAlloway County all of
our lives. We have
three children. Joanna Sykes, Hal & Isaac
Allbritten.
I have been a farmer & businessman for forty
years; such as a groceryman, land development;
building construction & lumber business.
I served on Calloway County Board of Education for eight years. During that time we were instrumental in the helping of the consolidation of
the fine rural high schools of this county into what
is now Calloway County High School.
I worked with Pennwalt Corp. of Calvert City
for 22 years.
I took early retirement & since that time I have
worked with my sons & grandson Shea Sykes in
the farming business.
I appreciate the support & encouragement that
I have had in this campaign & my opponents in
the manner which this campaign has been
conducted.
I ask your continued support k I feel that I am
CAPABLE, DEPENDABLE & QUALIFIED to
serve as your Magistrate.
Thank You,
WendeU AUbritten
Paid hie by the ilisdidale

THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY JAILER'S
JOB IS A
TOUGH JOB
Your jailer must be on duty 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week...during which time he has to deal with all
kinds of people. He has the responsibility of handling inmates with criminal problems ranging from
public intoxication to murder.
As your jailer, before taking office, I will be required by State law to undergo an intense training
program.
I know that the people of Murray and Calloway
County want a jailer who is young enough to
vigorously and wholeheartedly accept the demcinds
and responsibilities. of the Calloway County jailer
job.
VOTE

TERRY BOGARD
A TOUGH MAN FOR A TOUGH JOB
Paid for by

COMIkalt•

Seaga%

Saybrd Tram....

•alai

•

r
•
•
•

•••

_
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ELECTION TAB

Give'em Fitts
on May 28th!
Elect Mac Fitts
County Clerk
WM.

••••••
••••••

As you know I am one of four candidates aski
ng

•••

4

for your vote & support. If you listen to all of us
it
will require a great deal of time.
However, I believe that you should as a concerned citizen of Calloway County take time to consider
the qualifications of each candidate.
It is most important that you have the most
qualified, the most experienced sheriff and one who
would be the most productive in continuing to
law enforcement forward in Calloway County forlead
the
next four years.
Since becoming your sheriff my deputies have
received all training that is available to the sheri
ff's
department by the Kentucky Bureau of Training. They
have received nui-nerous hours of training in othe
law enforcement fields, including the enforcement r
the recent spouse abouse law, and each deputy of
is
required to become qualified by a Federal Firearms
Instructor.
I hope you as concerned taxpayers do not want
the expense of changing the staff of the office and
interrupt the efficient service that my trained personnel are able to provide you.
So vote for continued service uninterrupted by
change!

•

*Honest
*Hard Working
%sniffled
usinessman
*Dedicated

*Lifelong Resident
*Proven Public
Servant
*Community Leader
*Respected Citizen

ac wants to
°or County C
You DO Have A Choice

Mac Fitts for
Count Your vote an• in AO
will be appreciated
bf Ih. Ca0"0" hi* Mg ••••••••#

•••,.

•••

.—

,
•

•••••••••••••011.0
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— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — I nc e ee iscount enter — 1nc e ee iscount enter

UNCLE
Automotive
Hardware &
Sporting Goods

642-3895

DISCOUNT CENTER
LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 79 EAST
PARIS TN

M -6"
az_c°'J

p.

644-9520

While
Quantities
Last

ABU Garcia
Model 554

SPINNING REEL

4
r
.

Ambassadeue'

ULTRA MAG
XL PLUS TM

0 Unique MAGTRAki
magnetic braking system
O Exclusive flipping feature
O Exclusive Fast Caste.
Thum Bar

Save
10.00

Malibu

TUBE
Model ST-5630
Reg.
29.99

"
Now 10

Prices good May 21 — May 27.

Health & Beauty Aids
Toys Housewares
Records Books

644-1062

Some Items May
Not Be Exactly
As Pictured

• Automatic
manual
• Bait trip

They Died DefernMur Nation's Cause

Clothing

Sunday
I 00 P M
6 00 P M

Monday -Saturday
9 A M.
9 P M,
We Reserve The
Right To
Limit Quantities

LE1

Now

19"

0 Exclusive quick-change
spool with bayonet lock
O Free floating level wind
O Independent rotating spool
with stainless steel ball
bearings

00

Now

59

Reg. 79.99
cit.
Save 20.00 •.al,

.i.
trik'iM' f.Tit- iv=

v•

i

G.E. AM/FM Stereo

HEADSET RADIO
Slim design fits into shirt pocket or clip on
belt. Lightweight stereo headphones.
No. 7-1600.
Save 5.00
Sale

16"

Multi-position, vinyl tubing, folds
flat for sun bathing & easy
storage.

Now

While
Supply
Lasts!

No Refund- No Exchange No Adjustments

"Infra-Red"

MASSAGER
Use with or without heat. Great
for all over body.

98
Reg. 15.97

Sale 1 1

— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center -- Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee
Discount Center —

it •

-^

..................ssismo••••••,...•••••••rwahow.1••••
•41.1111....11,
•
••••••••••

— Uncle Lee Diicount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Many more unadvertised specials!

Turco Bristol

GAS GRILL

New up-front console with dual control; Turcolite'
automatic push button igniter; Gas Minder fuel gauge;
Full size 20 lb. LP. tank; Permanent western lava rock;
Stylish chestnut brown finish
(Bonus)
Heavy duty porcelain coated cooking grids; Twin 32,000
BTU stainless steel burners(16,000 BTU each); 452 sq.
inch dual cooking area; Temperature gauge; Convenient
lower storage shelf; Two permanent wood slat side shelves.

Paramount

STRiNG
TRIMMER

P4 i

Now 15
9
99

Model 53511

Reg.
189.99

Turco Bristol

16 Inch, automatic line
feed. .750 H.P.

GAS GRILL

a

260 sq. inch cooking area; Heavy duty chrome wire
cooking grid; Two permanent wood slat side shelves;
Convenient lower storage area; New up-front console
with dual controls; Turcolite' aAmatic push button
igniter; Full size 20 lb. L.P. tank; Permanent western
lava rock; Low gloss black finish; Twin 20,000 BTU
stainless steel burners (10,000 BTU each)

WEED CUTTER
Model 621056

Now

729

124

0
3
(I)
3

CD

Reg. 149.99

52220

COLEMAN FUEL

Now

3
CD

51034253
Coleman fuel — there's no better fuel made for gasoline camping appliances. Coleman
fuel is quality checked to burn clean and prevent clogging or gumming up.

75

11

Kotap

DINING CANOPY
4

20 INCH
2 speed

5103A253

an

Buy 3 Fishing Lures
and Get 1 of Equal
Value or Less

11' x 6" x 118".
8' high at center, 6' high wall, includes
poles & rope.

1500

Reg. 19.90

Gallon

FREE!

Now

'

.22 LR. RANGER
Caliber 72 Sii/L11w .22 Bagmen Glebe
Sights: Blade Frost r,
VOsiget. 31 oz. te 37 az.
Fastens: Sli4e Swims Epode( %stint Firm( Pie.
Ruled Cyllowlw. and "Isomer MO"
Cause* roods
Reese: Mee eilleid Grips
Ilele: Gabe'spoked weft deal celiiiers

e..

FAMILY CABIN TENT

AIR MATTRESS
Model STN-WP
x 76".

- - Uncle Lee Discount Center
a. a • •

Uncle Lee Discount Center - Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

ro

(DCD
0

••-•••••••"-•-i-l•••

•

1:•!•fif •
e;

•••

• •
••

,
41•111•••••11.1••••••••••••••-•-••••••••••••••••••••.--. -•••••••-*--.40. -•••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••es•am•••••••••••••••
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• •

ANSI

••••

nc e Lee Discount Cent -

4unops!ci aai a

DU

- Uncle Lee Discount Center -- Uncle Lee Discount Center - Uncle Lee Discount Center - Uncle Lee Discount Center
Many more unadvertised specials!

Obrien
Team Combo

SKI

Reg. 119.00

ncle Lee Disco nt enter -- Unc e Lee Discount Cente

99

900

Now

Seaway

frie

SCREEN HOUSE A
Rip stop polyethylene.

•
•
••'*t•

99

°Ir

Johnson - Century

Save
50.00

Now

110

•
•••
•11.

Zebco 202

R99•
•
•
•
•

MINNOW
BUCKET

4:4:\
•
••

12 %It 10•1•1••• P..,.
• 14.4•14ss pederiesece Int% mcreased tefes* I•gee
pe• propel* paw unit RR SAE les* Stendarec
• Its Mb *rest tree 5 speed cent* meta
fteent Imettel ovrti. moo
• Slick alrelblee
Sam solo pleatmelied
• p -Calitmed •esl- loot came** caelerlable
••• twat tell meal
•-Ceesten1 Os Ott Ilerneetarl" 11.101
• Meow plated W115 .11.4 15411

•
•
•
••
•
•••

,-•
•

Save
5.50

:•,•
:•

.
"
S1̀
•
Sal
••t•\
.1-

•

•

%l
ei)

Plano
Mangum

TACKLE
BOX
•
•
•7.,

Nein 1162
2-sided IN it Neil kr Inn el nods arsi sins Nene& dividers sees op sr
cempedassb.tarp soll se see Ids pones op=*NI Neap.
lisseuslis Wel auk is reel se AN eel Ned kr reds ember amine lids,
leaned pN ember*** his. 14-7/1104211% is. am A

••
:
.1_•

'ii.

Now
•

••'
-.04*
'••
•
•
•

•41\
•t•
I*••
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S
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•
\
.11•16
\

1•
••
°
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•
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- Uncle Lee Discount Center

Igo

•

•41•

#1\
s
41••/
1
4

•

I.•

.4
„.

MARINE Stearns
BATTERIES LIFE
105 AMP
VEST
Deep Cycle
Model SSII-2127 Adult
Regular 19.90

Now 5499

149°

Styrofoam

Save 20.00

COOLER
1 39

4.
..1`•,
11 •y

•

*

Now

BINOCULARS

Tucke't

WATER
CAN '
2 gallon. No. 1120. Plastic.

Rd. 16.99

1
1
1

4:
4
•

• •

.

.1.1*

A.
401A ee:.•

ci•

e': •

1.11p

•,••
r..

249

2q\ 1:#

•

•4
•1

49 -

Now

Reg. 59.99
•.;•
•'•••

*4 •

99

•
•.
A
•

%Wel
C10

•

111•

•

Reg. 299.95

Reg. 5.99

Now mil

f•

•

••

A49

Reg. 10.48

...•
•4.p.

'Ne

•w,

•
***/*
•tl

Extra heavy wall!
Nick)e plate wire
frame with lid
secured to frame.
Use as ice bucket,
cooler or minnow
bucket.

REEULARCO ROD
COMBO
Now %.

.
e

f4;•

TROLLING
MOTOR

•.
s

Plastilite Champagne

1.

Minn Kota
565

°

Reg. 18.99

Reg.
5.99

•
-•.
- ••-t•\
,
•

••••
,d*•
•
• •

Save
5.00

SPIN-CASTING REELS
Close face reel 2
99
Pro 345

3

•sk

Reg. ...s.
64.99 .•
•,••• •••••

OS

nc - Lee Discount Cente

DU

•4ua 4u ops!ci aai a
3U

.4ua)4unops!a aai a

SKI-ROPE

8 strand braided, poly propylene.
1/4x 75.

Now

12'x12'.

IWO.
,
•

Nova

64,E,

199
Now V

Uncle Lee Discount Center - Uncle Lee Discount Center

by Bushnell
Insta-focus ensign. 7x35.
No. 117306.
Reg. 59.99

Reg. 4.99

1999

Now /4/)

Uncle Lee Discount Center

0

.1
0

_

•

••••

Lit

......e....-His.....rerr•romerear.fterosseur-Hser.reo.re....serre prat-Hiserweemee•

401...001110r

Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

14
f

R

Shoe Liquidation
Ladies

41-

The World's
First Topless
Sandal!

Pol HAWAII

sE41
;

••

By JOY® & WESTIES°

The world's first self-adhering'
;1
topless sandal, offers the
wearer the most unique
experience in footwear to be
found anywhere.

Now

, •
tIt•
Men's
3-4

)
0
0
,
11
,

MUM.

4110

Mesh
Caps
Your Choice of Novelty
sayings and slogans.
Adjustable (one size fits
all).
Reg.
to
$5.00 Now

$288

•
A

*

.
44A‘4
t

Arlfo 't4,4
*$#: •

••

Beach Towels

Super Sale!
Boys

Basic Jeans

Rebel Flag• Rainbows•
Stripes
$
Reg.
$9.99

Pair

Reg. $12.99
Sizes 4-14
Slims & Regs.
No Rainchecks.

Camp
Shirts

FRUIT OF THE LOOM.

For Ladies
By E-TEE®

Pocket 1-Shirts

Assted. Solids
Values to $20.00

9.100

488

Print Big Top!

'As'N
/

By E-TEE®
• Values to $20.00 •Sizes PA-1.

$000 s'zkv4

Memorial Day
Special!
Men's & Boys'

Now

Swim Trunks

Beach
Shoes

$188

For Men &
Women

111,
e

88m$
5
88

2 Styles —
c.

;Ili

4

Reg. $7.00 to $9.00

It/

Memorial
Day
Savings!

Men's

$299 r

sr.

• No rainchecks• No exchange• No refund• No adjustme

Now

Reg.

Q.

Reg. $2
These
NOT irrei
Pair
* Straight legs and boot-cuts NOT included!

While They
Last!

• Big variety of styles and
colors

Special Purchase
Oversized

644
c 10
644

Traditional Flares o
Big Bells Only

700 44:4.P.4

While They $
Last!

Sorryr Itrtms Mop
Not Be Exactly
As PrcIurrod

Health &
To r s Ho
Recor.

Memorial Day Spectacular

$900

• te., fts -tV4

Sunday
00P M
6 OOP M

Monday Saturday
9AM
9PM
W.Rote. Th.
Light To
Ouant•ties

A Great Buy. Several Styles
Values
Sale
to
Price
$23.00

‘
Ik

DISCOUNT CENTER
LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 79 EAST
PAE/iS TN

642-3895

Rompers

Now ,
•

'
488
V Pair

Memorial Day Special!
Ladies

$588

•
•
444
••.

Automot,.•
Harlwar•
Sportmg Goods

Values to
$47.00

• No Hot Feet • No Straps
• No Blisters • No Tan Lines
• Just good fun & clean feet!
Reg. $9.00

UIiCLE 'LE

• Dress Heels

'
NI

$1-00*
Sale

pak -

Reg.$2.61,

AN.

—.— 7 _
r
,,
,
re

7,7.7

•

....ay.

+ales mr-i

cle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

Men's

OUNT CENTER
VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
79 EAST
PARIS TN

Hioo
&tow. A.ds
Tors Hous•wor•s
Records Books

644-9520
cioth,ng
644-1062

ii Day Spectacular

Ina! Flares or
Bells Only

oo
B

Reg. $22.00
These are
Pair NOT irregulars.
oot-cuts NOT included!
clisage• No refund•No adjustments

int Big Tops
By E-TEE®

ues to $20.00 •Sizes S-M-L

$goo Aviv•
ow 14,
Memorial
Day
Savings!

3each
3hoes

Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle

SS E4GL4,

Short c3
Sleeve
Pullovers

Super
Hanes
I
Sale!
Sale Price
$439 *Mfg.
Briefs Less
Rebate
2.00
• Sizes 30-42

•Solid colors •Sizes S-XL

Reg.
$14.00
One Group

$788
Now

• Reg. $7.99

S-XL
i. ••Sizes
Reg. $10.29

Men's - Ladies' Youth's
By JORDACHE, KANGAROO, CONVERSE
& ZAPA
_ 100
Now$1
— Also — Men's
CONVERSE®.
"Fairmont" Canvas

Tennis Oxfords

Sale Price

$539

,'Aileest,samtefg• 2.00
'Your Final $1
"j Cost

4

While
They Last

Or
ke.

...*
*VV21
47.

$21"

Reg.
$11.00

2 Styles

1

00

Now

Several Styles

Pants• Pants.
Pants•

Shorts
Lots of Colors
By
FOREIGN MARKET®

By LA CLASSIQUE®
• Assorted styles and colors
• Values to $30.00

Values to $25.00

$1 100

$1300
Now Just

Blouses

W
I
t
Si
t°Ac
%
i

"Bass Look"

Leather Sandals
$588

Great With Our Big Assortment

For Men &
Women

ht
2
1

Women's

• Reg. $32.00 •Was $26.90 Now

Only

$2.39

T-shirts or V-necks

Athletic
Shoes

•Canvas
• Leather
• Urethane

Your Final Cost

Special Group

Pair

While
They
Last!

Special Group!
Ladies

Fashion
Jeans
By CHIC® &
STUFFED SHIRT.®
Values to $37.00

By TRY 1®
Reg.
$200
New 110
to
$19.00
•Sias SAM

Pair

eg• $2-69
Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

MOVIN ON

Denim Vests
$(188
Reg
$28.00 NOW

Ili

Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee

A.

•
'LIS"

•••••,.

-

•••••••.efte.ruLtu tt.t,
'
#1' • • .

L

•

•

.1

.

Ni

•

4

r
'
. ' •,

_

• .

-„I

411

\,‘

,

_

•

„.

••••

111.••••••••••••••••••••••••ror...04.40....00.10.....10a.•••••••••••••••••••••b0 44••••••••••41r

— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee
Discount Center
The Wet
Gran Prix
Set
'•••1441.•4
Inflatable

Drug - Houseware
Departments

••

CASSETTE
TAPE
RECORDER

/

"Memorial Day Specials"
•\
•1°N.
•1.1,

•••

"14.
.
.
1 *to

•
•

•

LI.V. •41:
•
•

•

Amoco
Double Laminated

•

*TO

Size 874".
Rigid.
Pk. of 50.

;

„el

•••

•••
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Microwave safe.
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Box of 150.
No. HP677
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STEAK KNIFE
SET
Stainless Steel Blades,
Wooden Handle.
No. 1146. Save 1.00.
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Crystal — No. 36760E
Sapphire Blue — No. B836760E
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16 oz. Glasses
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Anchor Hocking

129

Big Drink Size
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Use for drying Or storage, durable
plastic tray. Assorted colors, folds for
easy storage.

4 sectioned trays.
Soakproof foam
trays. Size 10"19".

Pkgs.

16 oz. Cups
Pack of 20

DISH RACK
No. 2353

2

Regular - Pine Scent
12 oz. Aerosol Can

Folding
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PARTY CUPS
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60 Min.- Pk. of 3
90 Min. - Pk. of 2
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Black Flag
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SWIM AIDS
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Reynolds
Wrap

ALUMINUM FOIL
Heavy duty,
18" x 8/
1
2 yds.
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Sale 249

Arm bands fits ages 2 to 8.
With safety valves. Sturdy
vinyl - set of 2(71/21117/
1
2")
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Wrap
DUTY
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No. 59725

The Wet Set
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Air mattress,
clear top with
reflective silver
bottom, sturdy
vinyl. Size: 72"x30".

2495

Sale
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FOAM PLATES

SUN
TANNER

with AM/FM radio

AC/Battery
Operation
No. 705
Reg. 32.99
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TRASH BAGS
Fits up to 26 gallon can.
Box of 40 w/ties.
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MUSTARD
Squeeze
barrel.
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100% Tea — 33% More Free.

196

4 oz. decanter jar.

Mb
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Sale

LEMONADE
MIX

PEANUTS

"2-

Skinless
Spanish

196
1.

16 OL Bag

sale

139

I

Armour

Gillette

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

DAISY LADY'S
DISPOSABLE °
r,'„sy- SHAVER

5 oz can

Uncle Lee Discount Center
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Southern Roasted

Sale
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Country Time

Makes 8 qts.
24 oz. can.

Plochman's — New 30 Oz. Size
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BAR-B-QUE SAUCE
Original flavors.
18 oz.
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Lipton Instant
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Fat Freddie
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Gentle, natural astringent.
16 oz.
Sale
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Cheez Balls — 5 oz.
Cheez Curls — 61
/
2 oz.
Corn Chips — 71/2 oz.
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PLANTERS SNACKS
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CRYSTAL
LIGHT

.
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16.
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For temporary relief of
poison ivy, oak, insect
bites, etc. Cream or ointment.

r‘;
•

ti:••
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Sugar Free
Makes 4 qts. 4 tubes
• Lemonade
• Fruit Punch
• Ice Tea
Sale
• Citrus Blend
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Dickinson's

WITCH HAZEL
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Cortaid
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Fast relief of sunburn pain.
3 oz. aerosol can.
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KIESERVER
AND SKIN
MOISTURIZEP
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SOLARCAINE
SPRAY
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Sale
•

40.46

1 'I
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'

Sale

3/4" bandages.
Box of 60.

4%

Tan Preserver
& Skin Moisturizer
10 oz.

PLASTIC BANDAGES

CUra

6 oz. aerosol can.

DEEP TAN

•

•3SKI - - 1 a 3U

Super Rich
Suntan Cream
Suntan Oil

Sale
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DEEP TAN
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One Group
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WESTERN
BOOTS

DISCOUNT CENTER

642-3095
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Dingo — Tony Lama — Dan Post

r

Values
$60 to
$180

•
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Now

Big Selection

One Group

PURSES

ATHLETIC SHOES
Men's - Ladies' - Youths'
By Jordache, Kangaroo, Converse & Zapa 40P

Priced to Clear
.oze

Now

1/2 Off

Our Low
Discount
Price

• Canvas
• Leather
• Urethane

BARGAIN RACK

75%

Values to $40

Now
Sunshine Mountain

Shop The Clothing Dept.
•••••.

44"to89"

11'

2-MAN
BOAT

Off Every Day

••••••r•
••••••••-••

Model MB-200

•
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The Wet Set

Now

INFLATABLE AIR MATTRESS
No 59700

t
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LAWN CHAIR
Vinyl tubing, cool plastic arm
rest, folds flat for storage.

Sale
The Wet Set
Inflatable

BEACH
BALL

-

, .
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Sturdy vinyl, 20" ball.
No. 59020.

14"

/

699

Sale

Save
10.00

Reg. 24.99
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Pillow top sturdy vinyl, assorted colors.
72"x27".

—

While they last!
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Worth

"
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Blue Dot

SOFTBALLS
ir

ASA Approved.
restricted Right softball to slow
pitch play with top grade chrome tanned loathes with
red stitchintf Worth's top-hne softballs Item a
patented polys core and chromed tanned cover

Mardi Gras webbed lawn chair,
multi-color. 5x4x4 webb.

749
Sale /
Mfg. Rebate
— 2.50
Sour Cast
After Rebate

4.99

Model PX-2T
No.

269

111

Reg.
8.44

Mercury

The Wet
Set
Inflatable

TIRE
TUBE

7•;

QUICK SILVER
2 Cycle - 50:1 Mix
Float, heavy gauge vinyl.

36 Inch — No. 59251.
30 Inch —

each

Now
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